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Annual

Holocaust

memorial

begins

tonight
BATSHEVA TSUR

THE official opening ceremony
for Holocaust Martyrs and
Heroes Remembrance Day
takes place tonight at 8 p.m. at

Yad Vashemon Jerusalem’s Mt.
Herzl, with the participation of
President Ezer Weizman .and.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres.

The ceremony, including the

lighting of the torches (Story,

Page 4), win bebroadcast live on
Channels 1 and 2, Israel Radio,
and Army Ratlio^ ' _• '~''l

.
.

*'

A record 13 million people

'

have visited Yad Vashem since

-last year’s.^. 'Holocaust .

Remembrance Day, chairman

Avncr Sbalev said yesterday.

.During the same period, some
70..000 high school pupils

attended seminars devoted to

the Holocaust, and 500 teachers

spent a foil year studying the

subject. Most of them were

elementary and junior high

.school teachers who do not

normally teach history.

• “This reflects a trend on the

part of the youth today to show
an interest in the Holocaust at

an early age, an interest which is

expressed also in the

classroom,” Shalev said. He
added that third- and fourth-

generation survivors are also

showing a growing interest in

the Holocaust and that the

authority is planning to adapt

itself to the demands for

information from this new :

public.
-• The ongoing effort to record

any remaining witnesses is being

speeded up, Sbalev said, and an

80 ,000-dossier archive from

Germany is being transferred to

Jerusalem as part of the efforts

...to make Yad Vashem the

- foremost center of Holocaust

.
information in the world. The

entire archive will be

'-computerized.
r-p

- The Education and Tourism

• ministries and the WJC’s’Claims

Conference, together with the

.Friends of Yad Vashem, are

allocating more than $45 tnilhon

"for the building of an expanded

museum, a school for Holocaust

Studies, and an orientation

center at the entrance to the

•campus, he said.
. .

.

Y.':A multi-media kit. suitable

for use here and abroad, has

".been prepared using state-of-

-the-art methods to bnng the

hser doser to the study of the

period and the emotions

experienced by the survivors.

Verdict today

in Dinitz trial

'A verdict is to be handed down

, today in the trial of form^ Jew-

ish Aeencv chairman Sitncna

gLSfoJeriisalem Magnate s

. Coon. Dinitz was charged wth

using agency funds to purchase

personal items during his tenure

as chairman. m Hutman

Smoke rises from buildings in the sooth Lebanese town of Nabatiya after an air force raid yesterday. IAF fighters struck
twice into the center of the market town. (Reuter;

Peres: Operation will continue

until Hizbullah ceases its attacks
“IF Hizbullah ceases its attacks, we will cease

. ours,'’ Prime Minister Shimon Peres said in a

statement issued after yesterday’s cabinet

meeting.

The meeting was devoted to the events in

the North and Operation Grapes of Wrath.
Reports were given by Chief of General Staff

Lt-Gen. Amnon Lipkin- Shahale and senior

IDF officers involved in the operation.

. The cabinet also announced that Israel has
Bomfentioa ofoccupyipg Lebanon and has

no intention of entering into battles with ei-

ther tiip Syrian or the Lebanese armies, A
long government statement was read to the

press by Cabinet SecretaryShmuel Hollander
in Peres’s,name after the meeting.

.
“The policy is to not injure civilians. If

civilians were injured, this stemmed from the

fact that they traveled in a vehicle in which

therewas a terrorist or terrorists, or they were
found in tbeir

;
vicinity. For our part, we will

endeavor to prevent losses on our side, as well

as injury to Lebanese citizens.

- . “Hizbullah has, breached all previous un-

derstandings and has deliberately created an

escalation. The US has established that the

L1A-T COLLINS

understandings which were achieved through
its mediation, have not been honored by Hiz-

bullah,” the statement said. Hollander said

Israel had not requested US intervention but

is “reporting to the US.”
Peres told the cabinet French President Jac-

ques Chirac had complained to him that Isra-

el’s response had been out of proportion to
foe attacks. Peres reportedly replied that he
would like to see how Chirac would react if

Paris were shelled.

The declaration stated that Israel “will not

allow- firing from within villages and will not

permit Hizbullah to conceal itself among the

civilian population, and from there launch

Katyushas at communities in the North.
“Hizbullah terrorists and facilities in Leba-

non, including those in Beirut, will not enjoy

immunity. Israel is not limited by time and has

the patience, fortitude and ability to continue

carrying out the required actions until the

Hizbullah attacks cease.”

One clause of the statement notes that if

Israeli civilian facilities are hit. there will be

no immunity from strikes on equivalent Leba-
nese facilities. This apparently refers to ac-

tions like the IAF attack on a power produc-
tion plant in Jumhur in retaliation for the

Hizbullah shelling of the power grid in Kiiyat
Shroona. The IAF raid took place as the

statement was being read.

“We did not conquer the security zone. The
Lebanese authorities have essentially left it

unclaimed and turned it into a terrorist oper-
ating theater. We will not accept the free hand
the Lebanese government grants to the ter-

rorist headquarters to operate on its territory,

without interference,” Peres said.

The cabinet and Peres expressed apprecia-

tion to tbe IDF and noted national support for

its policy in the North. An ad hoc ministerial

committee, chaired by Finance Minister Av-
rahara Shohat, was appointed to provide as-

sistance to communities in the North. Peres

recommended that Kiryat Sbmona be granted

special status.

Meretz ministers - Yossi Sand, Amnon
Rubinstein and Yair Tzaban - warned of re-

peating past mistakes in Lebanon and getting

bogged down in a war.

Two hurt in Hizbullah Katyusha ‘Talks with

attacks, fighting continues

15041005

TWO people were lightly hurt

and extensive damage was
caused to property and livestock

in a barrage of nearly 50 Katyu-

sba rockets on the Galilee

yesterday.

Racbel Kimri, 40, of Moshav
Margaliot. ‘ suffered very light

shrapaet wounds to her face and

aim when a Katyusha rocket ex-

ploded as she was going to her

chicken sheds to feed the

animals .

She was taken to tbe Magen
David Adorn front-line emer-

gency ward* in Kiryat Shmona,
and later transferred to Safed’s

Rebecca Sief Hospital.

A rocket scored a direct hit on

a chicken shed on another

northern settlement, killing

thousands of young fowl and

causing extensive damage, but

no human casualties.

The rocket attacks on the Gal-

ilee Panhandle, which began

around 9 a.m., continued

throughout the day with one or

two falling in salvoes in various

parts of the area.

In parallel, Hizbullah gunmen

also fired at civilian targets in

Nahariya and other parts of

Western Galilee. In the after-

noon, one of the rockets hit a

school building that was empty

following the decision not to

hold classes in most confronta-

tion line settlements.

Later, at about 730 pjn. an-

other salvo of rockets was fired

at the Western Galilee. One of

the rockets hit a bomb shelter

and a teenage girl was treated

for shock. Otherwise, there

were ho casualties.

. An hour later two more salvos

slammed into the Galilee Pan-

handle region, causing some mi-

nor damage, but there were no

immediate reports of casualties.

Katyusha rockets also fell in

parts of the security zone. 'In

cme incident,, a rocket struck a

South Lebanese Army position
'

and a soldier was lightly wound-

PAVID BUDGE

ed and had to be taken to the

hospital for treatment.

In another case a rocket, ap-

parently mistakenly fired.by Hiz-

bullah gunners, scored a direct

bit on tbe command headquar-

ters of UNIFIL in Nakoura . in-

side the security zone.

UNIFIL officers said the rock-

et blasted a workshop which was
fortunately empty at the time
pausing extensive damage but no
casualties.

President Ezer Weizman spent

Saturday night in Kiiyat Shmona
and continued his solidarity visit

to the North yesterday, meeting

residents at several towns and vil-

lages along the border. He ex-

pressed the hope that Operation

Grapes of Wrath would produce

longer-lasting tranquility for resi-

dents of the North than previous

operations.

Shortly after his arrival in Kir-

yat Shmona on Saturday night,

the town was hit by a salvo of

Katyusha rockets which cut pow-
er supplies and plunged the city

into darkness.

Police Inspector-General As-

saf Hefetz also visited Kiiyat

Shmona yesterday to issue a cer-

tificate of commendation to
Warr. Ofc. David Bouhbut, who
helped pull Hanni Himi from her

blaring car after a rocket landed

in the town Friday morning.

As the Katyusha rocket attacks

on the Galilee continued unabat-

ed yesterday, more and more
people decided to leave for safer

areas after spending days and
nights in security rooms and
bomb shelters.

Police, however, stressed they

.would be on duty to prevent any

attempts by looters to exploit the

situation, as happened in one
case in Kiiyat Shmona.
A looter was caught last night

by Qvil Guard volunteers who
are guarding homes whose own-
ers have left the town. During a

routine check, the suspect be-

came alarmed and fled. He was
caught with marijuana and mon-
ey be is suspected of stealing

from the abandoned homes.
IDF, municipalities and social

services implemented emergency
procedures to take food and oth-

er essentia] items, including med-
icines, to those who preferred to

remain and continue living in

bomb shelters.

According to some estimates,

around 500 buildings have been

damaged in the wave of Katyusha
rocket attacks causing millions of

shekels worth of damage.
The attacks have closed down

many businesses, factories, shops

and other workplaces, while

tourism in the Galilee which

would normally be flourishing at

this time of year, has ceased

completely.

The total cost of the damage to

agriculture, tourism, and com-
merce is said to be running into

tens of millions of shekels, direct-

ly and indirectly.

“This is not the first time there

have been Katyushas, but thank

God there have not been any se-

rious problems.” said Metulla

Local Council chairman Yossi

Goldberg.

“They have been frying to at-

tack us for months. It's not a new
thing. We know that from time to

time we have to live under tbe

threat of the terrorists, especially

Hizbullah, and this is the reason

the IDF is frying to stop them.

“It may take a few days or a

week, but we are ready for as

long as it takes until there is

peace and quiet on both sides of

the border,” he said.

He said a few people had tem-

porarily moved out of the town

because of the security situation,

but most are staying put. 'This is

our home and this is our life here,

including in conditions like those

we have now. In the face of ter-

rorism, we are building tourism,”

he said.

Lebanon

when
Katyushas

stop’
Jerusalem Post Staff

and news agencies

FOREIGN Minister Ehud
Barak said yesterday that Israel

would be ready to negotiate an

end to Operation Grapes of

Wrath only when Beirut makes
it practically impossible for

Hizbullah to fire rockets at

Israel.

Speaking to CNN Interna-

tional, Barak said: “What we
have said is if the conditions will

be created by actions of the gov-

ernment of Lebanon that would
make the shooting of Katyushas
toward Israel something which

is practically impossible, then

we will be ready to negotiate.*’

But Barak said the four-day-

old operation had two objec-

tives - to hit at the Iranian-

backed gunmen and make clear

that Israel expects the Lebanese
government to halt the
Katyushas.

“It doesn’t mean that we are

going to stop our shooting when
the equivalent of 20 million

Americans are in shelters in Is-

rael,” Barak said.

In New York, the Conference

of Presidents of Major Ameri-
can Jewish Organizations has

expressed its support for the

government, saying Israel has

the right “to defend its citizens

against the intolerable situa-

tion” in the North created by
the Hizbullah attacks.

Tbe conference also wel-
comed the support of the Clin-

ton administration, noting that

Secretary of State Warren
Christopher has blamed Hizbul-
lah for tbe current crisis.

The States await!

From Israel, just dial;

177-100-2727

200,000 flee

in Lebanon

as Katyushas

still hit North
DAVID RUDGE and ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

ISRAEL Air Force planes
and helicopter gunsbips blast-

ed a power station and a Hiz-

bullah nerve center in the Bei-
rut region, as well as a target

in the Syrian-controlled Be-
kaa Valley yesterday, as Op-
eration Grapes of Wrath con-
tinued unabated.
A defiant Hizbullah contin-

ued to pelt the North with Ka-
tyushas, hitting towns and vil-

lages in the Galilee with
nearly 50 rockets, lightly

wounding two people and
causing extensive damage to

property and livestock.

The IAF continued to seek out
and destroy Hizbullah targets

during the night, after more than
240 daytime sorties. The air raids

knocked out a Hizbullah radio
station in the Bekaa, hit a com-
mand center in the heart of Bei-
rut, and knocked out electricity

in Beirut in retaliation for dam-
age to power lines in the North.
As the fighting continued to rage,

the exodus of civilians from com-
munities in the Galilee and north

of the security zone grew in

proportion.

Tbe number of refugees fleeing

south Lebanon reached about
200.000. after the IDF warned it

would hit Hizbullah targets in

Tyre and dozens of villages south
of the Utani River. The coastal

road leading to Beirut was re-

ported to be completely blocked
with traffic.

According to reports from
Lebanon, about 200 villages had
been evacuated by last night, in-

cluding most of Tyre which has a

population of nearly 60,000.

Those who could not find
transport north continued to
make their way to UNIFIL posi-

tions north of the security zone.

UNIFIL spokesman Timur Gok-
sel said that some 9,000 villagers

were camped inside compounds
of the international peacekeeping
force or near their perimeters.

”

Reports from Lebanon said

tha t one Katyusha hit inside the

UNIFIL base in Nakoura causing
extensive damage, but no
injuries.

“The fire in many instances

conies from inside the villages.

They keep the rockets inside

houses, take them out and fire,

then return to the house. We saw
them fire from a school and other
public buildings.” said Chief of

General Staff Lt.-Gen. Amnon
Lipkin-Shahak.

He said the IDFs call for all

residents in southern Lebanon to

flee northward is meant to keep
them from being hurt. “We hope
the exodus will prevent civilians

from being harmed. We will con-
tinue to act wherever Hizbullah

can be found. We won’t let Hiz-

bullah hide among civilians or use

the residents of south Lebanon as

a shield,” he said.

OC Intelligence Maj.-Gen.
Moshe Ya'alon said his people
had information Hizbullah is dy-
ing to cany out suicide attacks in

the security zone and that it may
even try to infiltrate Israel with a

terrorist flying a hang glider. He
said Israeli and Jewish targets

abroad are also on alert against

possible attacks by Hizbullah,

which is being aided by Iran.

Ya'alon also said diplomats at

the Iranian Embassy in Beirut

(Continued on Page 2)
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The Katyusha attacks on Kiryat Shmona and adjoining

Jewish communities are a painful preview of what lies In

store for us.They are what we may expert from those Arabs
who are not interested in a true peace with a Jewish State,

and to whom a written agreement is meaningless.

Women In Green have organized a country-wide

show of solidarity and support for our brethren in the

North, who have been subjected to prolonged, harrowing

and murderous Katyusha attacks.

Tuesday and Wednesday of this week, April 16 and 17,

1996 , our Women In Green win be at the

following locations, on the dates and times listed below, to

collect games, toys, and books for the children of the North

(money donations for such purchases can also be made).

Bat Tam: Wed, Kskar HaMafzava (next to Bank Leuni) ISDPISDO

Beersheba: Tue. & Wed, HaCanyon Hagadd, 16:00.18:00

Bait El: Tue,, homed Tony Sabato, 16:00-18:00

Beit Shemesh: Tue. 4 Wed., Mercaz Msliari Yefat Hashemesh,

Sderot HadekeJ, Gival Shareti, 10:00-13:00

Efrafc Tue. & Wed., Mercaz fsfe'hari, 16:00-18:00

ESab Wed., plaza in front of Shekem, 16D0-19D0

GivatZe'ev: 37Retov EmekAyabn (Carolyn). Tue., 15.‘00-21;£X5, Wed, 9:00-21:00

Haifa: Wed., Mercaz Horeu, 11:00-14.-00

Hebron: Tua& Wed., Municipal Offices, Jewish Community, 11:0013:00

Jerusalem: Tue. 6 Wed, HaMashbir Plaza, King George Street, 11:00-14:00

Kamel Shorn ron: Wed., 9 Rehov HaRimon, Neve ABza, 19:00-21 .1X3

Kmneret Koehava (Hazorim, Gwal Avre, MigdaJ): Tue., 16.00- 18.00

IQryat Arba: Tue.& Wed, Community Center. 14:00-171X1

KiiyatOno: Tue.& Wed,, Mercaz Malian Kiron, 13:00-15:00

Ua'aleh Adumim: Tue„ Wed.& Thur., Co-op in Mercaz, 16:00-18:00

Uetan Tua, Mercaz Ms'hari, 15:00-17:00

Netanya: Wed., Canyon HaSharon, 16:30-18:30

Ra'anana: Wed., HaMashbir, 16:30-18:30

Rehovot Wed„ Shekem Passage. 17.-00-19.00

Tekoa: Tue. & Wed., home of Yael Amid, 18:00-21 DO

Tel Avhr: Tub. & Wed. KHcar Dizengoff, Chen Cinema, 17:00-20:00
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OPERATION GRAPES OF WRATH

Peres:

Ground
forces won’t
return to

Lebanon
AR1EH O’SULLIVAN

PRIME Minister Shimon Peres
said yesterday that the war against

Hizbullah is liable to go on for

some time, but that he would not

order a massive ground offensive

into Lebanon.
“We have no intention of return-

ing to Lebanon. I was the prime
minister when we removed our

forces from Lebanon. I don’t want
to be tbe prime minister who
returns the forces to Lebanon.
There is no intention of this sort,”

Peres told reporters.

In the what is turning out to be a

war of nerves, Peres said the mis-

sion of Operation Grapes of Wrath
is to rid the threat of Katyushas in

the North and to soldiers in the

security zone.

"The aim is that they do not fire

at ail. They should talk and not

shoot," Peres said during a visit to

an improvised air base in the

North, where he met with heli-

copter pilots returning from mis-

sions in Lebanon.

He hinted that for the time being
he is not seeking an agreement
with Hizbullah similar to the US-
brokered agreement following the

1993 Operation Accountability. In

that unwritten understanding, each

side agreed not to target civilians.

“There is nothing to reach an
agreement about We have one
understanding. We don’t want to

fire cm Lebanese civiLiaus and we
don’t want our civilians to be fired

upon from Lebanon,” Peres said.

He defended the attack on a

Beirut power relay station, saying
it was m retaliation for knocking
out the power to Kbyat Shmona.
“If Hizbullah bits the electricity

In Kxryat Shmona, the electricity

will be hit in Beirut If they fire at

Metulla, we will fire at the

Hizbullah compound in Beirut,”

Peres said.

He refused to give an indication

of how long residents of the North
would have to sit in bomb shel-

ters.

“It is not just up to us," Peres
said. “I can only say we will do
our utmost so that it ends in the

shortest amount of time possible.

But we need a dose of endurance.

We don’t think that we can finish

It up in one fell swoop. The alter-

native is a supervised, methodical
action with the endurance that it

needs."

Lebanese premier
holds talks

with Mubarak
News agencies

LEBANESE Prime Minister
Rafik Hariri met Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak yester-

day to canvass support for his

country in the face of four days
of Israeli air and artillery

attacks.

Egypt's Prime Minister Kamal
Ganzouri and Foreign Minister

Amr Moussa also attended the

talks along with Lebanese offi-

cials accompanying Hariri.

Hariri was expected to meet
Arab League Secretary-General

Esmat Abdel-Meguid later yester-

day and call for an urgent League
meeting to discuss Israel’s opera-
tion in Lebanon.

On Saturday, Mubarak sent a
message to the Lebanese gov-
ernment urging an end to the

violence and a return to peace
talks between the Arabs and
Israelis.

Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
mourns the passing of

MARCEL BLEUSTEIN-BLANCHET
Doctor of Philosophy Honoris Causa of the University

a dedicated friend and benefactor

and extends sincere condolences to the family.

Dr. Avishay Braverman, President

Desiree and Yossi Carmel

and Shai and Rivi

mourn the loss of

MORRIS LEIGH
A beloved friend and devoted supporter of Israel

and extend sincere condolences to dear

Manja and the family.

MORRIS LEIGH

Beloved husband of Manja,
father, grandfather,

great-grandfather

and friend

passed away
on April 11, 1996,

at prayer

in synagogue in England.

He will be greatly missed

by everyone who knew him.

The Jerusalem Post Monday, Aprfl 15, 1996

British

defense

minister

arrives
STEVE HODAH

BRITISH Defense Minister

Michad PorriBo arrived yesterday

for a four-day visit to discuss

cooperation in counterterrorism

.

sariddfeose projects.

Portillo meets this morning wife
Prime Minister and Defame
Minister Shimon Peres and wfll

be welcomed by an honor guard

in Jerasakm. Tins is a departure

from the. ostial procedure of offi-

cially greeting a visiting defease

nricdsEer wife a ceremony at fee

Defense Ministry in TO Aviv.

Israeli officials plan to stress

tbe banian backing of Islamic ter-

ror and urge the British defense

President Ezer Weizman and his wife, Rewna, share a laugh with Khyat Shmona residents in a bomb shelter; where they spent

Saturday night. CAvtaSbapuflnetSnd

Under attack on the front lines
THERE was a whizzing, whining sound, fol-

lowed by a loud thump as the Katyusha struck

nearby, close enough to set the adrenaline

Sowing but nothing more.
A quick look outside revealed a cloud of

smoke spiraling into the air from where the

rocket had exploded on a grass-and-scrub-cov-
ered hillside opposite.

Close, but far enough away for safety. 1 could

imagine the dry lines that would be written

about this particular Katyusha attack: “A rock-

et feQ in the Galilee panhandle yesterday, caus-

ing no injuries or damage.”
There wasn’t even any point jumping into the

car and racing over to the scene of the explo-

sion. This time, thankfully, there would be
nothing to write about
Another rocket had joined the innumerable

number that have left their scars on the Galilee

countryside over the years. “If only they would
all fall on the hills, in the wadis, or fee open
countryside, and not on the towns and vil-

lages.”

The thought was still echoing when there was
fee whoosh of a second rocket, fee air dis-

REPORTER'S NOTEBOOK
DAVID RUDGE

placed by its passing sacking in fee curtains of
fee room and blowing them out again.

A heartbeat later the sound of an explosion

which shook the hotel room and rattled fee

windows, followed a second or two later by
that familiar tingling feeling and strange taste

in fee mouth. Under fire again.

Another adrenaline surge, and thetr running

outside to find oat where the rocket had
exploded and whether this time, God forbid,

there might be casualties.

There could be another one, but you don’t
think about it as the work-mode part of fee

mind takes over.

No need for the car this time. The scene of
the blast is less than 150 meters away - even
less as the Katyusha flies. Some damage, but
thankfully no casualties, a few interviews mad
then back to write up the stray.

It’s only when fee stray is written feat fee

thought comes unbidden that you might have
made the headline instead of reporting about

someone eke’s dose calL

Mad dogs and Englishmen ora in fee midday
sun, andjournalists chasing rockets when saner

members of fee public are m shelters or some
place out of Katyusha range.

In Gulf War parlance, it would no doubt be
called “Katyusha syndrome." Fra those who
report fee news from the field, it is more sim-
ply called “doing the job.”

It goes, as they say, wife fee territory: Nights

without sleep- as fee guns blaze away and fee

on fee real missions. . .. .

The cacophony is exacerbated by the phone
ringing, fee beeper going off wife yet another

message in fee early horns of fee morning.
And there was that one night when fee room

really shook, so you were awake m a second,
jumping nut nf heri and naming to

only to find it was raining outside. Tbe noise
was not a rocket, but a thunderstorm directly

overhead.

A false alarm and back to sleep, maybe, if

you’re lucky, fra an hour ortwo, nnrif fee neyt
time.

FLEE
(Continued from Page 1}

had fled to Damascus, apparently

seeking to avoid being targeted

by Israel

Lebanese security sources said

at least one person was killed and

seven wounded in IAF attacks.

According to the reports, the

IAF carried out at least 20 sepa-

rate strikes, including one in

which the empty home of a Hiz-

bullah leader was destroyed.

OC Air Force Maj.-Gen. Hetzl

Bodinger said the attack on the

power relay station only caused

minima] damage, which could

easily be repaired. He said fee

attack was really a message to the

government that if it allows- Hiz-

bullah to make life uncomfort-

able for Israelis in fee Galilee,

life in their capital would also

suffer.

Under instructions to fire back

at anyone who fires at them, pi-

lots rocketed a Lebanese Army
tank after it opened fire, Bo-
dinger said, it was not dear if any

With deep sorrow, we mourn the passing of

ERIC LUCAS obe

The funeral will take place

at Herzliya Cemetery tomorrow,

Tuesday, April 16, at 12 noon.

Wife: Esther Lucas

Sons: Yonny and Renana Lucas
Shmulik Lucas

Grandsons: Nimrod and Noam Lucas

The British Oiim Society
mourns the passing of

ERIC LUCAS obe
a former Chairman, who devoted his life to the

cause of Zionism and the strengthening of Israel,

through his many years of work in Immigrant
absorption.

We extend sincere condolences to all the family

Our dear father and husband

ROBERT MALCOLM CARR
has passed away.

The funeral will take place tomorrow, Tuesday, April 16,

at 1:00 p.m., at Eretz Hahaim Cemetery, Beit Shemesh.
Wife: Anita Carr

Children; Danielle and Mark Lawrence
Valerie Carr

Ben Carr

Shiva at Shmuel Gonen ABIT, Gfvat Shared, Beit Shemesh.
MMMBBRHHnuwsBBnmwrerenreMBHeni

We express our deep condolences to our friend and colleague

Shoshana Weinstein
and family, on the tragic, untimely death of her beloved

husband, their father and grandfather

Lebanese soldiexs were taut in

the

“This is a war of nerves and a

war of signals and a war in which
- fee side which has fee greater

tenacity, perseverance, and pa-
tience is going to -win. We never

said feat we could stop fee Katyu-
sha rockets overnight, not even

wife the kind of technology feat

we have,” said Cal Ra’anan Gis-

sin, an army spokesman.

The army spokesman noted

feat Hfchnflah command centos,

which were issuing orders to

Farrakhan
feared

assassination

in Israel

MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

LOUIS Farrakhan, tbe American
Black Muslim leader whose recent

trip to Libya drew fire from tbe US
government, said he dkl apt go to

Israel on his regional tour because

fighters to continue Katyusha

rocket attacks and other terrorist

activities, are continuing to oper-

ate freely.

Later in the aftenipaa, fee IAF
Sdt a radio station Of another ter-

rorist organization finked to Hxz-

bollah causing extensive damage.

Hizbullah’s Sheikh Hassan
NasxaUah, meanwhile, again indi-

cated the organization would not

confine its retatiatmy activities to

Lebanon and northern IsraeL He
strongly intimated that it would

also hit Israeli and Jewish targets

abroad.

More rocket attacks were re-

potted on fee Galilee fast njgfar as

remaining residents fri fee region

prepared to spend yet another

night in bomb shelters and securi-

ty rooms.

try’s technology in the field of
counterterrorism.

The twocountries have been
holding* strategic dialogue, head-

edby die director-generals of their

defense ministries. The forum has

already met twice.

Britain lifted its 27-year-old

weapons embargo rat Israel in

1994 and since then Israeli com-
panies have sought to enter fee

lucrative British defense market
So far, there have bees some

successes. TAAS has obtained a
contract fra S60 million to supply

bombs to fee British Army. Rafael

to^racSmissile. Bofel&Ca sad
farad Aircraft fnrinstiies are also

in fee bidding war; wife the for-

mer offeringradar sad tire latter

unmanned air reconnaissance
vehicles.

"

Arafat
condemns
raids on
Lebanon

PALESTINIAN President Yasser
Arafat condemned: fee Sir raid

artillery strikes on Lebanon say-

iz^feeywcmhlaffgct Middle East

.
peace moves.

“We condemn completely
there attacks and we support our

biotins in Lebanon in all that

they are faefog,"Arafat said yes-

terday during .Easter Palm
Sunday celebrations in self-ruled

Gaza.
' Arafat said -tike rads “will

affect fee peace process.”

Arafat’s Palestinian Authority
said after its weekly cabinet
meeting on Saturday feat Israel

was violating tire regional peace
process by striking at Lebanon.

(Reuter)

who has died of injuries sustained in a terrorist attack.

The Cardiology Institute

Hadassah Medical Center, Jerusalem

Farrakhan, in an Interview wife

the CBS news magazine 60
Minutes, scheduled to be broadcast
last night, said his activism has
angered the political establishment

and elements in the US govern-
ment may be plotting to kill Mm.
‘There’s also the possibility of

being assassinated overseas,"
Farrakhan said, according to an
interview transcriptT don’tthink
Israel would be the best place for

me to be at this time, considering
tbe view that most Jews have of
Louis Farrakhan.”

Now the leader of the Nation of
Islam, a Black Muslim organiza-
tion with an estimated 30,000
members, Farrakhan has been
notorious forchis vicious attacks
on Jews as “blood suckers” and
slave traders.

A one-time calypso singer; he
gained international prominence
last October by leading the
Million Man Mardi of black men
in Washington.
Farrakhan told CBS that there

was an attempt to silence him
after a string ofpublic pronounce-
ments that have been interpreted
as antisemitic and anti-white.

The US State Department
accused him of “cavorting with
dictators” is Libya, Iran and Iraq,
after Farrakhan toured 20 nations
in Africa and Middle Fast in
February. He reportedly left

Libya with a pledge from
Muamxnar Gaddafi for $1 billion
in financial support The Justice
Department is investigating
whether Farrakhan should be
deemed a “foreign agent”
Daring his trip, the official

Libyan news agency, . JANA,

.

reported that Farrakhan and
Gaddafi had agreed to work
together to mobilize “oppressed
blacks, Arabs, Moslems and Red
Indians’Un fee United Stales.
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MERETZ campaign chairman
- Education. Minister Amnon
Rubinstein yesterday blasted
the National Religious Party’s
intention to use hundreds of
soldiers from the hesder
yeshivas in the party’s election
campaign.

Rubinstein insisted, that this
activity is illegal and must be’
stopped, since soldiers are for-
bidden to engage in any political
activity.

•Rubinstein was referring to
the call made by the chairman of
the hesder yeshivas organiza-
(ion. Rabbi Haim Dmckman, to

' the heads of the yeshivas at a

Leila Khaled
denied entry

after refusing

to renounce

terrorism
JON IMMANUEL

LEILA Khaled, who once was
foiled as she tried to hijack an El
A] plane, was foiled again as she
tried to enter Israel to
participate in the planned
meeting of the Palestine
National Council.
•' Khaled, a member of the
Popular Fioat for the
Liberation of Palestine,, was
overpowered by Israeli security

guards who sat on her after she
pulled out a grenade on an El Al
flight to London in 1970. Her
partner in the .hijacking, a
Nicaraguan, was shot dead.

Yesterday, she said, “Over
my dead body,** when informed
on the Jordanian side, of the

AQenby Bridge that she would
have to sign a statement saying
she opposes terrorism if she
wanted to., cross into the
Palestinian autonomous areas.

Palestine Radio stated later in

the day .that the Israeli
conditions bad prevented
Khaled andother PNCmembers .

from attending the meeting
designed to changed the
Palestinian Covenant, and were
therefore m violation of the

.
peace process. -r:

*.* 1

! Palestinian^̂ AutbqrGtyjftgsi-
.dent; Ypssef Arafat scheduled
the 460-member PNC' meeting
for April 22 in Gaza* but it may
take place in Cairo if a substan-

tial number of members, 86 at

the last const, are prevented
- from attending. It could also be
postponed, said acting PNC
chairman Salim Zaanoun.

Bus bombing
victim

laid to rest
HERB KBNON

YITZHAK Weinstein, the 59th

victim of the recent wave of sui-

cide bomb attacks, was buried hi

Jerusalem yesterday.

Weinstein, 53, a resident of

Ma’aleh Adnmim, died Saturday

night at Hadassah University

Hospital, Bin Koem, of wounds

suffered from the first No. 18 bus

attack hi Jerusalem on February

. 25. He was bospitafoed in inten-

sive care since foe blast, and nev-

its campaign

3SM.4, uuv ,n»uiw. — —

shift in order to attend a Torah

lecture that evening.

- Weinstein is survived by

-wife Sboshana, and three duL

dren, Yaffe, 29, Joseph, and Da-

vid, 12.

WCHAL YUDELMAN
.

gathering last Thursday, to mo-
bilize all their soldier-students
to the- election campaign.

Rubinstein stressed that the
.hesder yeshivas are a state insti-

tution and an inseparable part of
the Israel Defense Forces.. They,
are not the property of the NRP,
he added, noting “this attitude
clarifies how dangerous it would
be to entrust the Education
portfolio .to- the NRP.**
At the NRP gathering, which

'was attended by rabbis, heads of
NRP educational institutions
and teachers, it was said that

volunteers for the religious par-

ty's election campaign would be
enlisted from among the hesder
yeshivas, the high school yeshi-

vas and the girls' schools.

The NRP rabbis permitted the

yeshiva beads to “close their

Gemara books’* on the eve of

elections and mobilize all their

students to act to ensure the

NRFs electoral success.

NRP MK Hanan Porat
announced that the approaching
election campaign is “a mitzva
war, not with weapons, fists or a
tank, but with a ballot in the

polling booth which would
determine the fate of the state."

Peres: Labor campaign should be on

low profile during Lebanon operation
PRIME Minister Shimon Peres met with the
Labor Party's campaign beads yesterday, and
it was decided to suspend most election activi-

ty until the end of Operation Grapes of
Wrath.

Peres and the campaign managers agreed
that as long as military activity is in process,

there is no place for electioneering in the
media, especially not aggressive propaganda
against Likud leader Binyamin Netanyahu.

Labor's ministers refrained from any cam-
paign-related statements to the media and
went about their ministries' business, concen-
trating on relieving the plight of the residents

in the North.
Most ministers agree that Peres's function-

MICHAL YUDELMAN

ing as prime minister and defense minister

speaks for itself.

Labor leaders had expected the Likud to

lower its campaign profile as well, and some
Labor ministers criticized the Likud’s decision

to continue with its anti-Peres propaganda, at

a time when national unity is of the essence.

They were referring to the series of ads

published by the Likud under the slogan. “I
am disappointed by Labor.”
The ministers said the adds bear the finger-

prints of Likud campaign media adviser Motti
Morel, who worked for Labor in the 1992
elections and came up with the same concept.

against the Likud.
In another development. Labor campaign

sources blasted the violence of Likud activists

against Labor activists during the Mimouua
celebration in Jerusalem and in the Ramat
Gan National Park.

Party secretary-general Nissirn Zvilli noted
that despite the escalating violence, "Netan-
yahu remains silent. His lack of experience

does not exempt him from the results of his

silence."

Labor campaign chairman Binyamin Ben-
Eliezer said that “if they act violently, we will

hit back. We have no intention of letting such
Things go unanswered. They will learn that

they won’t achieve anything by violence.”

Kiryat Stamona children staying at Netanya’s Beit Feldman head to school in the city early yesterday. (Ak>n Ronfaraei sun>

Young helicopter pilots taste first action
.A, PAIR of Cobra attack helicopters slowly

floated m over the hills and landed on an
improvised helipad set up in a valley not for

from the Lebanese border. They were refu-

eled and aimed, and another crew took them
back into the war zone to bunt down any

Hizbullah targets they could find, leaving be-

hind young crewmen fresh from their first

combat experience.

“We were in the air when there was anti-

aircraft fire in our direction,” said Lt. R..

after be returned from his first attack mission.

Sprouts, of blond stubble on his dun, he

smiled sheepishly as he related his baptism of

fire in Operation Grapes of Wrath.
U
I didn’t feel anything special. When you’re

in (he cockpit on a mission, you’re dealing

with the mission. You're aware of the threat.

It's not something that suddenly makes you
*

afraid. We react as we were trained,” he said.

The US-made Cobra attack helicopters fly

in pairs and are the IAF*s main weapon
against small targets like Katyusha launchers,

vehicles, and armed gunmen.
“The mission is to defend the settlements in

the North. We are glad to have a part in this,"

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

R. said.

As he spoke, four more Cobras returned to

the gravel-covered field.

The pilots were exhausted, after spending

three back-to-back two-hour missions over

Lebanon, hitting Hizbullah targets across

south Lebanon. The pilots take off seeking

assigned targets, but are also on the lookout

for anything that may appear.

Half a dozen young pilots crowded onto a

bus, beaming from a successful raid. Sweaty
from two intense hours in the cockpit, they

slapped each other on the back and argued

over their actions before heading into a near-

by hut for debriefing

“We attacked a terrorist vehicle west of

Kiryat Shmona after they fired Katyushas,

and a structure from which mortars were

fired,” said squadron leader Maj. A. “We
destroyed both targets.”

He added that the missiles they fired, wire-

guided TOWs, rarely ever miss.

He said he regretted the death of innocent

civilians, like the three children killed on Sat-

urday when a helicopter blasted the ambu-
lance they were riding in.

A., 35, a veteran combat pilot, explained

the strict process that has to be followed

before they are allowed to open fire.

“We are carrying out attacks on targets

which we identify visually or targets which are

certainly hostile.

“We don't deal with [death] during a mis-

sion. It is dear that there is a war, and war has

its own rules. According to these rules, they

shoot at our people and hurt them, and we
fire to prevent these attacks,” A. said, adding

he does not have trouble sleeping at night.

“We don't just shoot into villages for the bell

of It, but only after accurate identification.”

He said foe helicopters are attacking Ka-
tyusha launchers, terrorist hideouts, and vebi-

des driven by terrorists. Sometimes, it's sim-

ply a matter of luck sometimes whether they

see action once they are airborne.

“You can fly and nothing will happen. Or
you can fly for a quarter of an hour and have

two or three attacks. It's all a matter of luck,"

he said, adding his luck had been
“reasonable.”

Arafat critical ofBrussels donor conference

JON IMMANUEL

Hundreds of people attended

Weinstein's funeral- He was bar-

fed at Har Hamenuchot in

Jerusalem.
Weinstein, who managed foe

meat department at the Kiryat

Hayovel SuperSol, immigrated

with his la dy in 1979 from New

York. After living first in the ab-

’ sorption center is AsMtdon, and

. then F»»»gr In Gash Efcrion,

Weinstein moved to Ma’akl
ylrfimiim in 1983-

“Hc immigrated because or

ideafism,” said his son, Joseph,

27. “He always wanted to come to

brad.”
,

Joseph said that his father aL

ways rode the No. 18 bus to work.

' On foe day of the blast he was

supposed to work the aSteswm

PALESTINIAN Authority Presi-

dent Yasser Arafat said yester-

day he was critical of the Brussels

donor conference that took place

over the weekend, saying “it

showed lack of commitment to

the peace process,” and fell short

of commitments made at the

Sharm e-Sheikh conference.

The conference, originally

scheduled to boost the industrial

infrastructure of the Palestinian

Autonomy areas, was devoted to

finding ways of easing the six-

week closure.

Israel made some commit-
ments to allow greater movement
of products into and out of the

PA. The donors pledged to accel-

erate their economic commit-
ments. Future conferences anil

take place more frequently, a

Foreign Ministry statement said.

Foreign Ministry Director-

General Uri Savir headed the Is-

raeli delegation to the talks.

Pets in North given free shelter

Not only children are being provided temporary homes away from the

confrontation line. Let the Animals Live and the Dogli pet food

company are cooperating in a joint effort to solve the problems of

residents of the North who have to leave their homes and cannot take

their pets with them.
The animal welfare group has reached an agreement with the

boarding kennels at the Ruppin Junction which will provide temporary

shelter for dogs and cats. Details: 09-689696.
Uai Collins

Tractor driver

crushed to death

A 50-vear-old man was crashed to.

death yesterday, when terow
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— Bank Leumi le-lsrael B.NL

(Incorporated in Israel)

NOTICE TO HOLDERS OF ORDINARY STOCK

NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN that an EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL

MEETING of the Bank will be held at its Registered Office,

24-32 Yehuda Halevi Street, Tel Aviv, on Wednesday, 8th May,

1996 immediately after the Ordinary General Meeting convened

at 10.00 a.m. that day, for the purpose of approving the resolutions

concerning authorisation of the holding ofoffice and disclosure by

Officers, according to the text submitted to the General Meeting.*

A member entitled to attend and vote may appoint a proxy or

proxies-to attend and vote on his or her behalf.A proxy need not

be a member of the Bank.

It! Aviv, 15th April, 1996

By Order of the Board
Jennifer Janes, Adv.

Secretary

* The resolutions concerning the holding ofoffice and disclosure

by Officers may be examined at the offices of the Secretariat of the

Bank at the Bank's Registered Office, 24-32 Yehuda Halevi Street,

Tel Aviv, during ordinary business hours.

benkleumi nm&ipxi §

Bank Leumi le-lsrael B.M.

(Incorporated in Israel)

NOTICE TO HOLDERS OF ORDINARY STOCK
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN lhai the 45th ORDINARY GENERAL
MEETING of the Bank will be- held at its Registered Office,

24-32 Yehuda Halevi Street, Tel Aviv, on Wednesday, Sih May,

1996 at 10.00 a.m. for the following purposes:

1. Receiving and considering the Financial Statements and

the Reports of the Directors and Auditors for the year

ending 3 1 st December 1995:

2. Considering the interim dividend paid on 21st December

1995 as the final dividend for 1995;

3. Electing Directors retiring under the Articles and offering

themselves for re-election;

4. Approving Directors' fees and attendance fees for both

regular and other meetings, including those for the

Directors from Among the Public:

5. Electing Auditors and authorizing the Audit Committee

to fix their renumeration.

A member entitled to attend and vote may appoint a proxy

or proxies to attend and vote on his or her behalf. A proxy

need not be a member of the Bank.

Tel Aviv, 15tb April, 1 996

bank leumi uurtprj

By Order of the Board,

Jennifer Janes, Adv.

Secretary

Israel turning to laser project

for help against Katyushas
STEVE RODAN

SEVER.AL weeks after they
played down the project. Israeli

defense officials are urging a

stepped-up effort to complete a
laser system capable of destroy-

ing short-range rockets such as

the Katyushas now being fired

from south Lebanon.
Israeli defense sources said the

completion of the Nautilus pro-

ject has now been added to the

shopping list being prepared by
Prime Ministerand Defense Min-
ister Shimon Peres when he ar-

rives in the US at the end of the
month.

In February, Israeli officials

sought to minimize their involve-
ment in the successful test of
Nautilus’s laser, which destroyed
an incoming Katyusha rocket.

The officials said the program
was based on US technology with

Israel being brought in only over
the last year. largely to win con-
gressional support for the contin-

uation of Nautilus.

But the latest wave of Katyu-
sha attacks on northern Israel has
turned the Nautilus into a priori-

ty, defense sources said. They
said with a concerted effort by

Israel and the L^S an operational

laser interception system could
be developed within the next two
years.

The problem, Israeli officials

said, is that the Pentagon is little

interested in Nautilus. It has not
budgeted any money for fiscal

1997 despite Israel's willingness

to invest $20 million for speeded-
up development of the program.
The IDF has introduced ad-

vanced technology in its current

campaign against Hizbullah's Ka-
tyusha attacks. One is radar that

can provide artillery batteries

and the Air Force with exact lo-

cations of where Katyushas are
being launched seconds after

they are spotted.

Defense sources say the radar
enabled the IDF to strike at sev-

eral Katyusha batteries.

Moreover, the Air Force has
also been using guided air-to-sur-

face missiles to strike at Hizbul-
lah targets in south Beirut. One
missile traveled past several

buildings, including a hospital,

before it struck its target, a Hiz-

bullah office located in a large

building.

Peres sends holiday greetings to Druse soldiers

Defense MinisterShimon Peres yesterday sent a message of greeting to

all Druse soldiers on the occasion of the Nebi Shueib holiday. “The
partnership between us is a true partnership,” he said, “one ofwar and
blood, of peace and hope; one that has succeeded through the most
difficult trials in our country's history.” Jerusalem Post Staff

The Jewish National Fund of America
welcomes

jim Lebenthal
to Israel.

we appreciate his support,

his energy, and
his commitment to Israel

and to the JNF.

Alan Freidberg

Regional Director

Bertram L. Podeff
Regional President

Jewish National Fund of America
Greater New York Region

964 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10155

212-751-4848

Swiss Private Banking
is moving now to you

Bank Heusser Basel
Founded 1 855 A group company of CS Holding

Since 1855 committed to

clients around the world,

demanding the best in safety,

discretion and asset performance.

Member of the

CS Holding (Credit Suisse),

one of the leading

Financial Organizations,

with 500 subsidiaries.

Meet our delegate,

Mr. Josef Hess,

on his monthly visit to Israel

(April 15-18, 1996)

For appointments call

0041 -61-2729525 (direct line)

or fax to

0041 -61-2729533 (direct line)

or call during his stay in Israel

050-298-764
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LOCAL/WORLD NEWS

‘Return to Life’ theme of

Holocaust Remembrance Day
THE rate of marriages and births

in displaced persons camps after

die Holocaust was surprisingly

high, and psychologists believe

that this was an affirmation of the

Jews’ will to continue living, Yad
Vashem chairman Avner Sbalev

said yesterday.

This year’s Holocaust Heroes

and Martyrs Remembrance Day,

which opens with a state ceremo-

ny tonight, will celebrate this

Menahem Sharon

unrelenting determination of the

survivors to rehabilitate their lives

and reaffirm their Jewish identity.

Its theme will be “Return to Life.”

The six people chosen to kindle

the beacons symbolizing the six

million who perished participated

in the major events of the post-war

period - the return to their homes,
the search for their loved ones,

and the attempt to rebuild their

lives until renewed signs of anti-

semutism appeared.
They also participated in the ini-

tiatives of the youth movements,
the partisans, and the ghetto fight-

ers to organize the aliya of sur-

vivors and in meetings with mem-
bers of the Jewish Brigade and

BATSHEVA TSUR

He later worked for the Jewish
Agency, and the Defense and

Foreign ministries.

Rafael Blumenfled, bora in

Poland in 1921, will light the sec-

ond beacon in memory of those

who were murdered when they

returned to their original homes
after the war. BlumeoGed was one
of 2,000 youths who survived the

Kielce Ghetto by digging graves

and other forced labor.

After being interned in

Germany, he made his way back

to Poland, where he worked as a
youth leader. In the 1946 Kielce
pogrom, he was severely injured

and on his recovery, decided to

make aliya. He settled at Kibbutz
Tel Yitzhak and for 35 years was
principal of the Nilzanim youth

village.

The Jews who fought with the

Allied forces will be honored with

the third beacon, to be lit by
Martin Hauser. Bom in 1913 in

Berlin, Hauser escaped to

Palestine in 1933 and seven years

later volunteered for the Royal Air

Rafael Blomenfled

emissaries from Israel.

The first torch - in memory of

those who perished in the ghet-

toes, the camps, and the death

marches - will be lit by Menahem
Sharon. Bom in Poland in 1925.

Sharon lost his parents and two
brothers, but succeeded in surviv-

ing in the Lodz Ghetto until it was
destroyed. After being sent to

Auschwitz, he escaped to the

forests, where he was liberated by
the Red Army.

Sharon was a founder of the

escape movement, which helped

tens of thousands of Jews to forge

documents and attempt to reach

Palestine.

He organized an escape point

on the Czech-Polish border and
devoted three years to the cause.

mm

u ill
Martin Hauser

Force. In 1944, he was sent to

Italy with the RAF intelligence

branch, where he began collecting

information about Jewish sur-

vivors.

His commanders turned a blind

eye, and Hauser began providing

material help to the survivors and
put them in touch with the Jewish
Brigade, which had arrived in

Italy. He was instrumental in help-

ing many Jews to make aliya. On
his return to Israel, he worked in

the Jewish Agency’s absorption

department

Miriam Hirschler, born in

Romania in 1932, will light the

i * «'«?» tffl

Miriam Hirschler

fourth beacon in memory of the

1.5 million children killed in the

Holocaust
Hirschler’s parents were mur-
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dered by the Nazis when she was
9, and she managed to hide with
an elderly couple who nursed her

while she had typhoid fever. They
also helped her trace an aunt and
her younger sister with whom she
was sent to an orphanage.

in 1946, she left for Palestine,

but her ship was turned back by
the British, and they were sent to a
camp in Cyprus, until she was per-

mitted to settle here a year later.

David Fur

Those who attempted to escape
but failed will be remembered
with the fifth beacon. It wOl be
kindled by David Fur, who was
active in the Shavli Ghetto in

Lithuania. He was sent to Dachau
and survived the death march only

to face near death from typhus.

In aDP camp. Fur met members
of the Jewish Brigade and became
active in a Zionist youth move-
ment, serving as a leader in

Poland. He brought a group of 80
youth illegally to Palestine on a

ship which was ordered by the

British to go to Cyprus-

Later, Fur settled on Netzer

Sireni and was sent abroad as an

.tV.’-- j
t

Tzippora Hasifri

emissary. He has been involved in

numerous Jewish Zionist educa-

tion projects.

TTie Righteous Among the

Nations who perished while try-

ing to help Jews will be honored
with the sixth torch. It will be
kindled by Tzippora Hasifri,

born in Poland in 1924. whose
family perished in the forests and
who was hidden, together with

other Jews, by 19 non-Jewish
families.

Together with her husband,
Hasifri later went through Europe
searching for Jewish orphans and
organized a youth village where
children could live after the war.

There they gave them a Jewish
and Zionist education and a feel-

ing of home until they were
brought to Israel.

Job-seekers
down slightly

in March
The cumber ofjob-seekers apply-

ing to the Employment Service

dropped by 7,300 last month,
from 110,400 to 103,100. Taking
seasonal factors into considera-

tion, the drop was oniv 2,000,

from 107,500 to 105.500, a 1.8

percent decrease. (tim

Bomb kills six at

hospital in Pakistan
SIX people died and more than 30 —
were wounded when a powerful LAHQRi

bomb went off yesterday at a cancer

hospital built by former Pakistan cricket captain

Imran Khan, police and hospital sources said.

Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto blamed unspecified

“terrorists” for the blast at the outpatient department

of the Shaukat Khanum Memorial Cancer Hospital

and Research Center outside Lahore, capital of the

central province of Punjab.

Bhutto visited the hospital and later told reporters:

“We condemn whoever has done this act of terror-

ism,” adding: “No mercy will be shown to those

engaged in violence.”

Officials of a bomb disposal squad later said they
had yet to determine whether a bomb or something
else caused the 1230 p.m. blast apparently in an air

conditioning duct
But Imran told reporters it was a bomb attack

aimed aL frightening him into giving up his social

welfare aims but declined to say who could have
done it-

“I want to tell those who want to scare me that nei-

ther I will be scared nor I will turn bade,” he said. “I

will move forward with greater determination.”

The blast occurred only a day after Imran, a critic

of Bhutto’s government, said he was consulting dose
aides about launching a new political party.

Bhutto, in a statement quoted by the state radio,

said that “terrorists involved in the incident will not

be spared.”

Opposition leader Nawaz Sharif accused the gov-

AURANGZEB
LAHORE, Pakistan

—r- emment of failing to maintain law

Pakistan and order.

Two men and a child were burnt to

death at the hospital’s outpatient department, police

said. Another rfiiid injured by the blast dfedon foe

way to another hospital and two other injured dim

later; doctors said.

They said 34 other people were injured, 10 ofthem

critically. Most were either patients or their atten-

dants.

“I heard a heavy blast and after that there was

smoke all around,” said one witness. “It appeared as

if the whole building had been blown 15,” she added.

Other witnesses said the blast shattered doors, win-

dows and the air conditioning system at the outpatient

department.

The state radio quoted Punjab province governor

Raja Saroop Khan as blaming “anti-social elements”

who he said wanted to disturb peace.

He asked police to submit a report to him about

their investigations within 24 hours.

Imran, whose marriage last year to a British

heiress, Jemima Goldsmith, caused a furor at tome
and abroad, has built the hospital through donations.

It is named after his mother who died of cancer.

Britain’s Princess prana visited the- hospital last

February to help Imran raise funds for ft.
,

Iinran
t
unrfw whose captaincy Pakistan won the

cricket World Cup in 1992, opposes Bhutto’s ruling

Pakistan People’s Party and the main opposition

Pakistan Moslem League party.
.
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^4 Peace-

keepers

stem reappear on>Um
streets of

Monrovia

Russian troops begin
Chechen pull-out today

MOSCOW (Reuter) - Russia will

start a gradual withdrawal of
some of its troops from rebel

Chechnya today under a peace
plan announced by President

Boris Yeltsin, its chief comman-
der in the region said.

The Kremlin's national security

adviser, Yuri Baturin, flew moo the
regional capital Grozny yesterday
to supervise tbe plan, under which
troops will be withdrawn only
from peaceful areas of Chechnya
and many soldiers will stay an in

areas where fighting with sepa-
ratist rebels is continuing.

Lt-Gen. Vyacheslav
Tikhomirov, commander of joint

Russian forces in Chechnya, said

the partial pull-outwould be made
in three stages over the resl of this

year, but he made dear it could be
suspended if fighting worsened.

‘The withdrawal of same fed-

eral troops to Chechnya’s admin-
istrative borders will start ohApril
15,” Itar-Tassnews agency quoted
Tikhomirov as saying in Grozny
on Saturday.

“However, if the situation gets

more cornpliotted, the order may
be given to these units to stabilize

tire situation in the republic,”

Interfax news agency quoted him
assaying.

Baturin planned to spend two
days in Chechnya checking up cm
the implm iim itaticn of the plan on
the ground and meeting comman-
ders, local politicians and some of
tbe troops, Tass said.

Tikhomirov said 14 Defense

and Interior Ministry units and
squads would pun outin the first

stage before foe-end of May.
The second stage would last

until October: The' length of the

final stage, when troops would be
palled back,topermanent baseson
the Chechnya border, would
depend on the fighting situation.

Tass and Interfax reported more
shooting daring the night in

Grozny ami m Tsa-Vedeno,
Orekhovo and Staiy Achkhoi in

the southern half of the mainly
Moslem rtgjon.
' There wereno details ofcasual-
ties in the fighting.' Moscow
seems to be trying to confine foe
rebels to the southern mountains
where separatist leader Dzhokhar
Dudayev is in hiding.

Film says Duke of Windsor
not Hitler supporter

LONDON (Reuter) - Prince
Edward on Friday defended the

Duke of Windsor, who gave up
tbe British throne in 1936 for the

woman be loved, saying his great-

uncle was not an admirer ofHitler
and would not have betrayed his

country.

The former King Edward VIE,
who took the title Duke ofWindsor
after his abdication, has been
accused by historians and some
former acquaintances of being a
Nazi sympathizer, particularly in

tbe light of a controversial 1937
meeting with the German dictator

Queen Elizabeth’s youngest son,

who has written and produced a
two-part documentary on his great-

uncle, said that far from collaborat-

ing with the Nazis the duke only
met Hitler in Germany in a bid to

persuade him not to wage war:

“The duke was not involved with
Hitler. He met him in an attempt to

avoid war;” Prince Edward told a
news conference after a screening

of the documentary.

“The duke may have been awk-
ward. selfish ana intransigent to

deal with, but there’s no evidence
that • he would ever betray his

country."

The documentary Edward on
Edward, which was produced by
foe prince’production company
and will be screened on British

television later this month, maxis
the 60th anniversary of foe British

abdication crisis of 1936.

Edward admitted that foe duke’s

controversial visit to Germany
caused much embarrassment in

England and tbe government
shouldhave been given more warn-
ing be was going to make in ft.

But be said foe trip was a result

of tbe duke’s craving for political

conversation and his desire to be
seen as a statesman following bia
abdication and exile after iris mar-
riage toAmerican divorcee Wallis

Simpson.

The documentaty also details a

plot, codeoamed Operation Willi,

which was hatched by Hitler’s

foreign minister to keep the duke
m Europe daring Wadd War Uso
Germany could negotiate peace
with Britain and then recover foe

throne for the duke who they
assumed could be easily manipn-
Iated.

MONROVIA (Reuter) - African

peacekeepers fanned oat timidly

Vesterdav to start taking back the

streets of foe Liberian capital

Monrovia after a week of tribal

rc
piria Hilings and tooting, resi-

dents said. .

The United States wound up

the first stage of its military fes-

cue mission in which beucoptere

have ferried mor^than 1,500 for-

eigners from Monrovia in over 50

sorties. __
'

As Monrovia’s urban warfare

narrowed to around the army bar-

racks at the center of foe violence,

foe evacuation switched to foe

sea, with a UN boat landing 300

people in Freetown.

A spokesman for ECOMOG.
the 8,000-strong Nigerian-led

peacekeeping force, said units

had taken control of foe central

commercial district, around Broad

Street.

“ECOMOG is still pushing in.

taking control of some of the

areas," gpnkcsjnaa Frank Akinoln

said.

Negotiations were continuing to

enable the force to cordon off the

main army barracks where rebels

are holed up along with 25,000

refugees and scores of hostages.

A hotel owner in tbe posh
Mamba Point embassy and resi-

dential district said ECOMOG
toad blocks had appeared there

and looting had substantially sub-

sided.

“So for ECOMOG is on the

streets bat they are not really taft-

jng to any of foe-armed mflitia-

men. they are just looking at

them going by back and forth,” he

said.

“We are hoping foal things

will be under control,” added the

proprietor, whose hotel is dose
to looted United Nations agen-

cies whose workers have largely

fled.

. Gunfire echoed intermittently

around the Barclay Training

Center barracks.

Population of
world’s cities to

double in 30 years

WNDOH (AFy - A UN-spon-
sored stedy has found that the

population of foe: world’s, towns
anddfies will almost double over

‘

foe next 30^years, causing an
mbaa crisis,' Tnt Independent an
Sunday repotted

. . The newspaper said foe study

by foeUN Emraonment Program,
the World Bank and foe think-

tank World Resources Institute

found that by the year 2000, most
ofthe world’s population wrflltve

in towns and cities, foe first time
in its history .that humanity has
been predominantly urban.

Chicago’s Sears Tower loses ranking
as world’s tallest building
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CHICAGO (Reuter) - In a battle,

ofskyscrapers driven more by ego
than sense, Kuala Lumpur’s
Petronas Towers were declared
the world’s tallest buildings on
Friday by a committee of experts

meeting in the shadow of the pre-

vious title-holder.

In a unanimous vote, members
of the Council on Tall Buildings

and Urban Habitat - arbiters of
such matters - ruled that

Chicago's 310-floor Sears Tower
had lost its 22-year title ofworld’s
tallest.

Sears Tower supporters said foe
builders of Malaysia’s Petronas
Tbwets bad cheated by topping
the 88-floor towers with 155-foot
(47.2-meter) steel spires to reach a

record-breaking height of 1,483
feet (452 meters).
-

- Under - such criteria,- they
argued. Sears Tower should add
the 55-foot (HLS-mefcer) mounts

of its television antennas to its

1,450 feet (442 meters).

“The mounts don’t count,* foe
committee’s chairman,

. Lehigh
University engineer Lynn Beedle
told a news conference, holding
fast to criteria that excludes trie-

vision antennas.

“Sears will still hold tides to foe
largest tall, buildup, the building
with the highest occupied, floor;
and the longest elevator ride,”

Beedle said.

In any case, the Malaysian tow-
ers will likely hold foe title for

only a few years, when the

planned 1,509-foot (460 meter)
Shanghai World Financial Critter

yanks it away for China.
.The committee decided tbe

issue based on criteria created
with foe help of Sears Tower’s
designee, FazJor Khan, and going
badt 60 years, wben New York's
Empire Stale Building and
Chrysler Building haggled over
the crown, Beedle said.

. US buildings have held the title

of world’s tallest at feast since the
Woolworth Buflding was com-
pleted in New York in 1913, and
60 of the 300-tailed buildings
erected or ,under construction are
in the United States. Three of the
tallest 10 are in Chicago.
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ARYE Elias is a happy
man. All ihe years in
which the 75-year-old

was cold-shouldered by the the-
a
*f
r establishment mean nothing

when he climbs onto the Cameri
Theater stage to play Haham
Attiya. the Sephardi sage of

Hatzot (Midnight
Prayer).

The posters and the flyer for
the play show him wearing the
embroidered robes and signature
dark glasses of Shas mentor
Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, but the
Cameri Theater disclaims any
intended reference to the
Sephardi sage, or to his
Ashkenazi rival. Rabbi Eliezer
Schach.

Nor is the bearded, bespecta-
cled young man between them
meant to be Shas party head MK
Aryeh Deri.

The Cameri says it can do
nothing if the press suggests, as
it has done, that the play is a
kind of docudrama on the rise

and implict fall of Deri.
But Tikkun authors Rami

Stage: The love that Deri not speak its name

Say it

ain’t so

Sydney
Pollack

FILM REVIEW

ADINA HOFFMAN

SABRINA

Directed by Sydney Pollack. Wriuen by
Barbara Benedek and David RayTiel from a

script by Samuel Taylor. Billy Wilder nod
Ejtkm Lehman. Hebrew title: Salvimi. 128

minutes. English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles.

Parental guidance suggested

Linus Larrabee Harrison Ford
Sabrina Fairchild Julia Ormond
David Larabee Greg Kinnear
Maude Larabee Nancy Marchand

Danon iwho’s also the director)

and Amnon Levi refute any con-

nection between current politi-

cal realities and the play, and so

do the principals: Elias, Yossi

Graber (who plays Rav Shtadt),

and Yorara Hattab (who plays

Bearke).

Bearke is the name given to

young Moroccan Dov Pinbasi at

Shtadt's Bnei Brak yeshiva,

where he’s sent by his poor fam-

ily to get an education. At the

yeshiva. Bearke and his other

Sephardi schoolmates are the

butt of slurs, jokes and abuse

from their Ashkenazi peers.

However, the brilliant, restless

and ambitious Bearke is more
than a match for his tormentors.

To achieve his aims of getting

some real power and funds into

Sephardi hands. Bearke must
effect an alliance between
Shtadt and Attiya. who loathe

each other. With this powerful

pair behind him, Bearke
becomes an MK and a minister.

But then he goes too far.

“Natural ly the Deri/Bearke

D UE to her long wavy hair,

her big teeth and familiar

first name, the young
English actress Julia Ormond has

already been typecast as a slight-

ly more refined. British Julia

Roberts. It smarts.

Ormond has more than a pretty

face and a winning personality:

She’s a talented performer, and as
we watch her struggling to charm
her way through yet another
sweet nothing of a role (she

played bland ingenues in both
Legends of the Fall and First

Knight), we can feel her frustra-

tion. She seems too wise and
emotionally restless to be playing

these fair maidens—to say noth-

ing of impersonating other movie
legends.

Unfortunately for all involved,

that is exactly what’s required of
her in Sabrina . Sydney Pollack’s

tepid remake of Billy Wilder’s

1954 Cinderella story about a
chauffeur’s daughter infatuated
with a Long Island playboy.
Here. Ormond's saddled with the

impossible task of being Audrey
Hepburn, who played the title

character the first time around.

Her hair cropped to a pixie cap
of curls, she tries her hardest to

look frail and gamine, but the

effort just backfires. Not only
does Ormond make an uncon-
vincing Audrey Hepburn, in

Sabrina she makes a fairly fee-

ble Julia Ormond.
The actress herself, though, is

hardly to blame for this warmed-
over excuse for romantic come-
dy. Pollack should have known
better than to crank out a more
than two-hour-long trifle —
which may sound like a contra-

diction in terms but is. alas, an
accurate description of this

supremely silly ordeal. The script

is rife with anachronistic hokum
about an inexperienced ugly
duckling who. in her own hack-
neyed words, "finds herself in

Paree."

After a year abroad, working as

a fashion photographer’s assis-

tant. eating couscous with her

bare hands and listening misty-

eyed to "La Vie en Rose" Sabrina

returns to the mansion where her

dad works. Needless to say. she

now looks ravishing, adult and
perfectly at ease in a low-cut

evening gown.
Sabrina is a hopeless romantic,

you see. and no matter how much
cafe au lait she drinks or how
often she strolls by the Seine, she

association will come to peo-
ple’s minds in the first few min-
utes." says Hattab, “but then the

story will take them to another
place.’’

And Elias says that “the audi-

ence will identify with one side

or the other because this play is

its own life and experiences.
We’re still in the middle of this

conflict."

"This conflict” and the search

for an identity it engenders, its

authors insist, is at the heart of
Tikkun Hatzot. The conflict is

the Ashkenazi-Sephardi ethnic

divide and the search for his

identity is Bearke's.

There haven't been many
plays dealing with Sephardim.
Two exceptions are Shmuel
Hasfari’s The King, which tells

the story of the late singer Zohar
Argov; and Yossi Alfi’s story of

Iraqi Jewry One-Way Ticket.

which starred Elias in what was
virtually an autobiographical
role.

Wealthy Jewish boys in pre-

World War II Baghdad did not

HELEN KAYE

become actors. But Elias was
stage-mad and went on to

become the only Jew in the

Baghdad Stage Academy. He
was also an active Zionist,

which was risky in postwar
Baghdad. In 1947. hidden in a
truck, be evaded the secret

police and escaped from the

country.

But when he arrived here, the

tben-pcedominantly Ashkenazi
theaters slammed their doors in

his face. He was a ‘'Frank,” the

derogatory term used by
Ashkenazim for Jews from
Arab-speaking countries.

“I feel," he says, "as though I

have a part of myself in Haham
Attiya. They shut his mouth, and
stand in bis way as if to say

Sephardi values are unimpor-
tant."

TIKKUN cowriter and director

Daoon. who is 52, agrees. He
arrived with bis parents from

Morocco when he was five,

grew up in Haifa's then-notori-

ous Wadi Nisnas, and "never
experienced any discrimination.

But I realized very fast that to

grow up and succeed I had to

learn the rules of the dominant
culture.

‘To a certain extent Bearke’s
story is my story in that I paid

the price of alienation from my
home by going to a world [the

theater] whose very existence

bad no precedent in my family

and I couldn't talk of it with

them."

The cowriter, journalist

Amnon Levi, who is 12 years

younger than Danon and Israeli-

born, explains that "there’s been
lot written about the deprived

Sephardi, but Tikkun Hatzot
talks about success, and success
is tricky because you always
give something of yourself in

return. Bearke gives his past and
his family.

“I did the same for years. I

pushed my [Syrian] origins
aside and now I need to recon-

Pollack's remake of the 1954 Cindellera story, with Julia Ormond and Harrison Ford, is downright excruciating at times.

just can t ce I David Larrabee
l Greg Kinnear* out of her head.
He’s the younger and lazier of the

iwu filthy rich brothers who
employ her father and who throw
huge GaLsbv-esque *.hindig* on
their sprawling estate. Not sur-

prisingly. when she turns up in

her glamorous new guise at the

Larrabee plaee. David, recently

engaged to aiiolhei multimillion-

aire. falls for her hard — as does
his older, colder brother Linus

(Harrison Fordi. although he
can't admit it.

After about half an hour of
generic fairy-tale sparkle i lots of

candlelight, flowers and shim-

mering chjmpagnci the film bot-

toms out on a ponderous set of
far-fetched plot twists, designed

to keep Sabrina and Linus out of

each other’s arms until the final

frames.
What takes them so long? A bit

of flirtatious postponement is. of
course, a crucial ingredient in

any romantic comedy — but by
the time this completely pre-
dictable ending is achieved, the

magic of forbearance has long
since given w ay to perversity.

There's simply no reason for the
lovers to prolong their self-

denial, i For the record, the prob-
lem may not rest entirely with the

new version of the film:

Humphrey Bogart, who played
Linus in the original, allegedly

accused Billy Wilder’s threc-

year-old of having written the

script.!

In the Bogart role. Harrison
Ford is just bizarre. Against all

odds, he seems to be trying to

create a real, believable character
for Linus, instead of the selfish,

comic-book tycoon Pollack
appears to have in mind.
Although he's dressed in Richie
Rich-stylcd bow ties and bowler
hats, and asked to mug his way
broadly through ail sorts of out-

landish situations. Ford insists,

foolish dreamer, on acting, on
edging his way dryly into the

corked psyche of an ana! worka-
holic, a man who’s never had a

friend or a crush.

But the part wasn’t written to

be played seriously, and Ford's

maladjusted Linus, while intrigu-

ing, feels out of place in the

movie's shallow scheme.

His performance seems muf-

From Belarus and Berlin to Beit She’an

FOR the seventh year in a row. the magnificent oilier best-selling albums, and Boaz Sharabi and

Roman amphitheater at Beit Shc'an will play host friends. All of ihe above are at the Roman theater.J? Roman amphitheater at Beit Shc'an will play host

to the Beit She’an Festival, this year from May liS.

The Stale Opera of Belarus at Minsk conducted by

Berlin’s Komische Opcr Dance Theater w iin Oedipus

the King and Petrvuskka choreographed by KODT
artistic director Jan Linkcns to muMc by Stravinsky.

Dance from a different culture will come from

Malika Sarabahai and her Darafaiu company from

India.

And who’ll be able to resist concerts Irom Yehuda

Poliker singing songs from The Child in You and hi.

other best- selling albums, and Boaz Sharabi and
friends. All of ihe above are at the Roman theater.

Another German company, named after its home
city uf Neustreiitz. wili present folk dances from all

over the country at the Beit She’an community cen-
ter.

There arc also a number of free shows; the NIS 2
million budget is being subsidized by the municipal-
ity. the Emck Regional Council and the Cleveland
Jew tsh Community.
Tickets from NIS 4(1 1German folk dance) to NIS

1
39 1 Eugene Onegin 1 are on sale at all principal tick-

et agencies.
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nect, to get close to my family

again. If I’d experienced dis-

crimination growing up, I don’t

think that I could have written

the play as I did.”

As for actor Yoram Hattab, a

29-year-old from an Algerian

family, the play is “a conflict of
cultures with a man torn

between them in the middle,

because neither side is willing to

compromise, and that’s univer-

sal. Bearke wants to create

something new, to bring

extremes together, and they

don’t let.him because each side

is afraid of losing its identity.”

The character Bearke is a

Moroccan who grows up as a

Lithuanian-school haredi. Hat-
tab is a totally secular Israeli for

whom the task of creating his

character “wasn’t to approach
the religious world from its

external symbols but from
inside, from the essence of faith.

It's from that essence that their

rules are created, and if we
judge that essence by our secular

standards, then we miss the
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politics to see the strength of me

passions real believers have.

The Cameri’s insinuating

posters “may help the box

office, but they don't have much

to do with the play. Fortunately,

the audience is much cleverer

and more observant than most of

the theater establishment gives it

credit for."

fled and a bit creepy as a result,

and as that big kiss finally rolls

around, we begin to get antsy. It’s

not at all clear whaL Linus will do
with Sabrina once he gets her
alone.

GIVE

SOLDIERS

LIFTS?

Violist who has it all

trades it in for more
MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

B Y taking a leave of
absence from the New
York Philharmonic

Orchestra has Gilad Kami taken
leave of his senses?

The 27-year-old Israeli musi-
cian acknowledges that he's -in

an enviable position in the ranks

of the NYPO’s viola section. "I

have friends who have gone
through 40 auditions and still

don't have a job, and I got one
after my first professional audi-

tion/' he said during a short visit

back home.
“For the average American a

post in a symphony orchestra
will lead to marriage, buying a
bouse in New Jersey, having a

family car and then life would be
beautiful."

Kami, who lives in Manhattan
with his wife Jill, has wider aspi-

rations, though. "I know that if I

stay too long in an orchestra it

will ruin me, it will take me
backwards and not forward."

To avoid stagnation, starting in

September Kami will be the
principal violist of the Bamberg
Symphony in Germany, for a

year, with the option to return to

the NYPO. Working in Bamberg
will give Kami a lot more leisure

rime than he is used to.

“In New York the season is 42-
43 weeks. In Bamberg it's 24.
which means a lot of free time
for solo performances and cham-
ber music. It is also closer to

Israel and all my family is here,

so I think it will be good for me
there. And the concertmaster in

Bamberg. Kobi Rubinstein, is

Israeli too.”

One man who would like to

see Kami back in New York is

Kurt Masur, the NYPO music
director. “Kami is an outstand-
ing talent and I’m very glad to

have him in the orchestra.” said

Masur when he was here last

week to conduct the Israel

Philharmonic Orchestra.

“He is a great musician and he
is one of the more active players
in the orchestra. As a human
being he showcases great hon-
esty. He is one of the more
uncomplicated persons in the
orchestra."

Masur was on hand when
j

Kami auditioned for the NYPO.
,

after graduating from the
j

Manhattan School of Music. |

“About one thousand violists
j.

auditioned. I made the second
|

round which was in front of •

Masur. and began by playing the
.

Bartok viola concerto. Halfway
j

through I saw Masur smiling and ;

I knew it would be fun. Later
j

that night I was told I got the

job.”

In an age in which most musi-
cians engage several agents, i

media consultants and press rep-

resentatives. Kami does ail this

work from home. "I have a
.

phone, a fax and a computer and
I do it all with the help of my
wife. Violists are not such a hot .

commodity in the classical

music market and I haven't man-
aged to find an agent yet. I hope
one will come so that 1 will have
more time for myself and the

music."
In the course of this visit.

Kami has performed several

recitals with pianist Gila

Goldstein and his aunt, soprano
Gila Yaron.

There is one additional recital

tomorrow at the Tel Aviv
Museum. After that Kami plays
Hindemith's Der Schwan-
endreher with the Israel

Sinfonietta Beersheba under the

baton of Swiss maestro Urs
Schneider in a series of concerts

starting this Saturday.

And he plans to be back in

Israel in the fall for the birth of
his first child
WilJ Kami ever make Israel his ,

home once again?

“It’s a subject I don’t want to :

elaborate on too much. It’s very

complicated: who knows what
the future holds for me? After 1

all. I’m still very young. But I do
j

remember that everything I

have, everything I got is from 1

here, from Israel. i

“And yes I know it could be j

hard living in Germany as an !

Israeli. But I don’t believe we !

should look back at the past, we
\

must go on looking forward. '

That has always been my i

motto.”

\
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Civilian torment

AS Israel's ambassador to the UN Gad
Ya’acobi said yesterday, there is almost

universal understanding in the world or-

ganization - al least in private conversations -

for Israel's actions in Lebanon. Yet most gov-
ernments publicly express growing dismay over

the Grapes of Wrath operation, particularly

when they receive news of civilian casualties.

This is eminently understandable. No govern-

ment can openly condone operations which
cause civilian deaths.

For Israel, whose soldiers have often sacri-

ficed their own lives to avoid inflicting civilian

casualties, this is an agonizing problem. At the

beginning of the current operation, the Leba-
nese inhabitants of Hizbullah-ruled areas were
given deadlines - extended several times - to

leave their villages and find shelter in safe

zones. Specific warnings were also given re-

garding the direction and time of travel on
designated roads in the area. Above all, the

artillery and air strikes have been carefully and
meticulously calibrated, and the firing directed

with the most sophisticated electronic equip-

ment, to ensure direct, surgical hits at military

targets and strategic installations.

The trouble is that by its very nature, the

nasty guerrilla war waged by Hizbullah makes
civilian casualties inevitable. Like the PLO
gunmen in Lebanon in the 1970s and 19S0s, and

die Arab gangs under the British Mandate and
during die War of Independence, the Hizbullah

uses civilians as shields. In defiance of interna-

tional conventions, it places its Katyusha
launchers in schools and hospitals, hides its

operational headquarters in homes, escapes
punishment by retreating into populated areas,

and even uses ambulances to move officers

from the field of operations to safety. Under
such circumstances occasionally hitting inno-

cent civilians is unavoidable.

This does not mean that the suffering of
civilians should be ignored. The army must
faithfully continue its efforts to avoid miscalcu-

lations, and it must always give civilians a
chance to escape the areas of conflict But the

blame for the civilian suffering on both sides

must fall where it belongs: on Hizbullah’s Syri-

an sponsors. One small signal from the Damas-
cus regime, still professing to seek a compre-
hensive peace in the region, would put an end to

civilian torment in an instant.

Darkest Africa

LIBERIA is Africa's oldest independent

republic, which makes it all the sadder

that by the end of the 20th century it has

become the number one basket case on a conti-

nent that has more than its fair share of them.

The first settlers arrived there from the United

States in 1822, at a harbor later named for US
President James Monroe when the country be-

came independent in 1847. The name Liberia

encapsulates the purpose of this American-cre-

ated state - it was to be a new homeland of

liberty for freed black slaves who wanted to

return to their ancestral homeland. Its official

language remains English, its currency the

dollar. —
The ideaand the ideals were as noble as those

behind the" recreation of the Jewish homeland

101 years later, but there sadly the resemblance

ends. Liberia is now a state that in reality exists

only as lines on a map and it is impossible to see

how it is going to be rebuilt.

Liberia set offon the wrong path almost from
the beginning. It may have been understandable

that the new immigrants, who bad been less

than nothing as slaves, were determined to

become somebody now that they had their own
country'. But they had learned the wrong lesson

from their old masters and quickly became the

privileged elite lording it over the backward

indigenous tribes. In this century the longest

period of sjgJjility Liberia has known was under

the 27-vear rule of President William Tubman,
who died in 1971.

Unfortunately, Tubman’s regime merely en-

trenched the upper-class status of those de-

scended from the immigrants and their grip on
wealth and power fueled the resentment of the

indigenous majority. It was unsurprising that

this majority welcomed the coup staged by an

army sergeant, Samuel Doe, in 1980 when he

assassinated Tubman's successor. Without de-

mocracy, Doe’s era was doomed to be a false

dawn, replacing the hegemony of an upper class

with a slide into traditional African tribalism.

Doe's fate was sealed by a blatantly rigged

election in 1986 and growing civil unrest over

increasing repression as Liberia became the

Haiti of Africa. When the Liberian exile,

Charles Taylor, led a handful of guerrillas in

from Ivory Coast in 1989, Doe’s rotten edifice

crumbled immediately and he was captured and
tortured to death id a primitive witchcraft ritual.

The United Nations, with its Somali peace

effort falling apart, decided to test a new philos-

ophy of encouraging regional powers to take

responsibility for their own peacekeeping and

so the Economic Community of West Africa

States sent in a five-nation force (ECOMOG) to

pacify Liberia.

It is an operation which has been as inept, if

possible, as the continent's main international

forum, the OAU (Organization of African Uni-

ty). ECOMOG failed to disarm the growing
number of disintegrating tribal factions in-

volved in the civil war, and proved both unwill-

ing and unable to enforce endless cease-fires

and agreements reminiscent of Bosnia.

Last week’s return to total anarchy in Monro-
via has been as inevitable as the immediate

reason for it was irrelevant - Taylor’s abortive

attempt to arrest an equally unpalatable rival

warlord. This weekend’s decision by some of

the most tenacious international aid agencies to

abandon Liberia is an indication of how desper-

ately dangerous the capital has become - just

one huge jungle, as one aid worker described it.

Once again it is the United States, just after

its recent support action in Taiwan, that has

been left alone to rush to the scene and evr*uate

foreign citizens. Regional peacekeeping has

failei the OAU has failed, the United Nations

has failed. The United States more and more
resembles an international fire truck - rushing

from Haiti, to Bosnia, to Cuba, from there to

Taiwan and on to Liberia, as brush fires contin-

ue to break out across the globe.

It seems the international community is miss-

ing some alarm bells ringing unheeded. While
the news is filled with optimism for “the com-
ing new millenimn” with its global markets,

Asian tigers, information revolutions and new
space stations, hardly anyone seems to be notic-

ing that whole countries are dropping off the

map, out of sight, or back in time to medieval

barbarism. Liberia may have just joined them.
Who knows for whom the bells toll next?

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

THE KlftfG DAVID
HOTEL BOMB

Sir - Sraya Shapiro, in a review of
events connected with the pre-state

Black Sabbati£raid by the British,

states that in caftying out its opera-

tion against anriy headquarters lo-

cated in the King David Hotel, the

“IZL broke its coordination agree-

ment with the Hagana” (March 31).

That is not true.

All studies of the incident, includ-

ing the official Hagana History, note

that the operation was authorized by

the joint coordinating committee.

The last contact between the Irgun

and Moshe Sneb, Hagana National

Commander, was on July 19. 1946.

The latter, not for the first time,

simply requested a delay of a few
days. No information regarding
Chaim Weizmarm’s opposition to

the continuation of the United Resis-

tance Movement was passed over.

Three days later, according to plan,

the Irgun destroyed the British

Army command center, unfortu-

nately, at a high toll in lives.

YISRAEL MEDAD
Shiloh.

GOOD FENCES’
Sir. - If building fences ai

Israel is a policy (he government

wants to pursue, then Ehud Barak

and others should not quote the line

from Robert Frost’s great poem.

Mending Well, “Good fences make
good neighbors.” (as reported by
David Makovskv on March 1).

The point of the poem is exactly

the opposite. In the first line, the

poet says. “Something there is that

doesn't love a wall.” He then goes

on lo discuss with his neighbor ihe

lack of logic in the idea of a wall.

Any reasonably seriou high-

schooi studenl studying tin* poem
learns that Frost disagrees with his

neighbor who repeats the “Good
fences..." line without understand-

ing the poet’s message.

Robert Frost would be spinning in

his grave if he knew how his mosl

famous poem is being is interpreted.

I suggest you print the entire poem

so that it can be read and quoted as

an argument against the "fence"

poliev.

SIDNEY KESSLER
Richmond, Virginia.

ORNITHOLOGY

, Sir, - Your reader from Califor-
*

nia, Mr. Irving Richards, is right

I— about the Wall (Letters, April 11).

However, his ornithology is wrong.

The pigeons there are actually

vultures.

ASHER WELLE

Jerusalem.

FALSE EXPECTATIONS
Sir, - If the government would

only make up its mind and make it

clear that closure of the territories

was for good, the “Palestinians”

would begin to look elsewhere for

employmedL Some would return to

the countries they came from, some
to other Arab countries with sparse

populations and some would join

their brethren in Europe, America or

Australia. I doubt if any would die

of starvation. As it is, the govern-

ment arouses expectations of re-

opening so that no one knows what

to expect. This isn’t good for

anyone.

To make matters worse, the gov-

ernment talks of raising funds to

invest in the territories. No one real-

ly knows if or when the funds will

come and how much will be divert-

ed on the way. One thing is pretty

clear. It would take years to become

a major source of employment. But

it contributes to false expectations.

Add to this the fact that the PLO
raises hopes of a Palestinian slate

eventually “liberating" the whole

of Palestine and taking over aft the

assets of the Jews enhances illusions

of a golden future in the Land of

Israel

Why the government should want

to raise expectations for die so-

called Palestinians to settle in the

Land of Israel is beyond me.

Jerusalem.
KENNETH L. COHEN

A peace offensive
Tbe current Israeli military

action against Hizbullah tar-

gets in Lebanon does not, as
conventional wisdom would have
it. mark the end of the chances for

peace with Syria and Lebanon.
Indeed, the opposite would seem to

be true. Effective Israeli use of
force can not only bring about
increased stability in the North, but
also serve as a wanting and deter-

rent to the Palestinians and
Syrians, and reinforce the founda-
tions of tbe Middle Fast peace
process.

Throughout history, diplomatic

negotiations and the use of force

have always gone hand in hand.
Israel’s military successes in the

1948 war forced the Arab states to

negotiate cease-fire agreements
with the Zionist enemy they had
vowed to crush.

Israel's victories in 1956 and
1967, and, most importantly, the

IDF's success in defeating the

Egyptian and Syrian armies despite

initial setbacks in 1973, convinced
Anwar Sadat that Israel was not

going to be defeated, at leastnot in

the short term. This led directly to

Sadat’s decision to travel to

Jerusalem, the Camp David talks,

and the peace treaty.

Similarly, during the 1950s and
1960s, the disproportionate Israeli

reprisals to terrorist attacks from
Jordan, the Gaza Strip, and
Palestinian bases in the West Bank
eventually brought this terror to a

halt

Israel’s military response during

the intifada in the late 1980s
forced the PLO and Yasser Arafat

to accept the need to negotiate with

Israel, if only for a temporary
respite. Arafat may not have
changed his overall goal of
destroying Israel, but as long as
Israel continues to pose an over-

GERALD M. STEINBERG

whelming military threat, the

PLO’s realistic options remain lim-

ited.

In this sense, tbe perceptions of
Hizbullah’s leadership regarding

Israeli resolve and ability to use

force have, at least until now, been
very different For many years. the

radical Islamic groups in Lebanon
have been able to attack Israel’s

Negotiations and
the use of force

have always gone
hand in hand

settlements in tbe North and mili-

tary targets in tbe security zone,

and provoke only a feeble Israeli

response. Indeed,' they were aware
that in each of the previous
attempts to end attacks from
Lebanon, the n2Fbecameeasytar-

gets. In Operation Litani (1978)
and Peace for Galilee (1982),
Israel’s ground troops were eventu-

ally forced into a war of attrition.

In these poorly conceived opera-

tions, Israel’s tremendous techno-

logical advantage was neutralized,

and casualties continued to tbe

point where they became unbear-

able. The same was true in the con-
tinuing operations in the security

zone, despite the bombardment
daring Operation Accountability in

1993. Hizbullah, as well as Syria,

concluded that Israel could be
forced to withdraw from Lebanon,
and that there was no need for

political concessions and negotia-

tions.

Tbe operation dubbed Grapes of
Wrath win, if it is continued long

enough, change this perceptkra.

For the first time in many yearn, the

IDF is using its overwhelming
technological advantage to strike at

Hizbullah bases and centers in

Beirut and in areas under Syrian
military protection.

The sporadicKatyusha attacks in

response are doing tittle damage
and demonstrate Hizbullah’s weak-
ness. Just as Jordan realized in.the

1950s and 1960s, the Lebanese
government will also have to rec-

ognize that if it wants to continue

its economic recovery, it will have
to prevent the use of its territory as
a base for terrorism. And in Syria,

it is possible Assad wSLieconsitier

his policy of wailing for the food
to capitulate completely -and fanyt

bads: the Golan Height uncondi-

tionally.

Tbe sag& of IAF helicopter gnn-
ships, Hdlfire missies, and prcd-
skm air strikes in Beirut will also

not be lost on tire Palestinians.

The threat of mifitaiy action

against Hamas bases and suppart-
eisiathe areasunder thecontrol of
the Palestinians suddenly became a
realistic option 'when- tire IDF
began offensive operations in
Lebanon. The broad international

support enjoyed by Israel, should

alsogive Arafat pause.

Finally, there are lessons for

Israeli leaders who deceived them-
selves into creating a mythical

New Middle East, zn which war
and peace were totally disconnect-

ed. Without tire threat ofwar; there

will be no peace for Israel •

The writer is a Senior Research

Fellow ai the Begin-Sadat Center

for Strategic Studies, Bar-nan
University.

.

This peace is killing ns

Recently, I was walking
along a street in Ramallah.

when an elegant woman
came out of a nearby store and
called my name. She spoke fluent

English and invited me to come
into her store. We talked about the
current situation, and she became
more and more emotional. “I was
all for peacer she finished with
tear-filled eyes, “and I supported
Arafat wholeheartedly* But this

peace is killing us! This closure is

a disaster! Children don’t have
food. Sick people don't have med-
icine. We cannot get to Jerusalem,
our center. I don’t want to hear
any more from Peres and Arafat! I

was always opposed to violence,

but if Hamas carries out an attack

at this point, l'II be delighted!

Maybe then tbe Israeli govern-
ment will understand that ft can-
not break us by such cruel mea-
sures!”

The phrase “This peace is

lolling us!** was already familiar

to me as an Israeli right-wing slo-

gan. But I was amazed to hear it

from the mouth of this refined

Palestinian woman. 1 had not
understood that the results of the

closure were quite so far-reaching

and pernidou&The truth is that

the word “closure” is a misnomer.

In fact ft is a siege, an unequivocal

act of war that pits nation against

enemy nation. Despite the reports

of several devoted journalists, the

Israeli public still has no idea of
the results of this siege. Below is a
partial list. The closure:

* has prevented the sick and dying
from reaching hospitals in East

Jerusalem and Israel, resulting in

several deaths so far.

* has prevented family members
from visiting their sick and dying

loved ones hospitalized before tbe

closure.

has prevented vital medication

from reaching the sick, mainly in

Gaza.
• has prevented thousands of stu-

dents in Gaza from reaching their

universities in tbe West Bank.

URIAVNERY

* has prevented the majority of
teachers who are residents of
Palestinian-ruled territories from
reaching Jerusalem schools, to

such an extent that no studies are

taking place in most classes.
* has prevented family members
of prisoners and detainees from
visiting their loved ones.
* has prevented tens of thousands

Every additional day
of the cruel siege is

an additional nail in

the coffin of the

peace process

of Christians and Moslems from
reaching their holy sites in East
Jerusalem.
* has virtually shut down the
Israel-dependent Palestinian econ-
omy, as merchants cannot get to
Jerusalem and Israel.

* has choked off the southern
West Bank from the northern part,

permitting traffic only on the
winding, poorly-constructed
bypass road.
* has prevented Gazan fisherman
from going out to sea to earn their
living and to supply staple food to
destitute Gazans. Aral of course,
most importantly —
* has prevented enormous num-
bers of Palestinian workers from
earning their Irving - who togeth-
er with their families number over
a million sonls, thus causing wide-
spread hunger and malnutrition.

ALL OF this was even more
severe in the first weeks of the
closure, when each Palestinian
city was turned into a detention-
camp, totally separated and cm off
from neighboring cities.

Every Palestinian knows- that

these are not just straightforward

security measures. What security
consideration cuts Gaza off from
Israeli supplies ofbuilding materi-
als, for example?

Meanwhile, even now, a mem-
ber of Hamas wearing an Israel!

army uniform and a kappa can
penetrate into Israel. No, this is

collective punishment, in the style

'

of a commander who imposes
punishment on Ids entire nlatnnn

when one of the privates makes
trouble. Tbe intention is to tom
die platoon against the trouble-
maker and induce the other pri-

vates to make die errant soldier
behave himself.

Unfortunately, employing such
methods on an entire people is

achieving the opposite result. Hie.
devastating effects of a prolonged -

closure destroyed any semblance
of a peaceful atmosphere, which
had reached a high point on the
eve of Palestinian elections. The
current mood is much worse than
ft was before the Oslo accords,
due to anger and disfllnsaoumesL
The Palestinian public feels that

tbe Gaza Strip has been turned
into rme large jail — as have the

aties of the West Bank. In fact, an
increasing number of Palestinians
secretly, andinsome cases openly,
h^e for additional terrorist
attacks, in order to “show the
Israelis."

Prime Minister Shimon Peres
has yielded to the mas hysteria .

inatnred by the media, and' has
laid this siege in order to soothe
foe .Israeli public until the elec-
tions. Hejs liable to achieve pie- .

dsely the opposite, causing
irreparable damage to the

elections winjThe is at i?Ev^
additional day of the cruelsiege is
as additional nail in tbe coffin of
the peace process.

The Jerusalem Post

Memories
of 1981

SUSAN HATTIS ROLEF

td two unpleasant ways, one is

I reminded of the situation «n

Jjsrael on tbe eve of the 1981

elections: Katyushas fired on we

GaHee on the one hand, and the

violent reception accorded
various

Labor Party leaders at public

events such as tbe Mimouna cele-

brations in Jerusalem.

With regard to the Katyushas,

file physical resemblance is almost

identical: wrecked apartments m
KSryat Shmona and elsewhere m
the Upper and Vfestem Galilee,

wounded civilians and angry

crowds demanding an appropriate

Israeli reaction. However, the

political situation is different.

Those firing the Katyushas in 1981

are now, for better or worse,

brad’s negotiating partners today,

wide the patrons of the Moslem
fhwtiam«n*»ijsts who are today fir-

ing rocketsfrom southern Lebanon

were, back in 1981, less than two

years in power in Teheran, and too

involved in a Woody war, to have

the time or resources to engage in

subversion on an international

scale.

'Another difference is that in

1981, Israel bad a government

which believed that with a single

military blow, one could stop the

Katyushas fatting on - Kiryat

Simona. One year later it became
embroiled in a Lebanese adventure

which sought not only to remove
the Katyushas from southern

Lebanon, but also to enthrone a

puppet government in Beirut and
gel it to sqgn a “peace treaty” with

Israel.

Today Israel has a government

whhto understands the Hunts of.

milkary force, and knows that after

a limited military operation -

whose aim is to convey (he dear
message that Israel will not allow

Hizbullah to terrorize its popula-

tion or dictate its agenda - a peace

settlement wffl have to be negotiat-

ed wife tbe existing regimes in

both Syria and Lebanon. It knows
that a settlement with Beirut will

not be attained without one first

being reached withDamascus, and
that a price will have to be paid.

NEXTMONTH, Israelis wiD have

to decide whether they warn to

rehnn to power tbe
.
two retired

.
generate Ariel Shanxi and Rafael

Eftan, responsible for toe 1982
fiasco, who are still unwilling to

adrrwMbsKC was anything wrong
wftb their.base thinking, or to let

. Laborinto itswuytoward aluting
setltemaBL Sudtanaccotdwitt not

only normalize IsraeL-Lebanon

rdatioos, but remove Hizhnlbh
from southern Lebanon by replac-

ing them with the aimed forces of
a friendly neighbor, and tints

enable toe IDF to redeploy to toe

international border. Whether toe

priceloaielwffl. be asked to pay for
- sodh a settlement wffl be accept-

able to tbe majority of Israelis, wffl

be deforminert after its terms are

negotiatedm a referendum.
The violent reception Labor

Next month, Israelis

will have to decide

whether they want
to return to power
the two retired

generals Ariel

Sharon and Rafael

Ertan, responsible

for the 1982 fiasco

leaders receive these days in cer-
tain locations is, of coarse, a total-
ly different kettle of fish. The
source of this violence, both in
1981 and today, is identical: the
bullying element within the LilmH
which incites easily led crowds to
boo, curse, hurt objects and raise
fists. The UJokTs responsible lead-
ers did not initiate this in 1981 and
are not initiating it now, bat today
as in 1981, they have not yet been
beardto condemn ft.

There is, however, a major dif-
ference between the phenomenon
as ft manifested itself 15 years aao
and as it is today. Back in 1981, toe
violence was unpleasant, but
everyone believed it could be con-
gmed. Today, after the killmg of a
Peace Now demonstrator, Emil
Urunzweig, on February 10, 1933
and

.

the assassination of prime“ Yitzhak Rabin on
NovefobCT 4, 1995, everyone
knows where ‘Innocent” ftxate-
raent can lead to.

1981, wffl,
01 Genh Cohen'sTehiya which was naming for the

^ r^fe-wmg party. ^
fca Qf*w3d

which has placed thea tite coder ofL {tolifeal

rfe*^ isapoeticalsootisi.
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Face-Off

outh. Would It?

By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF

'

Tokyo^VERY evening, South Korean sol-k (tiers rake , some beautiful white
1M7_ beaches, smoothing: out the sand

from one endtdthe other. It is not to
make it prettier; for no rate is allowed in the
area at night: die point is fo be able to check
for footprints in the morning to see if a new
Korean War is breaking curt.

'

These days, the beaches 'are being raked
more carefully .than ever. Three times this
month, heavily armed North Korean troops
entered the demilitarized zone between the
two Kansas, violating the terms of the armi-
stice that has kept the peace since the end of
the Korean War.
The incursions have also triggered a furi-

ous debate within American intelligence cir-
cles. The clear majority view, and the one
that most top American officials subscribe
to, is that North Korea would not be so
foolish as to launch a suicidal attack on the

South. The minority view is at the other
extreme: these Government analysts argue

<»/ V * ...
AW- . .
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A frightening, if

unlikely, scenario bom
of desperation.

that North Korea may be trying to desensi-

tize the West to incursions in preparation

for a major invasion in die coming months.

Yet even though policy makers subscribe

to the majority view, and do not believe the

North will attack, they worry enough that

President Clinton has adjusted his schedule

to extend talks with South Korean leaders

during a visit to South Kcrea. on Tuesday.

While many believe that an invasion is

highly unlikely, they also realize that they

cannot afford to be wrong— and the start-

ing point for North Korea watchers is that

ho one really knows what is going on there.

Run,DlWZ
Everybody has a good reason for North

Korea not invading.' it would lose — al-

-though it .is not dear whether.- the North.

realizes tfife. Motivations for wtty-it migbt
invade are trickier -and mostly Wave to do

with its disastrous economic situation. The
fear is that North Korea might attack in a

desperategamble to avoid collapse, perhaps

even to force negotiations with the United

States leading to a peace treaty and normal-

ized political and trade relations.

“We worry that in a very short period,

this country win. either .collapse or take

aggressive actions against the South in a

desperate attempt to divert attention from

its internal situation," Gen. Gary E. Luck,

*

'

t *. /»

Reuters

A North Korean soldier faces his South Korean counterpart (foreground) across the demarcation line that runs through a building in the truce village of Panmunjom.

the top American commander in South Ko-

rea, told Congress last month. "It is entirely

possible that the leadership in Pyongyang is

not, or will not remain, cohesive enough to

make rational decisions."

For all the disagreement about the likeli-

hood of war, there is a consensus about how
it would begin. The North would infiltrate

some of its 80,000-strong special forces into

areas of South Korea far from the front

lines, American and South Korean military

experts say. The commandos would arrive

by hovercraft, light planes, submarines and
boats, and that is why the South Koreans

still rake some beaches to check for foot-

prints — although these days they look

more for radar images of infiltrators.

Havoc
These elite North Korean troops would

proceed to attack command posts, destroy

American and South Korean military air-

craft and create havoc in South Korea. At
about the same time. North Korea would
launch a huge artillery barrage against

South Korean ana United States military

forces, as well as key Government minis-

tries in Seoul. South Korea has the misfor-

tune of having a capital just 30-odd miles

south of the border.

North Korean tanks and trucks would also

be expected to pour across the border. The

southern side of the border is very wefl-

defended with antitank ditches, concrete
walls and other barriers, though, forcing

North Korean tanks into narrow ‘‘killing

zones" where South Korean and American
forces would focus their firepower.

To avoid these South Korean defenses.

North Korea's infantry would use tunnels

dug by its army underneath the border. So

Continued on page 4

Computer Speak

World,Wide,Web: 3 EnglishWords
By MICHAEL SPECTER

MOSCOW

r

HE Internet has been pretty

universally viewed as one of

the great democratic ad-

vances of the late 20th centu-

Nothing in human history has

made more information more

lily available to more people at

rr cost.

erhaps only the car, the pill and

television set have had a more

lediate impact on the habits of

century Americans. According

recent Nielsen study, adults in

United States spend more time

actively browsing the Internet

ry week than they do watching

^cassettes. Nearly 20 million

erican- adults say they use the

Id Wide Web regularly and as

iy as 3 million have bought goods

ervices on the Web.

t overseas ,has been at

malic. If you live in

ta or Vladivostok you

jange information with

Athens. Lima or Lake

many, educational op-

hat could not even be

rears ago are only a few

iway. To study molecu-

ali you need to get into

University Library, or

ibra^at Sweden's Kar-

aite, is a phone line and

is out, a solid command

ish language. Because

are a French intellectu-

he cutting edge of inter-

theory, a Japanese pa-

;urious about a newly

et of primordial fossils,

an teen-ager concerned

‘ Johnson’s jump shot,

and World Wide Web

rork as great unifiers if

Mostly that’s by accident The In-

ternet started in the United States,

and the computer hackers whose re-

ality has always been virtual are

almost all American. By the time the

net spread, its linguistic patterns —
like its principal architecture and

best software— were all Made in the

U.S-A. That’s not surprising since

English has become the internation-

al language of commerce and com-

munication — and since educated

foreigners are far more likely to

learn a second language than are

any class of Americans. Bui increas-

ingly that language must be English.

4Colonialism!’

"It is just incredible when I hear

people talking about how open the

Web is," said Anatoly Voronov, the

director of Glasnet, Russia's best-

known Internet provider "It is the

ultimate act of intellectual colonial-

ism. The product comes from Amer-
ica so we either must adapt to Eng-

lish or stop using it. Thai is the right

of any business. But if you are talk-

ing about a technology that is sup-

posed io open the world to hundreds

of millions of people you are joking.

This just makes the world into new
sorts of haves and have nois."

There are of course plenty of Web
pages in Russian, Japanese, French.

German and Chinese. It is possible

for anybody in almost any country to

carry on an electronic relationship

with other people who speak his or

States of Mind

Rehnquist’s Court
is redefining

federalism.

By Linda

Greenhouse 2
Coming to America

To Tony Blair,

Clinton is a model
and an omen.

By John
Damton

5"i4fl GollhWinfC

A force for global

unity (if you know
the language).

her language. And eventually com-

puters may help translate a search

from one language to another.

But for now if you want to take full

advantage of the Internet there is

only one real way to do it: learn

English, which has more than ever

become America's greatest and

most effective export (carrying with

it immense cultural power). It has

been estimated that there are now
more people who speak English as a

foreign language than who speak it

as their first language. English is

already the language of diplomacy,

scientific discourse, air traffic con-

/r.p’L'3i:o'..' oi laming
an international computer network

into another platform for English

— and the values it automatically

carries — are immense.
With the ascendancy of English

and the proliferation of the net, some

Continued on page 4

3
No More Mr. Nice Guy

Peres retaliates

with an eye on
Syria and on an
election.

By Serge

Schmemann 4
To Russia With Love

Too big a bear hug by
Washington might crush Boris

Yeltsin instead.

By Alison

Mitchell 3
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Your Tax Cut Is in the Mail . .

.

By MICHAEL WINES

Washington

I

NCOME taxes are due tomorrow, and

tonight many of you will labor at the

dining-room table, awash in old mort-

gage statements, pecking at the calcula-

tor, cursing silently at the insatiable Fed-

eral maw. Then you'll write us a check.

But we in the Government want you to

know that relief is on the way. Soon, we are

going to cut your taxes.

Yes, yes; we said that in 1992. And in 1994.

This time we mean it.

Our Republicans have promised, at last

count, $200 billion in cuts over seven years
— a $500-a-child tax credit for working folk;

breaks for adoptions, retirement, small

business. President Clinton pledges $117 bil-

lion in givebacks — a child credit; small

business breaks; dispensations for- college

education, health care and retirement.

“Give the American people their bal-

anced budget, a tax cut, lower interest rates

and a brighter future!” he exhorted in Janu-

ary, in his State of the Union address. This is

the least we can do, the Republicans reply.

But first, about that budget.

Because we are giving some much-need-

ed relief to you, the average American, we
will have a little less money for us, the

Government, to spend. Nine, maybe 10 bil-

lion dollars a year, on average, as the Presi-

dent reckons it, more under the Republican

plan. But we doubt you will feel a thing.

Transportation might be a good place to

trim. Mr. Clinton cut bus and subway subsi-

dies earlier in his term, and now Republi-

cans want to as well. Local transit agencies

will lose some grant money, of course, and

they may have to hike fares or cut service.

That is what they did in 1995, anyway; New
York City’s fares rose 25 cents, and the

subway here in Washington cost a dime
more. Over a 48-week work year — four

weeks off, right? — 25 cents each way is a

measly, lessee ... $120. Heck, most of you

don’t even ride the train.

Go for Education

Of course, wiping out transit subsidies

altogether would only save $2 billion a year,

hardly enough to finance even the "modest"
tax reduction that Mr. Clinton supports. But

huge chunks of the Government's domestic

spending consists of grants to the states and

other pass-throughs.

Cutting Education Department grants to

school districLs, most of them in low-income

areas, would save $7 billiofi or more. Job-

training programs, mostly grants, eat up
$4.4 billion of Mr. Clinton's 1997 budget.

Maybe these could go.

Many public schools do lean heavily on

Federal aid to educate the poor; they could

raise property taxes instead, assuming that

residents of low-income districts can pay

them. Wealthier districts will not find this a

problem, and for most of you it wouldn’t be

more than a few hundred dollars a year.

The loss of job-training programs con-

ceivably could push a few more workers

onto the welfare rolls. But plans are to shift

many welfare duties to the states anyway;
this is their citizens' problem.

We in Government spent scads of money
last year — hundreds of millions of dollars

— insuring mortgages and guaranteeing

home loans for certain people, like young

families, that lack terrific credit or a big

down payment. Curbing these programs

would save us money. Of course, it would

raise borrowing costs for those families:

raise an 8.5 percent mortgage on a $100,000

loan by one point, and it racks up $25,920 in

additional payments over 30 years.

No doubt you know some of these pro-

grams have already been trimmed, that

others are politically sacrosanct, and that

further deep cuts, much less abolition, are a

chancy thing. Sadly, this may be true.

“Where are we after a year's bloodlet-

ting?” in the Republican-Democratic spend-

ing wars, Robert O. Reischauer, the Brook-

ings Institution scholar and former congres-

sional budget guru, asked last week. "No-

where,” he answered.

So a tax cut might better be paid for from

the big pots of money — like Medicare,

Medicaid and such. Siphoning $10 billion

from the $260 billion a year poured into

Medicare and Medicaid would be a piece of

cake, except that both programs also face

major cost-cutting as part of the deficit-

reduction program.

Old Complainers

We in Government could pay for your tax

cut by raising Medicare premiums by, say,

5200 a year, but the elderly would protest. Or
we could raise from 1.45 percent to 1.6

percent the payroll tax that swells Medi-
care's hospital trust fund; that would raise

the bite on a $50,000-a-year salary from $725

to $800. It would be easier to reduce Govern-
ment payments to doctors and hospitals that

treat Medicare and Medicaid patients, and

let them pass on the cost to other patients;

how would they ever know?
The truth, however, is that benefit pro-

grams are even harder to cut than ordinary

domestic spending. Witness this year’s

budget battle, in which Congress and. Mr.

Clinton failed to agree on a single spending

reduction in a major entitlement program.

We could always finance your tax cut

painlessly, as we have for decades, by add-

ing to the Federal deficit. All right, not

entirely painlessly: a 510 billion loan to the

Treasury at 5.5 percent simple interest

would cost $550 million a year before the

first penny of principal was retired, and we
would have to borrow another $9 billion or

$10 billion every year.

A lot of economists argue that this kind of

borrowing also saps productivity, by soak-

ing up money that would otherwise be spent

to update factories and educate workers,

and thus lowers our standard of living And
thev sav it oushes uo interest rates bv

Atao05nnrr

reducing the amount of money available for

other loans, thereby making everything

more costly/ Indeed, this is why we wanted

to get tiie deficit down to zero to begin with.

You may be getting the impression that a

tax cut is a lot like Bat Day at the ball park:

an apparent freebie whose, cost actually is

tacked on to the hot dogs or the stadium

parking or the souvenir program. You may
think 'thai there is no free lunch.

Well, you are wrong- There is one painless

way to pay for a tax cut It consists of

eliminating pork in that packinghouse of

political largess, the Federal highway pro-

gram. We spend 519 billion a year to help

states build roads. We shall cut it in half.

Granted, that is a bit stiff. Some states

might raise income taxes to offset the loss,

and many would probably pare back repairs

and construction.

But a few more potholes or traffic jams
would be little bother. Heck, most of year can

Taking States Seriously
By LINDA GREENHOUSE

Washington

F
OR much of his nearly quarter century on the

Supreme Court, William H. Rehnquist was the
outrider. Often in dissent, he traveled far from
the pack, tracing a singular path across a consti-

tutional landscape that in his view was strewn with
monuments to the modern Court's errors. Prominent
among these were the Court's precedents elevating the
power of the Federal Government at the expense of the
individual states.

Now approaching his 10th anniversary as Chief
Justice, Mr. Rehnquist began to put his years as a lone
dissenter behind as Presidents Reagan and Bush re-

shaped the Court around him. These days, he is the
general in charge of a constitutional war along the

Federal-state frontier. Aided by timing, patience and, to

no small extent, the good luck of having colleagues who
agree with him that the states' interests have been
submerged for too long, he is conducting this high-
stakes war along several fronrs of distinct but interre-

lated constitutional doctrine.

And he is winning. When the Rehnquist Court
passes into history — the 71-year-old Chief Justice is

widely expected to retire within the next few years— a
reshaping of the Federal-state balance may prove his

most enduring legacy. He has been frustrated in other
areas where he lacks a working majority— the right to

abortion is still the law of the land, and organized
prayer is not back in public schools. But for Federal-
state relations, his tenure could mark a historic shift.

States’ Rights

Last month. Chief Justice Rehnquist wrote an
opinion for a 5-to-4 majority in a case that gave new
teeth to one of the Constitution's more obscure and
ambiguous provisions, the 11th Amendment. The
amendment, adopted in 1795 in response to the states’

fears of being sued for Revolutionary War debts,

shields a state from being sued in Federal court by a
citizen of another state. The Court subsequently inter-

preted the !lth Amendment to bar suits by a state's

own citizens as well in an 1890 decision that Chief
Justice Rehnquist’s opinion last week in Seminole Tribe
v. Florida essentially revised and placed on firmer
constitutional footing than ever before.

The Seminole Tribe decision struck down a portion
of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, a Federal law

governing the terms by which Indian tribes can conduct
gambling on their reservations. The Court held that,
despite Congress's virtually complete constitutional
authority to legislate in the area of Indian affairs and
the states' lack of any such authority, the law’s provi-
sion permitting tribes to sue a state to bring it to the
bargaining table violated the ilth Amendment

The decision contained several loopholes; people
can still sue states on equal protection grounds and seek
injunctions to keep individual state officials from vio-

lating Federal law. But it cails into question the
authority of Congress. to insure that people can vindi-
cate their Federallyguaranteed,rights in Federal court.

The lith Amendment case followed by less than a
year an important victory by the Chief Justice on
another front: Congress’s authority to regulate inter-

state commerce in United States v. Lopez, the Court
found for the first time in 60 years that Congress had

The mightiest constitutional engine of all for re-

turning power to the states may be the 10th Amend-
ment, which has been absent from the Court's docket
for the last few years but may soon.return in force. -

The 10th Amendment provides that powers rot
delegated by the Constitution to the/Federal Govera-
ment are reserved to the states. Its history as a charter
of state sovereignty has been fitful, with the Chief
Justice its most ardent modern champion on the Court

Four years ago, he joined an opinion by Justice
Sandra Day O’Connor that invoked the 10th Amend-
ment to strike down

, a Federal-tew that required the
states to take . responsibility for-disposing of tbe^ low-
level radioactive waste generated within their borders.
Referring to the Constitution asdividingpower "among
sovereigns,” Justice O’Connor said Vos Federal Gov-
ernment could not "commandeer” the states '-‘into the
service of Federal regulatory purposes.”

Under Rehnquist, the Court
has held the Federal

Government’s powers at bay.

exceeded its authority by making it a Federal crime to
carry a gun within 1,000 feet of a school. Such an act, the
Chief Justice said, was simply not commerce.

As with the Seminole Tribe case, the significance of

United States v. Lopez lay in its implications, in' Its

turning away from the prevailing notion that Congress
knew best and that the authentic vision of American
history was "the steady and inevitable triumph of
nationalism," as Wilfred M. McClay, a historian at

Tulane University, wrote recently in Commentary.
A Rehnquist opinion rings no such rhetorical bells.

The Lopez opinion was typically dry and to the point To
agree with the Government that Congress had the
power it claimed would require the Court to conclude
"that (here never will be a distinction between what is

truly national and what is truly local,” the Chief Justice
said. “This," he added, "we are unwilling to do.”

Federal courts have since struck down a Federal
arson law as applied to a private home — seen as
insufficiently connected to interstate commerce — and
the Child Support Recovery Act, which brings some
“deadbeat dad” cases within Federal jurisdiction.

Ticking Decisions

For several years, the decision. New York v. Unit-
ed States, sat quietly ticking. But last mimth, the United
States Court of Appeals for-the Fifth Circuit relied
heavily on it to strike down a section of4he 1994 Brady
Handgun Violence Protection Act that requires local
sheriffs to make background checks of handgun pur-
chasers. The Brady law makes states the "victims of
impermissible Federal coercion," the appeals court
said. Two other appeals courts bad upheld the law, so
Supreme Court review is all but inevitable.

'

In addition to Justice O’Connor, a former state
legislator and judge in Arizona who came to the Court
as a passionate advocate for state interests, the Chief
Justice’s allies are Justices Antonin ScaJia, Anthony M.
Kennedy, and Clarence Thomas. (It is an interesting
twist that the only other Justice with state government
experience, David H. Sduter, a former New Hampshire
attorney general and state court judge, has brought
equal passion to dissenting opinions that have made the
argument for Federal authority.)

While solid for now, the Chief Justice’s margin is
thin enough to make it Hceiy that hearings for his
successor—or for any Justice — will spend substantial
time on the nominee's views on federalism. After years
of controversy over race, sex,, religion and abortion,
who could have predicted that the 10th Amendment, the
11th Amendment and theCommerce Clause would hold
center stage? But if the confirmation process is awindow into What people hope for and fear from the
Court at any given moment, they just might

Private Groups Lead Charge in War on Far Right
By MICHAELJANOFSKY

Washington

I

N the year since the worst terror-

ist act on American soil, the

bombing of a Federal building in

Oklahoma City that killed 168

people, the number of right-wing
groups harboring anti-government
sentiments has been estimated at

more than 800, by some counts, and
they now operate in every state.

These are organized groups of mi-
litias, white supremacists. neo-Na-
zis, skinheads, survivalists and con-

stitutionalists who are connected to

each odier with increasing frequen-

cy by the Internet, fax machines and
a shared belief in Christian Identity,

a renegade religious concept that

proclaims whites to be God’s chosen

people, Jews to be descendants of

Satan and blacks to be subhuman.

At the same time, however, as

Federal agencies proceed with tradi-

tional means of intelligence gather-

ing (as in the Unabomber case), and
Congress ponders a new anti-terror-

ism bill (stalled by the gun lobby and

civil libertarians), efforts to fight

domestic terrorism are being sup-

plemented more than ever by pri-

vate human rights organizations
that track the fringe right with their
own networks. They willingly share
information with law enforcement
agencies, branches of the military
and reporters.

Federal law enforcement agen-
cies, which were heavily criticized

for their actions in fata! confronta-
tions in Ruby Ridge, Idaho, and
Waco, Tex., appear to be trying a
new, more patient approach in wait-
ing for a peaceful solution to the
current standoff with the ami-gov-
ernment group called the Freemen
in eastern Montana. They have been

criticized this time, largely by neigh-

bors of the Freeman and local offi-

cials. for waiting so long to get in-

volved, and for waiting at alL

UndercoverWork
Most of the human rights organi-

zations were actively campaigning
against racism and anti-Semitism

long before the Oklahoma City

bombing on April 19, 1995 and the

arrest of two suspects with links to

militia groups. And with many of the

right-wing groups now hiding racist

views beyond a more acceptable ve-

neer ofanti-govemmem oratory, the

human rights groups say the need to

collect information has become that

much more critical.

At least two of them — the South-

ern Poverty Law Center in Mont-
gomery, Ala.., and the Simon Wiesen-
thal Center in Los Angeles — use

undercover operatives. Both organi-

zations had spies attend a conven-

A year after

Oklahoma City,

the Government is

standoffish.

tion last weekend in Lake Tahoe that

attracted hundreds of Christian

Identity followers to hear a speech
by Randy Weaver, the white sepa-

ratist whose wife and son were killed

three years ago in a siege by Federal
agents in Ruby Ridge.

The Southern Poverty Law Center

has computer files of more than

12,000 people identified as members
of a far-right group. The Wiesenthal

Center operates an extensive elec-

tronic tracking station, where re-

searchers monitor television, cable
and radio shows all over tbe world
for racist and anti-Semitic content.

When the Army recently conduct-
ed an internal investigation to learn
how many soldiers were involved
with skinhead groups, senior officers

at the Pentagon twice conferred with
Wiesenthal Center officials, and
when Patrick J. Buchanan was run-
ning for the Republican Presidential
nomination, they produced names of
Buchanan supporters who once
worked for David Duke, a former Ku
Klux Klan member, or had affili-

ation with the National Association
for the Advancement of White Peo-

ple.

Law enforcement agencies have
credited the human rights groups
with helping the public become more
aware of the beliefs, factions and
heroes of the far-right fringe. The
human rights groups see their ef-

forts as a necessary antidote to the
sympathetic treatment of far-right

groups on conservative talk radio
programs, and to the reluctance of
some conservative politicians to

criticize the extremists. But the
work may have also produced some

a tormer mama leader from
Alabama, Jeff Rahdail, - said the
drumbeat of concern over domestic
terrorism has served as aweicomp
recruiting device' for militias and Question is a res
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Pulling for Yeltsin, but Gingerly
By.AJUfSON MQTCHELL

r
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. Washington
TS no secret inside the..White
House

- that President Clinton
would like to see not just himself
but.Boris Yeltsin turn out to be

the Comeback Kid of 1996. But with
Russia’s elections fast approaching
and its public in a nationalist mood
these days, that stih'leaves open the
question Of just how - closely Bill
should embrace Boris when the two

‘

meet InMoscow thfg week.
’

Certainly, the Administration has
not been sby about doing what itcan
to assist Russia and by extension the
irascible, unpredictable and boister-
ous Mr. Yeltsin. For however flawed
Mr. Yeltsin may be, however given
to disconcerting political tactics,

American officials generally consid-
er him the only candidate who has a
chanceto beat the Communist front-
runner, Gennadi A. Zyuganov.

Moral Support
The Administration pushed hard

for the International Monetary

l

7und
to make its $10 billion loan to Russia.
Ithas worked to iimif restrictions on
Russian goods coming into America
and pressured the European Union
to do the same. It has kept its public

criticisms of the slaughter in Chech-
nya muted..And it has been -patient

with Russian difficulties in comply-
ing with a conventional forces treaty

that was negotiated before the Sovi-

et Union fell apart.

But being too open about the Unit-

ed States' preferences while on the

soil of Mother Russia is quite an-

other matter— not the least because,

it could damage Mr. Yeltsin given

the current resentments in his coun-

try. Administration officials also

concede that if the United.States is

serious about promoting democracy
in Russia it must be prepared to

accept the verdict of die voters,even

if -they choose the candidate who
least serves America’s interests.

. And so Mr. CGnton will be walking

a thin line during bis three days in

Moscow and St. Petersburg, making
clear, as be did at a recent Washing-

ton news conference, that while

'"none of us shouldtake~any position-

-on >£he telections inanofitereduntiTt’

theOJntfed States ’<has clearly been

Asocuted Press

President Clinton and President Yeltsin at Hyde Park, N.Y., last fall.

bn the side of reform in Russia."
’ The President is likely to use sev-

eral symbolic venues in St. Peters-

burg to try to mute anti-American

sentiments and remind Russians of

what they gained when the Commu-
nists fell. ...

.. v.
• • •

At Piskarovskaye Cemetery Mr.

Clinton will lay a wreath to honor

World War 11 veterans and remem-
ber how the Soviet Union and United

States were allies before the Cold

War. He may also use a stop at the

city's Kazan Cathedral to speak
about the return of religion to Rus-

sia. Or he may visit the new shops in

the hauntingly beautiful city to illus-

trate that market reforms can bear

fruit And in Moscow he will include

the obligatory meeting with an ar-

ray of Russia's political leaders.

If pressed by reporters in Mos-
cow, Mr. Clinton, officials say, is

prepared to make clear chat Mr.
Yeltsin in America's eyes has been a
"reformer." a sobriquet that many
bitter onetime allies long ago
stopped according him.

Deflecting criticisms that its Rus-
sia policy has been too centered on
Mr. Yeltsin, just as President Bush
was once too tied to Mikhail Gorba-
chev, American officials say back-
ing reform and reformers is an in-

terest-based matter of policy rather

than personality.

"It’s in the interest of the United

States and we believe the interna-

tional community at large for Rus-
sia to continue down the road of

democracy and reform," said an
Administration official. "That's kind
of a self-evident proposition."

Mr. Clinton of course will not be
the only Western leader in Moscow
this week. His visit is built around a
summit meeting on nuclear safety

and security including of the seven

major Western industrial powers.

Russia and the Ukraine. It was Mr.
Yeltsin's idea that the talks take

place in Moscow. And it is from that

summit, American officials say, that

Mr. Yeltsin is expecting to get a pre-

election bounce, showcased in his

incumbency as someone who can
summon the world's leaders to the

Kremlin.

A Little Dangerous
Yet there are those who think that

even the talks could prove to be
risky politics. "It is often the case
when you have something so obvi-

ously designed as a puff piece for

someone it can backfire on them,"
said Paul A. Goble, a former State

Department specialist now at Radio
Free Europe.

With its focus on nuclear smug-
gling, nuclear safety and the Cherno-

byl power plant, jt will necessarily

place a spotlight on safety problems

in Russia. "While some will say it's

the Communists' fault and we can’t

go back," said Mr. Goble, "others

will say, 'What has Yeltsin been

doing for the last five years?'
"
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In British Race,

Blair Fits Bill

By JOHN DARNTON

London

P
OLITICIANS ui Britain

sometimes look to the Unit-

ed States the way New
Yorkers look to California

— to peer into the possible future.

Wjth a mixture of fascination and

dread. Lhev train their telescopes on
the horizon and wonder which trends

of public fickledom will blow their

way and which newfangled tech-

niques can be lifted for their own
campaigns.

Thus, John F. Kennedy's victory

in 1960 augured well for Labor, the

Democrats' natural affiliate here,

and his "New Frontier" seemed to

find an echo in Harold Wilson's 1964

campaign pledge to forge a new
prosperous era through the "white
heat of technology."

In 1992, President George Bush's
defeat brought gloom to the Conser-
vatives of Prime Minister John Ma-
jor. who had sent some Tory strat-

egists to lend him a hand. By the
same token, Mr. Clinton’s win
buoyed the hopes of Labor — starv-

ing in opposition ever since Marga-
ret Thatcher’s election in 1979 —
that their day might soon be at hand.
Among the Laborites who crowd-

ed into a ballroom at London's Dor-

chester Hotel to celebrate the inau-

guration of Mr. Clinton, none were
happier than a group of young Turks
in the party called ' modernizers."
In the same way that Mr. Clinton as
Governor of Arkansas had helped
create a more conservative and pop-
ular wing of the Democratic Party,

they were prodding Labor to turn its

back on a tradition of trade union
domination and socialist egalitari-

anism. This old-time religion, they

calculated, offended the country’s

swing voters among middle-class

English, snatching defeat from the

jaws of victory time and time again.

This process — of moving the La-

bor Party to the mainstream of Brit-

ish life — was called “Clinioniza-

tion” and its prime practitioner, who
took over the mantle of party leader-

ship when John Smith died of a heart

attack in 1994, was Tony Blair. Last

week Mr. Blair sal in the White

House as a guest of President Clin-

ton while on a trip to New York and
Washington to bolster his interna-

tional credentials.

Campaigns Ahead
Mr. Clinton and Mr. Blair have

met before (at the funeral of Yitz-

hak Rabin in Israel and during a

Presidential visit here last Novem-
ber), but this was their first opportu-

nity for substantive talks. At some
point, surely, their conversation

turned to politics, since each of them
is effectively at the beginning of a

campaign. Mr. Clinton’s contest in

November against Senator Bob Dole

will likely come first, because Mr.
Major is able to put off the show-
down with Mr. Blair until May 1997,

though he retains the option of call-

ing a snap election before thea
In both countries, the campaigns

will play out against an uncertain

economic background. In Britain, as

in the United States, economic
growth has been restored and both

inflation and unemployment are low

(the British figures are 2.7 percent

and 7.9 percent respectively). But,

again as in the United States, eco-

nomic insecurity is rife, thanks to

downsizing and corporate benefit-

trimming. The Conservatives' main

hope is to institute a dramatic tax

cut in the next budget to reinforce

their image as the cost-conscious

party that keeps money in the pock-

ets of wage-earners.

One major difference between the

two contests, of course, is that Mr.

Clinton is the incumbent and Mr.
Blair is the challenger. Superficially

at least, the candidates are some-
what alike, fast-talking men able to

sketch out a vision of the way things

should be. running against oppo-

nents who embody stolid virtues of

the status quo and do not arouse
much excitement on the stump.

Parallel Lives

Mr. Blair. 43, is resolutely middle
class; his father was a barrister, he
went to a private secondary school

in Scotland and then to St. John's at

Oxford (where the Mr. Clinton was a
Rhodes Scholar). From his student

days in a rock group, he still piays

the acoustic guitar (compared with

Mr. Clinton’s saxophone). He lives in

a Victorian house in Islington (Lon-

don’s equivalent of the Upper West
Side), favors pinstriped suits and is

married to a high-powered barris-

ter, Cherie Booth, who was recently

made a Queen's Counsel, a member
of the profession's inner sanctum.
Already the Tory press is trying to

draw a comparison to Hillary Rod-
ham Clinton, which does not seem to

fit but has forced Mr. Blair to insist

that she would play no role whatso-

ever in his government.

3

he

in i

In some ways — his clean-cut

looks, his Oxbridge accent and a to-

the-manor-bom confidence — Mr.
pie

Blair seems more appropriate as a an-

Tory leader than Mr. Major, now 53 ent

but so heavily gray that he seems up-

years older. The Prime Minister still the

carries the flat, unpretentious ac- ulu

cent of suburban South London
where he was raised; his parents

*ar-

were once variety-show performers thu

who went into the garden ornament ion

business, and he lacks a university ov-

degree. A fundamentally decent and tha

modest man who is charming in a
small group, he is not an instinctive

nds

politician and he has failed to ignite .ays

enthusiasm in the country at large. the

suffering the successor syndrome in hed

the wake of Mrs. Thatcher much as ded

Mr. Bush did following Ronald Rea- oti-

gan. He is behind in the polls, by over 2 tO

20 points in all surveys, and is widely
expected to lose. Last week the Con-

:on

servatives lost 3 by-election, reduc- na
ing their majority in Parliament to a ion

single vote. sue

If Mr. Blair has an Achilles' heel, ers

it’s one he shares with Mr. Clinton. as.’

As conciliators and reformers who i in

have moved their parties from tra- dis-

ditional positions and ignored same rec-

traditional constituencies, both are AP)
charged by critics with lacking in

bedrock convictions. Mr. Blair, who
has praised the single-mindedness

of Mrs. Thatcher’s vision and has
backed away from ideological kup
pledges, is sometimes called Tony issal

Blur by his detractors. first

In an interview before leaving for

the United States, Mr. Blair denied
26,

that the problems of the Clinton Ad- sted
ministration in passing some of its cab-
programs served as a “negative id is

role model," asserting that the it of

American Constitution often forces si

the President to negotiate with Con- Kac-
gress to get legislation passed. "It’s cted

not like here, where you get a gov- lert-

ernment elected that has a majority

in the House of Commons, that pro-

poses legislation and then just

pushes it through.”
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Tony Blair at the British Embassy in Washington on Friday. and
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The World

Giving War a Chance
By SERGE SCHMEMANN

JERUSALEM

A
scam two months ago, the war be-

tween fundamentalist Islamic

guerrillas and Israel in southern

{ Lebanon was a minor smudge in an
otherwise hopeful picture for the Israelis.

The peace with the Palestinians was moving
along well, the Syrians were at the peace
table in Washington, and if the Party of God
guerrillas were still harassing Israeli troops

in their buffer zone in southern Lebanon, the

clashes were limited. Anyway, the entire

conflict would go away once there was
peace with Syria.

But the sudden thuds of four suicide

bombs in late February and early March
abruptly broke the spelL The peace with the

Palestinians changed into an ugly siege and,
as that happened, the talks with the Syrians
broke up. Prime Minister Shimon Peres,
who had been riding a wave of hope and
sympathy before the bombings, suddenly
had to prove that he could also provide that

elusive condition that Israelis seek above
all, and before anything else — security.

More important, a dent anywhere in Isra-

el’s sense, of security increases the sense of

insecurity everywhere, among Israelis and
Arabs alike. So it was onlya matter of time
before the tide reached southern Lebanon.

An Unwritten Pact Collapses

Since 1993, there had been an unwritten
agreement to restrict the fighting between
the Party of God guerrillas and Israel to the

nine-mile-wide "security zone" that the Is-

raeli Army maintains in southern Lebanon,

with neither side attacking civilians.

But recently each side accused the other

of breaking that agreement, and two Katyu-

sha rocket attacks within a week — which

the Party of God described as retaliation for

civilian deaths at Israeli hands — roused

passionate demands for action in Israel.

Two months ago, Israel might have lim-

ited such operations to a few strikes against
Party of God targets just outside the buffer

zone. But this time Mr. Peres unleashed the

full force and sophistication of the Israeli

military machine. In the most audacious

The bombs that burst

Israel’s hopes for

security sent a tide of

insecurity that now
has reached Lebanon.

attack, Israeli gunships fired four Hellfire

anti-tank missiles right into the windows of

the Party of God's headquarters in southern

Beirut. It was the firsr strike into Beirut in

14 years, and the message was clear: Israel

was on the warpath.
The Party of God retaliated with salvos of

vintage Katyusha rockets, and Israel struck

back against Lebanese villages, sending
thousands of people who live there fleeing to

Beirut In 1993, after a similar operation, it

was the problem of dealing with tens of

thousands of refugees in Lebanon, more

than any military hits, that forced Syria and
the Party ofGod to agree to curb attacks on
Israel's civilians.

A Reservoir of Rage
But now, with no prospect that Israel and

Syria will resume negotiations any time

soon, neither country seems to have much
political incentive for restraint. And with

the Israeli public still feeling rage over the

suicide bombings traced mostly to Hamas, a

group that has proven frustratingiy well-

entrenched among the Palestinians of the

West Bank and Gaza, there has been little

domestic resistance to striking hard against
the Party of God, an Iranian-backed move-
ment in Lebanon that shares the fundamen-
talist outlook of Hamas but offers a clearer

and more accessible target. For Mr. Peres
last week, there was also an undeniable
boost for his election campaign, in the op-

portunity to act tough and decisive.

If the' Israeli calculations are right, the

strikes could destroy some of the Party of

God’s hitherto untouchable bases, and the

flood of refugees may force Syria — whose
35,000 troops in Lebanon make it the highest

authority there — to place curbs on the

guerrillas.

But the history of Israeli-Arab conflicts

has also demonstrated the limitations of

force, especially in dealing with guerrillas.

The Kaiyusha rockets continued to rain late

last week, and the Party of God leader.

Sheikh Hassan Nasrallah, pledged to retali-

ate in a time and place that “will astonish
Peres.” That means another twist in the 12-

year war of attrition on Israel's northern
border, with unforeseeable consequences
for the political race, and for peace.
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A woman and her son wait to be evacuated from the northern border area of IsraeL

Scenario of Desperation

North Korea Wouldn’t Invade, Would It?

Good Fences, Bad Neighbors
A schematic view c: a typical

section of the 15 1 -mile-long

demilitarized zone separating

North ancf South Korea Set no m
1953 as pan oi the armistice

agreement that ended the

Korean War. the DMZ is actually

a misnomer, each side is

allowed to have as many as

1.000 armed soldiers in its half

of the zone. In the joint security

area at the village of

Panmunjom. where the recent

North Korean incursions

occurred, the limit is 30 soldiers

and 5 officers, and they are

permitted to carry only

sidearms.

Barbed
wire

The DMZ s hallway point, known as

tne Military Demarcation Line, is

marked by yellow warning signs

written in Chinese and North

Korean on one side and English

and South Korean on the other

Most of the signs have been
damaged by the elements

and are no longer

visible

Giant loudspeakers broadcast

propaganda and martial music

across the zone

NORTH KOREA
... . V .

V -V.
. -4.

£

Road

Four North

Korean
tunnels have

been found and
sealed in recent

years, but military

experts say there are

about 20 more that are

undetected. Some of the

tunnels are believed to

extend well into the South

Korean half of the zone.
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•
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Tank traps and other barriers

intended to slow an invasion from

the north have been built along
the major roads leading from the

DMZ.^Some contain explosive

charges imbedded in overpasses

that can release hundreds of tons

of concrete blocks onto the road.

In the near absence of

human activity, the zone has
become a de facto wildlife

refuge for rare birds like the

Manchurian crane and other

endangered species

Sources Deparmenr of Defense: United Nations Command in Sovtt
Korea. Korean Overseas Intormahons Service

Scot v«ale and John Papastan/TDe New York Times

Continued from page 1 -

far four tunnels have been found, the deep-
est 450 feet beneath the surface, but South
Korean experts say that based on accounts
by defectors they believe there are about
20 more such tunnels. Intelligence ana-
lysts estimate that just the four tunnels
discovered so far would allow 10,000 troops
per hour to enter South Korea.

To slow any invaders. South Korean
bridges and roads either have explosives
built in or have places for explosives to be
inserted and detonated quickly. Huge rock
fields have been built above key roads, so
that an explosive can send boulders hur-

tling down to block the roads.

North Korean engineering teams would

be charged with clearing the roads and

fording the broad Imjin River to get to

Seoul. Apparently with Seoul in mind, the

North Korean Army has devoted consider-

able resources to river-crossing units, for

it has 600 amphibious vehicles and 2,300

prefabricated sections for bridges.

The North Korean aim, military officers

say, would be to capture Seoul in a blitz-

krieg attack, before American reinforce-

ments could arrive from Japan, Europe
and the United States. One other way
North Korea might try to slow reinforce-

ments would be to attack American air

bases in Japan, possibly with missiles.

Although North Korea may have a cou-

ple of nuclear weapons, it is not clear how
they could be delivered, and American
planners are more worried by the North’s

1,000-ton stockpile of chemical weapons.
“I think you would probably see the first

major use of chemical agents since World
War I,” said an American military expert

who is in the minority predicting a strong
chance of war. "If they were to decide to

depopulate Seoul before taking it, they

could probably do it with very little de-

fense on our part."

Certain Defeat

Still, American planners say that the

United States and South Korea would

quickly establish air and naval superior-

ity. Most say that North Korea would be a

far more credible opponent than Iraq was

in the Gulf war, but there is virtual una-
nimity that in the end the North Korean
regime would be destroyed. North Korea’s
invasion scenario now is not so different

from the one that played out in 1950, when
it launched the Korean War — except that
now South Korea has a formidable army,
backed by the United States. And this time,

China — which is no longer particularly

friendly to North Korea and even has
border disputes with it — almost certainly

will not send its army to rescue the North
when it gets in [rouble.

That is the best argument for presuming

that North Korea will not invade: it would
be suicide. But does the North know that?

“The problem is not that North Korea

can defeat us, but that they think they

can.” said the American Government ex-

pert who worries about an invasion soon.

This official, like some others, is afraid

that the North Koreans will find the alter-

native — not invading — also suicidal.

Almost everyone believes that North Ko-

rea is on a trajectory toward collapse.

“The situation for the regime in North*

Korea is not sustainable, because their

economy and their agriculture are con-
tinuing to get worse and worse, and then
they had those horrible floods last sum-
mer" said CoL John W. Reitz, a spokes-
man for the American forces in Korea.
The end for that regime is in sight we

just don’t know when."

Conflicting Signals

One cause for concern is that North
Korea last fall repositioned heavy guns
and military aircraft closer to the border
One group of 11-28 bombers now can reach
Seoul in just six minutes.
There are also many contrary signals:

North Korea’s military exercises have
been at an unusually low level in recent
months, and satellites have spotted nounusual mobilizations of North Korea’s I ?
mdlion-member armed forces. On the oth-

ltS 17001,5 are already massed onthe border, and so American military plan-

?
e

-
y mighl not have .Such

befor
??*,r radar screens began

mccmine missUes

Continued from page! _

: people wonder whether the new world order
’

is realty gomg to exisz -on two ktoels — on
one a cosmopolitan community that chat-

ters away in the language of Shakespeare
and Berra, and on the other a new world of

cultural and intellectual ghettoes for people

incapable of taking advantage of what is out

there in English- Information no longer

comes wrapped in tidy packages— accessi-

ble to those with a library card or money to

buy bools. Thesedays information, and the

power it confers,, are sitting at the end of 100

million keyboards. But insteadofuniting the
millions of people who have access to com-
putersand phone lines, the Internet, and the

World Wide Web, Can be seen in central

ways as capableof dividing them.
- As GJasnet’s Mr Vorqnov puts it: “It is

far easier for a Russian language speaker
with a computer to download the works of

Dostoyevsky translated into English to read
than it is for him to get the original in his
own language. Why shouldn't Pushkin or
Lermontov be more available in Russian?"
For the moment the answer is simple: the
demand is not big enough to make it worth
anybody’s while to provide such services.
Eventually, that will probably change.

Haves and Have-Nots
“Gearly in the short term this sets up a
ace HieHn^tiAn Katnuiw 1_

uig cum aiiu uic nwu-mgiian-gpei
have-nots," said David Shenk, a fellow i

Freedom Forum Media Studies Cent
Columbia University who is writing a
on the information glut produced b]

Internet Mr. Shenk likens the absolut
premacy of English on the Web now to
happens as any major industry starts
-“When oil became such an impo
commodity the people sitting on it be<
rich,” he wrote, in an interview carrie
on the Internet “Many English-spe:
Russians and Chinese and Arabs will pi
bly make a bundle using the new raediu
a channel for commerce." But Mr. si
like many others, says the Web change
fast to be likely to be using English foi
as its only international language. "Be i

ful of turning astute observations abou
current state of the Web into implica
for the future,” he said.
As the Web grows thenumber of peon

it who speak French, say, or Russian
become more varied and that variety w
expressed on the Web. That is why it
fundamentally democratic technoioe
it won’t necessarily happen soon.

-

Accnrrtinor rnrh KV..1.

- . — MUVICIV waic
to set world standards, it takes a
uulhon potential customers to estai
woricahle market. Japan now has clc
million, and it has become far less dent upon and bothered by the he&en
English than many other countril?

8r0^ ** ***& of People soother languages than English will gwell," said Mr. Huitema.
g

inftZJSJ?*
80 *?-lhe taniet is to

enort, he said. This is most benef
c“Tent l&avenots’ ofour societie

school students in desolated urban aiumveraity students in

benefit sfems like a sensible tavestn
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ECONOMY
WEEKLY REVIEW IE

The NBC Peacock Preens Again, Nurtured byGE
By BILLCARTER

JAT the Capital Cities/ABC an-Mm nual management meet-
ing in February, in what
amounted to his farewellm maddress after the compa-

ny merged with Walt Disney, Tom
Murphy, the chairman of Cap Cities,
nad a message for his troops:
/How can you let those engineers

beat us?” Mr. Morphy asked.
‘Those guys make MILL ma-
chines.”

"Those guys” are the leaders of
the General Electric Company,
which 10 years ago entered the world
of network television by acquiring
NBC as part of its $&3 bfflioo pur-
chase of RCA. These "engineers”
were once disdained in the world of
broadcasting as interlopers without
vision, unable to distinguish between
turbines and televisions.

No more. The decade since has
been marked by the biggest swings
everrn the networks* fortunes, with
NBC smack in the middle of the
tunnoiL The network dominated the
small screen until the end at the
1980’s, before its ratings and profits
collapsed, leaving it losses at $80
million in 1991 and just one prime-
time show intheA C. Nielsen top 10.

Rumors swirled almost weekly that
G.E. was about to bail out, selling
NBC to Paramount, to Time Warner,
or even to one of its stars, Bill Cosby.

Critics placed considerable blame
at the feet of GJE-; its chairman,
John F. Welch Jr., and the former
G.E. executive placed in charge of
NBC, Robert C. Wright NBC’s fail-

ure was inevitable, these critics said,

because of interference from G.E.
executives who simply did not un-
derstand broadcasting.

But G.E. didn’t sell, and Jack
Welch is still around. So is Bob
Wright, now by far the longest-last-

ing head of any network, and the
longest-serving NBC chief executive
since Drewar radio days.

Not only that, but NBC has
emerged in the last nine months as
the undisputed leader of network
television, with the five top-rated

shows most weeks, now that ABC’s
"Monday Night Football” is over for

the season. NBC accomplished this

through a combination of astute pro-

gramming strategy, a new team of

division managers with a special tal-

ent for television production and the

experience gained from having
made numerous mistakes in. the late

,1980’s, and early 1990& Of course, it

also had a dose of the good hick that

oftenseems topass, at random, from
network to network. Beyond all this,

the company is now armed with

growing cable assets and is becom-
ing a force in global communica-
tions.

Suddenly the connection between
NBC and its giant of a parent is

being called crucial not just to the

networks comeback, but to the vin-

dication of Mr. Wright's once-ma-
hgned strategy of expanding into
far-flung businesses.

NBC has grown so strong so fast
that therehas been a HarViach from
both-network rivals and Hollywood
studio executives, who say NBC has
displayed a grating arrogance. The
friction has beat most intense with
Disney, ABC’s new owner, with saip-
ihg over professional tactics and
personal ethics reaching the top lev-
els of both companies.

Mr. Welch himself, thongfr for
from smug, does acknowledge that
“recovery is fun,” clearly enjoying
the industry’s about-face on G.E. and
NBC.

A short time after Mr. Murphy
made his plea for ABC to stand up
against the ‘’engineers,” Mr. Welch
met him on a golf course and could
not resist "ragging him.” “Here’s
the locomotive salesman,” Mr.
Welch said he told Mr. Murphy.
For Mr. Welch, an engineer him-

self, who for 15 years has runwhat is

now the nation’s most valuable com-
pany— GJL’s market value is three
times Disney's— the criticism that

he and Mr. Wright faced after they
took over the network was “a little

bit of silliness.”

To him, television’s unique mys-
teries were overrated anyway —
certainly easier to fathom than the

brokerage business, where G-E. did

stub its toe when it purchased Kid-
der, Peabody only to have to sell it

later at a loss.

"Everyone in any business thinks

their own business is unique," Mr.
Welch said. “This business has a
distribution, like all businesses have
distribution. It requires revenues,
which require a good sales force. So
the issue Is: What’s new? The only
thing new is tins content” — the

programs.
He did not, he added, have a mas-

tery of other G-E. businesses, either.

“I don’t know how to buikl an en-

gine,” he said. "I don’t know how to

buikl a turbine. I don’t know how to

make a light bulb. What you have to

do is get people who know how to do
that"

In 1986, he chose Mr. Wright, a
lawyer who was then president of

GE Capital and previously an execu-

tive with Cox Cable, as the man to

lead NBC And while the network

was riding high in primetime rat-

ings, Mr. Wright walked in the door
predicting trouble if die company
did not diversify and get its costs in

hue. That did not endearhim to most
longtime NBC executives. But one
who remains said, in essence, that

Mr. Wright was right.

“We were fat,” said the executive,

who spoke on the condition of ano-

nymity. "Costs were out of control

Our union contacts were too costly.

There was no accountability.”

The process of paring down cast a
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harsh public light on Mr. Wright and
the new G.E. management, especial-

ly when much of the cost-cutting

flowed through NBC News. Mr.
Wright said he could never accept

the premise that news should be a
loss leader. "The news division was
losing $50 million or $60 million a
year,” Mr. Wright said, "and I think

they were projecting with a certain

casualness that the number could

get to be $100 million.”

So he began cutting news bureaus
and eliminating jobs- These moves
branded him in the eyes of critics as
a broadcast outsider who cared less

about news than about profits.

Profits were certainly on his mind.
In 1988, when NBC achieved record
earnings of more than $500 million,

the key, one senior executive said,

was not prime-time success, already
fading by then, but chat "we had
squeezed out $150 million in costs,

mostly though staff reductions.”

The primetime slide, however,
soon caught up with NBC By 1991.

the network was losing money —
though NBC as a whole was still

profitable because of its television

stations. The news division, then un-
der Michael G. Gartner, who Mr.
Welch said "cleaned out a lot of the
underbrush,” had stemmed its

losses but still lacked a primetime
news magazine program to generate
profits. When it finally developed
one, "Dateline NBC,*’ the program
blew up in NBC’s face — almost
literally— over a report about truck
safety that included faked gas-tank
explosions.

Mr. Wright acknowledged that he
had some rocky moments. “There
was a lot of pressure,” he said. But
Mr. Welch said he never questioned
Mr. Wright’s capabilities.

“In the worst moment, never,” he
said. "I knew Bob was better than
anybody else we could have put in

that business. He was always this

good. He went through a cycle. And
while he was going through this cy-

cle he was building all these other
assets.”

These assets included CNBC, the

business news cable channel that

analysts now value at more than $1

billion; a second cable channel,

“America’s Talking,” which led to a
partnership with the Microsoft Cor-

poration and which is about to be
converted to an all-news format; a
Europe-based cable and satellite

network called Super Channel, seen
as the foundation of an ambitious

plan to extend NBC programming
internationally, and stakes in numer-
ous other cable channels, including

Arts and Entertainment, Court TV,
American Movie Classics, Bravo,

Sports Channel America and the His-

tory Channel. NBC has also grabbed
a huge portion of the sports televi-

sion pie, having secured the rights to

six of the next seven Olympic
Games.

10 Years of Change

1986 G.E. acquires RCA. parent

company of NBC, for S6.3 billion.

1989 Starts CNBC, a financial news
cable channel, and acquires

interests in American Movie

Classics. Bravo and Sports

Channel.

1990 Acquires stake in Court TV.

1991 Acquires Financial News
Network for SI80 million, and
combines it with CNBC

1993 Acquires Super Channel, a

European entertainment network.

for $23 million Also, starts

America's Talking, an all-talk cable

channel. Hires Don Ohlmeyer to run

entertainment and Andrew Lack to

run news. and. to end speculation,

announces that NBC is not for sale.

1995 Sells half-interest in America s

Talking to Microsoft for S220 million

and announces a plan to convert it

into an all-news channel wnh on-line

capabilities.

1996 Stans NBC Asia, a new cable

channel for the Far East.

This kind of expansion was Mr.
Wright's stated goal when he ar-
rived. That goal began to look mis-
guided as the network's fortunes de-
clined and Mr. Wright continued to

push NBC toward adding costly new
assets, like the Financial News Net-
work, purchased in 1991 solely be-

cause CNBC could not have survived
If forced to compete with another
business news channel The two rival

channels were quickly merged.
“it was very difficult during the

expansion,” Mr. Wright said in an
interview. "The criticism in a situa-

tion like that is always, ‘You should
be spending more time on the core
business.' It’s one of those impossi-
ble-to-defend positions. On the other
hand, if we had fixed the core and we
didn’t do any of these other things,

we’d really be bad off now.”
One obvious key to NBC’s turn-

around was finding better shows. In

part, it was simply NBC’s mm for a
favorable cycle in programming, but

die network also developed a host of

original shows that have been widely
praised as the best of their kind,

including “Seinfeld,” “E.R.” and
"Friends.” Significantly, when
asked to cite a turning point, Mr.
Wright does not mention any cable
acquisitions or the cornering of most
Of the big sports events. “It was
more or less the arrival of Don Ohl-

meyer,’’ Mr. Wright said.

Mr. Ohlmeyer, whom Mr. Wright
called an exceptional managerof the
programming staff, joined NBC as

;
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head of its West Coast operation in

1993, when the network had only one
real hit show, "Cheers," which had
just announced that it was ending

production. But Mr. Wright was also

quick to credit Warren Littlefield,

the president ofNBC Entertainment,

with having made several moves
that were beginning to bear fruit

when Mr. Ohlmeyer was hired.

Thar February, with “Cheers"

ending production, Mr. Littlefield

was freed from an obligation to the

show’s owner, Paramount, to broad-

cast another Paramount show,

"Wings," immediately after it. Giv-

en that freedom, he made a move he
had longed to make, putting "Sein-

feld," then merely a cult hit, in that

ideal time slot for the rest of that

season.

“Seinfeld" became an instant sen-

sation, leading NBC's rebuilding of

Thursday into the strongest night in

television. Other shows developed
under Mr. Littlefield, like "Mad
About You," also started to emerge
as hits at that time.

Mr. Wright said Mr. Ohlmeyer
was able to get the most out of those

on the staff, and Mr. Welch credited

the programming executive with
bringing a sense of strength to the

operations. "The guy was a force,"

Mr. Welch said. "In this business you
can't have little people. You’ve got to

have people that have an aura about
them."

In adding Mr. Ohlmeyer, Mr.
Wright was acting on a conclusion he
had made after working with Dick
Ebersot, the president of NBC
Sports, who was running the only

truly successful division at that

time. Mr. Ebersol had been a pro-

ducer, as had Mr. Ohlmeyer; both
men moved from sports program-
ming to entertainment shows. Mr.
Wright decided that executives with

expertise in how to put a show on
television could make superior pro-

grammers and division managers.

Having found two producers who
could effectively lead divisions. Mr.
Wright turned to a third when con-

fronted with the crisis at NBC News
in the wake of the “Dateline NBC"
fiasco. Mr. Wright recruited Andrew
Lack, a longtime producer at CBS
News, and, Mr. Lack said, “He told

me to just go produce the heck out of

NBC News." The network news divi-

sion turned around quickly, largely

as a result of Mr. Lack’s skillful

salvage operation at "Dateline,”

which expanded to two nights a

week, then three and now four.

On the same day in 1993 that Mr.
Lack was appointed president of

NBC News, Mr. Welch took the cru-

cial step of declaring that NBC was
not for sale, trying to put an end to

the incessant speculation, both in the

press and among stock analysts, that

G.E. wanted to escape from a bad
investment

In truth, a deal was almost com-
pleted with Paramount in 1992. Mr.

Welch now says he intended to sell

only a minority interest But Mr.
Wright said: "He was willing to take

a minority position. At that juncture,

he was concerned whether any of the

networks ctmld really make it"

Later, Mr. Welch and Mr. Wright

considered sales of interests in NBC
to several other companies, includ-

ing Time Warner and, briefly, Dis-

ney, before that company moved on

to acquire ABC. "We also looked at

Sony," Mr. Wright said, "to see

whether we could exchange a piece

of the network for a piece of their

business.” The proposed • deal be-

came so complicated, he said, that

"nobody could figure out what the

point of it was."

Mr. Welch concedes that G.E. was
lucky that none of the deals were
consummated. "This is not brain

surgery," he said. "Sometimes you

end up stepping in the right pas-

ture."

But no matter what efforts G.E.

made to sell all or part of NBC, the

company did not back away from
supporting Mr. Wright’s plan to di-

versify. That was clearest in 1991.

when the decision was made that

NBC had to buy the Financial News
Network for CNBC to survive.

"We were in the midst of some

very tough times at NBC," said

Thomas Rogers, president of NBC
Cable. “And it was a very tough

sell.” At one point, the FNN deal

looked dead when a G.E. vice chair-

man walked out of an NBC presenta-

tion on the purchase.

Mr. Welch rescued the idea. "He
said, ‘Go out and show me that this

gets us where we have to be, and I'll

support it,'
" Mr. Rogers said.

At that point Dow Jones was also

bidding for FNN, but NBC concluded

that a defeat would mean losing all

of the money it had pumped into

CNBC. "It was a watershed mo-
ment," Mr. Rogers said.

The bidding escalated far beyond
what NBC thought the channel was
worth. The network eventually paid

about $180 million, including a deal

to share profits with the former own-

ers.

Mr. Welch said that once the deci-

sion was made to buy FNN and
combine it with CNBC, G.E. was
determined not to let the deal slip

away.
"It was not a brilliant business

decision by G.E. to bid $5 million

more than Dow Jones." said Mr.
Welch, whose company's market
value is 36 times that of Dow Jones.

"But if we get in a public fight we
can’t go home. You can't have a $100

billion company walking away from
a fight with a popcorn stand."

For Mr. Welch, who subsequently

put up S4 billion of G.E.’s money for

Mr. Ebersol to acquire the Olympic

decisions on big deals* several net-

work executives say. Mr. Ebersol

said “it took maybe a minute" for

Mr. Welch to agree to commit the

money to lock up all those Olympics,

even though it amounted to nearly

two-thirds of what G.E. paid to buy
RCA
Mr. Welch also played an impor-

tant role in backing Mr. Lack on

creating a new studio for the “To-

day" show with a window onto

Rockefeller Center. It cost $15 rail-

lion. exorbitant for a cosmetic

change. But Mr. Welch loved the

idea, and the change in locale has

helped propel "Today" to a leading

position in morning television.

Mr. Welch says his role is strictly

"cheerleader." Other NBC execu-

tives dispute that, saying he stays on

.

top of most developments. "Jack fol-

lows everything," Mr. Ebersol said.

"He knows about every new show."

Most NBC executives say they

also feel quite good about Mr. Wright

now. After 10 years on the job, he is

widely cited both inside and outside

NBC as one of the brightest execu-

tives in television.

Howard Stringer, now president of

Tele-TV and Mr. Wright’s longtime

competitor when he was president of

CBS, said: "He’s done a great job of

turning everything around. He’s

pushed home NBC’s advantage. He
looks very smart now."

Another senior NBC executive,

who spoke on the condition of ano-

nymity, said, "Bob enjoys revolu-

tionary, not evolutionary— he wants

to leap. People will say he hates the

day-to-day sniff, which gives most of

us a great deal of autonomy.”

Souris Sank Rate Monitor . Bloomberg Financial Markets; The Bond Buyer: Datastream .

Goldman. Sachs, IBC's Money Fund Report. Merrill Lynch. Standard J ftof's. Ryan Labs
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rights and $23 million to buy a bro-

ken-down European network called

Super Channel, it was a routine prac-

tice to back up NBC with G.E. cash

when it wasn't making much of its

own.

“We can support businesses

through change," he said. "It is

G.E.’s strength. All our businesses

never, unfortunately, are in sync.

Treating NBC that way is no differ-

ent from the way we’re treating pow- pie

er systems right now and investing

for the future there while they have 3n-

short-term difficulties. Or the air- ent

craft business, which we supported up-

in the early 1990’s when the airlines the

were in the soup.” ulu
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Pretending to Be Poor
Washington and Albany are threatening to

crack down on Medicaid spending for the poor. But
there is one part of the health insurance program
that neither wants to touch — the blatant and often

unethical misuse of the program by well-to-do pa-

tients in nursing homes.
These patients exploit legal loopholes to trans-

fer their wealth to their children, thus technically

impoverishing themselves and providing them-
selves with inexpensive nursing home care. What
was supposed to be a program for the poor has

turned into a boondoggle for everyone else.

Medicaid pays more than 60 percent of the cost

of nursing home care. Patients pay their own way —
typically between $3,000 and $6,000 a month — until

they have “spent down" their assets to levels set by
Federal and state law. But virtually any family with

the means to hire legal advice can transfer savings

beyond the reach of Medicaid-
Under one popular technique, nursing home

patients transfer their assets to their spouses, who
then “just say no" when asked to cough up money
for care. Another trick is to exploit a loophole that

permits patients to transfer half of their assets to

heirs the day they enter a nursing home, putting

those assets safely beyond the nursing home's
reach.

The first answer to these unethical though legal

abuses is for Washington to tighten Federal rules. It

could end the ability of spouses to just say no. It

could also eliminate yet another loophole by which
nursinghome patients turn over their assets to their

spouses, who then turn them over to an insurance
company. These assers then provide the spouse a
monthly check, which is counted as the spouse's

income and beyond the reach of the nursing home.
The system is a scandal. But even if Washing-

ton will not budge— and it shows little inclination to

do so— there is plenty that can be done at the state

level. New York is under a special burden to turn
what are now unethical practices into illegal prac-

tices. Its nursing home costs are the second highest
in the country and nearly three tiroes higher than
California’s.

Gov. George Pataki has several ideas. He
would, for example, penalize spouses who refuse to

support their mates in nursing homes. He would
also curtail a separate abuse involving long-term
care at home. So far. the Legislature has refused to

go along with these sensible proposals.

Mr. Pataki has appointed a task force, whose
recommendations are due next month, to study the

problem. Perhaps it will propose correcting another
defect in New York’s system, which puts local

governments in charge of recovering assets of

deceased nursing home patients. Experience sug-

gests that state governments do a better job. New
York’s localities recover a mere 0.4 percent of

nursing home costs from estates. Some other states

recover more than 2.5 percent. Brian Burwell. who
studied Medicaid for the Federal Government, esti-

mates that New York could save hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars a year by reforming its Medicaid
rules for long-term care.

Many middle-class people resent using money
they wanted to leave for their children for nursing
home care. But New York is one of several states

that has provided a marvelous solution. New York-
ers can purchase a special insurance policy, for

about $2,500 a year in expensive areas like New
York City, that covers nursing home expenses for

three years. Patients who buy the insurance but

stay longer can go on Medicaid without any further

reduction in their assets. The state comes out ahead,
because very few patients stay longer than three

years. Patients come out ahead because they no
longer fear losing their savings.

There is no excuse for Washington or Albany
to pummel the poor without putting the clamps
on the pretend poor. In an ideal world. Congress
would move first. But Albany can fix many of the

problems itself.

The Iranian Connection
It has been public knowledge for some time that

Iran’s Islamic regime supplied beleaguered Bosni-

an forces with arms when the West would not. But it

now turns out that in 1994 while the Clinton Adminis-
tration was publicly defending the United Nations

arms embargo against Bosnia, it secretly approved
the Iranian arms shipments.

Washington's ambidextrous policy was recent-

ly disclosed by The Los Angeles Times. Its account
makes clear that Washington was inconsistent not

only on the embargo but on Iran itself, which the

United States has long urged its allies to isolate for

exporting terror. Compounding the duplicity, top

Administration officials concealed their decisions

from Congress and the American people.

Secret diplomacy has legitimate uses, as, for

example, when Henry Kissinger prepared the

groundwork for President Nixon's historic journey
to mainland China But this unspoken manipulation
of American policy toward Bosnia and Iran cannot
be justified, even though it helped equalize the

military balance and contributed to the Dayton
peace agreement.

The Clinton Administration, from the day it

took office, favored lifting the United Nations arms
embargo against Bosnia which prevented that

country from defending its cities against the siege

guns donated by Serbia to the Bosnian Serbs.

But despite the urgings of Senator Bob Dole and
others in Congress, the Administration publicly

insisted on honoring and enforcing the embargo as

long as it remained in place. Europe argued that

lifting the embargo would endanger its peacekeep-
ing forces stationed in Bosnia under U.N. command.

Early in 1994, Croatia's President, Franjo Tudj-
man, informed American diplomats that Teheran
was offering to supply rifles, ammunition, mortars,

«

antitank weapons and shoulder-launched surface-

to-air missiles through Croatia to Bosnia He want-
ed to know if Washington would object. After delib-

erations that included President Clinton, the answer
came back that the United States had no policy on
the question, which was an oblique way of saying

Washington would not object.

By the summer of 1994, Congress was also

demanding a lifting of the arms embargo and voted

to set a November deadline for the U.N. to act. In

October, the Clinton Administration introduced a
Security Council resolution calling for ar. end to the

embargo. When the November deadline passed with

the embargo still in place, the Administration an-

nounced that it would no longer enforce the embar-
go, although the United States would continue to

abide by it. That declaration re-established some
consistency in the Administration's policy. But it did

not end the deception and left Iran as Bosnia's main
arms supplier.

By this time, the C.I.A. had discovered the

Iranian operation and asked whether it constituted

a covert operation that required formal Presiden-

tial approval and notification of Congress. Neither

step was ever taken. The Administration took the

narrow position that because the United States was
only passively tolerating the Iranian shipments,
rather than actively supporting them, the whole
matter was not a covert American operation.

But if the Clinton Administration thought arm-
ing the Bosnians was such a worthy objective, it

should have considered other approaches that were
more constitutionally straightforward and did not
involve Iran.

The Clinton Administration deserves consider-
able credit for engineering an end to four years of
tragic killing in Bosnia and securing a peace agree-
ment Strengthening Croatian and Bosnian military
forces contributed to that achievement. But a more
open approach to the arms embargo might have
brought the same results without expanding Iranian
influence in the region and short-circuiting Ameri-
can democracy.

What Separates Hate and Civil Disobedience?

To the Editor:

Re AM. Rosenthal's “Montana
Mistake" (column, April 9).: I find it

pitiable at best and despicable at

worst that people like the so-called

Freemen believe that they have all

the answers and that the opinions

and lives of others are irrelevant

However, we held in higher regard

the opinions of the previous genera-

tion, whose unlawful, occasionally le-

thal actions were labeled “civil dis-

obedience." In those days, intelligent

people could see that there was
something admirable about burning

draft cards, blocking shipments of

military goods, seizing campus of-

fices and. shouting down those whose

views were different.

“Every hate gang allowed to defy

the law breeds another," Mr. Rosen-

thal writes. Indeed. But which are

the hate gangs and which the adher-

ents of civil disobedience? Must we

see a difference? John Hols

Spokane, Wash., April Id, 1996

• •

To the Editor:
• Re AM. Rosenthal's “Montana

Mistake” (column, April 9)

:

Perhaps, as Mr. Rosenthal sug-

gests, the situation could have been

averted had the authorities acted

sooner; But, for the patience they are

Mules Were Heroes of the Slopes, Too

To the Editor:

Re “A Moment in the Sunset for

Heroes of the Slopes" (news article,

April 8):

There is an interesting sidebar to

your article on the Fifth Army's 10th

Mountain Division ski troop combat
against the German forces in the

craggy, almost unassailable Apen-
nines in northern Italy from Decem-
ber 1944 to April 1945.

Indeed, the division’s troops were
resourceful and skillful in perhaps
the most treacherous terrain in the

Army's Mediterranean and Euro-
pean theaters. Yet despite their

strength, stamina, courage and re-

solve, the troops had to resort to

mules transported from the United
States to haul supplies essential to

the campaign.
Few in the 10th Mountain Division

would deny that the vital service
performed by the mules and “mule-
teers" who handled the mules (some
were Italian volunteers) contributed
to the success of the division against

VtoceatXIQrsd)

the entrenched German soldiers. (I

served in the Fifth Army during

the same period that the 10th Moun-
tain Division was in Apennine com-
bat) ALFRED FEUER

Bronx, April 9, 1996
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Keeping the public peace is trying*

dangerous work requiring

fortitude and quick reflexes but ato

self-discipline. To resist the rempta

don to administer summary

don when challenged or defied re-

quires restraint that not many of us

could expect of ourselves. Yet we

demand it of the police. And m Gar-

field County, Montana, law enforce-

ment officials appear to be rising to

the occasion. ELIOT
,?!?
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Si- Louis, April 10, 1996

The Waco Difference

To the Editor: _ .

Brent Staples (Editorial Notebook,

April 6) correctly points out that law

enforcement made mistakes m ns

handling of the cult MOVE in Phila-

delphia and of die Branch Davidians

at Waco, Tex.
The similarities between the two

incidents should not overshadow the

one overarching difference : the Phil-

adelphia police lighted the fire that

killed the MOVE members, whereas
the Branch Davidians burned down
their own compound. -

In nearly two . weeks of hearings

before my House subcommittee, ev-

ery credible expert agreed that the

Davidians were responsible for that

conflagration and that the Davidians

and their leader, David Koresh,

doused the Waco compound with a

flammable liquid and lighted the

fire.
' Charles E. Schumer

Member of Congress, 9th Disu N.Y.

Washington, April 10, 1996

A Chinese Herb
And Vested Interests

Marlboro Man Doesn’t DeserveHonor

To the Editor:

Your April 10 news article on the

potential dangers of the Chinese herb
ma huang should have tied in with
earlier articles on the upsurge in

methamphetamine use.

Discussing ma huang as an alter-

native to methamphetamine is com-
parable to discussing coca paste as

an alternative to cocaine, or opium
as an alternative to heroin.

Methamphetamine comes from
natural or pseudo-ephedrine, the for-

mer extracted from ma huang The
primary options for the illicit produc-

tion of potent version^ of metfupn-
phetamine require access to

huang or the extraction ofepHedHne
from over-the-counter drags.

The larger issue lies in the vested

interests to be challenged should the

United States wage war against

methamphetamine. The raw materi-

als that could feed the trade include

the over-the-counter products of the

major pharmaceutical companies.
Paradoxically, America’s cocaine

addiction may be a major check on the

growing problem with methamphet-
amine. In similar turnabouts, synthet-

.

ic stimulants displaced cocaine in

United States markets in the 1930’s,

and government crackdowns against

stimulants in the 1960’s helped con-

tribute to re-emergence of the cocaine
trade. H. Richard Friman

Milwaukee, April 10, 1996

To the Editor:

Re your April 10 article on ephedra
(ma huang): For 25 years 1 strug-

gled with seasonal respiratory prob-
lems, going from one drug to an-

other. Some gave me moderate re-

lief, but all gave me side effects.

Then I was introduced to ephedra,
which, in small doses, removes my
symptoms without side effects.

I am an addictions counselor, so I

share the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration's concern over the marketing
of any product as a “Legal high." But
1 am also a 45-year-old adult Be-
cause some marketers are irrespon-
sible. will I have no say in the mar-
ketplace? Michael Austin Shell

Columbia, S.C., April 11, 1996

To the Editor:

So the New York chapter of the

American Marketing Association is

adding the Marlboro brand of ciga-

rettes to its Hall of Fame, the first

cigarette so accepted in its 25 years
of existence (Advertising column,
April 10).

Your same-day edition carries

headlines that read “Disputed Docu-
ments Could Be Used in Class-Action

Suit Against Tobacco Companies,"
“Smoking - Threatens Alcoholics

More Than Drink, Study Says" and
"Smokers More Likely to Bear-Re-
tarded Babies."

The marketing association's Hall

: of< Fame becomes a hall of shame
;;wfcen we recognise tfiE.accodipieh-

ments of the purveyors, of the .only

legal product that when used as in-

tended by the manufacturer causes
consumer harm. Dan Wardlow

San Francisco, April 10, 1996

The writer is chairman of the depart-

ment of marketing at San Francisco
State University.

Secondhand Smoke
To the Editor:

Re “Smoking’s Pleasures Pale
Next to Lung Disease”- (letters, April

3):
" -

Not one of your antismoking letter

writers, who berate the restaurant

columnist James Villas for speaking

out against restaurant smoking bans
In New York City (Op-Ed, April 6).

responds to his statement that a re-

cent Congressional Research Serv-

ice report “found virtually no signifi-

cant health risks from exposure to

secondhand smoke.”
The critics who attacked Mr. ViK

las have good reason to ignore that

report As stated in a Nov. 29, 1996,

editorial in Investors Business Daily.

“It’s hard to read the CJLS. report

and not conclude that the [Environ-
mental Protection Agency] has bad- -

ly misled the public on the health

effects of environmental tobacco
smoke.” Martha Perske

Darien, Conn, April 9, 1996

To the Editor:

James VUIas, in his April 6 Op-Ed

article extolling the virtues of being

surrounded by cigarette smoke, mis-

represents a Congressional Re-

search Service report on the effects

of secondhand smoke.
Its report is a useful independent

critical appraisal and a re-analysis

of some of the evidence.

However, it is not anywhere near
as extensive as a report produced by
the Environmental Protection Agen-
cy, nor has it been,subjected to inde-

pendent review as has the E-PA.
report -

While the Congressional Research
Service avoids any firm conclusions,

many public health professionals

would be happy tg accept it as pro-
vidlngforthferlBt^pciJrffiigevidencein

favor of the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency's findings.

In fact, one author, of the report,

.
Stephen Redhead,hasbeenquoted as

saying that the Congressional Re-
search Service study does not dis-

pote tiie EJPA. findings that second-

hand smoke is a class A human car-

cinogen.

. Secondhand smoke is a dangerous
substance to which there is no known
safe level of exposure. The only peo-

ple who cofiSistentiy dispute this

.finding are those associated with the

.
tobacco industry.

-
• Tire rights of business owners, or
customers who smoke, cannot over-

ride the rights of employees and non-
smoking customers to have an envi-

ronment that is free from second-
hand smoke. A. J. Hedley

• Carol L. Betsqn
Hong Kong, April 11, 1996

Theivriters are, respectively, a pro-

fessor of community medicine at the
University of Hong Kong, and chair-
woman of People Acting for a
Smokeless Society.

• •

Cold Comfort
To the Editor:
This is in support of James Villas's

"Cigarettes Make the Meal" (Op-Ed.
April 6). .

.

I read It on a park bench in cold
weather while eating a meal I had to
take out from a no-smoking restau-
rant

. Ilhan Mwaroglu
New York, April 6, 1996

Praise Bellevue Hospital, and Don’t Sell It

Commendable Restraint by the F.B.I.
Determined not to repeat the mistakes of Ruby

Ridge and Waco, the Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion has adopted a creative, restrained strategy for

dealing with members of the Freemen separatist
group wanted on criminal charges. This strange,

sometimes threatening band of religious bigots and
tax scofflaws is hunkered down in farmhouses they
have commandeered in rural Montana.

Compared with the F.B.I.'s notoriously impul-
sive confrontations in years past, this is a downright
boring operation, with no forceful showdowns or
violent deaths after nearly three weeks. The bureau
should keep it that way even if, as may happen,
pressures for dramatic action mount. The negotiat-

ed surrender last week of two more of the Freemen
may relieve some of the pressure from a hostile

surrounding community.
The bureau has abandoned the rules of engage-

ment that turned the sieges at Ruby Ridge, Idaho, in

1992 and Waco, Tex., in 1993 into law-enforcement

fiascoes. In Idaho, an F.B.I. sharpshooter killed the

unarmed wife of Randy Weaver, the separatist

leader the bureau was seeking. In Texas, the F.B.I.

rammed and tear-gassed the compound of the

Branch Dividian cult and more than 70 people died.

The F.B.I deserves no special commendation
for behaving in a rational manner. It should have
done that before. What deserves praise is the bu-

reau’s imaginative deployment cf agents and local

law enforcement officers around tiie farmhouses, at

distances that give the Freemen no cause to fear

imminent attack. This firm but unthreatening atti-

tude sends a message that peaceful surrender is the

inevitable end for about 18 remaining fugitives,

including 10 under criminal charges. Five people

have surrendered since March 25, when the F.B.I.

arrested two members who left their shelter.

Some of the local, law-abiding citizens are an-

noyed by the public expense and the various incon-

veniences caused by the standoff. They despise the

separatists for their laziness (they refused to work

their farms, on which the banks have now fore-

closed) and for their teachings in general. The

Freemen ran seminars on how to evade taxes and

defraud the government.

Local resentment could easily rise in the days to

come, testing the F.B.I.'s new patience. But time is

on the bureau’s side. Having squandered that ad-

vantage at Ruby Ridge and Waco, the bureau should

stick to its present civilized course.

To the Editor:

Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani, in com-
ments at the dedication of the new
Bellevue Hospital Emergency Room
(news article, April 11), noted that
Bellevue is recognized as the best
place to be when emergency care is

needed. This recognition of a “New
York treasure" should also serve to

remind the Mayor, Gov. George E.
Pataki and other policy makers that
the delivery of emergency medical
service is a clinical activity, spon-
sored by the New York City Health
and Hospitals Corporation, universal-

ly recognized as first rate.

Private hospitals in the etty have
not been known to have much interest

in this important but unprofitable en-
deavor. One private hospital was re-

cently designated a level-one trauma
service; all other level-one trauma
services are in municipal hospitals.

Despite his praise for Bellevue, the

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er's name, address and telephone

number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 5563622 or send by electronic

mail to letters@nytimes.com, or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor,

The New York Times, 229 West 43d
Street. New York, N.Y. 10036-3959.

Mayor does not think the City should
be in the business erf rumting hospi-
rals. With private hospitals uninter-

ested in running class emergency
rooms and. facing financial prob-
lems, it is! tune to wonder whether
the emergency medical services of
the municipal hospitals can become
part of the competitive ‘“market-
place.”

: Bertrand M. Bell. M.D.
Bronx, April' II, 1996

The writer is university professor.
Albert Einstein College of Medicine.

. TheNewYorkTtmes
Company

229 West 43d St, N.Y. 10036*959
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Tying OSHA’s Hands
On Ergonomic Rules

To the Editor:
An -April 8 Business Day article

says the Department of Labor Ig-
nored a request from four prominent
doctors that it form a task force to
develop voluntary guidelines as a
compromise to the. Occupational
Safety and Health Admtnistratkm’s
proposedergonomieprotection regu-
lation. The department has never
received such a request, and no pre-
sentation was ever made to Secre-
tory of Labor Robert B. Reich.

lastsummer OSHA has been
prohibited by law from issuing a
relation or voluntary guidelines to
address workplace-related cumula-
tive trauma disorders. And House

SjfTS®WF* Proposals for 1996

SSomSSS^DageJha£ wouw
T?<S.^?om,

even sathering data.
-

to OSHA's

Washington, April. 10, 1896
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Foreign Affairs
THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

Foreign

Policy

Wortk
Washington

There was a time a couple ol years
ago, somewhere between the debacles
in Somalia and Bosnia, when the no-
tion of President Clinton running for

re-election trumpeting his foreign pol-
icy record would have seemed ludi-

crous. Foreign policy looked to be a
sure loser for the President, some-
thing best left unspoken. But in the
wake of recent successes from Bosnia
to Haiti to trade. Bill Clinton definite-

ly is not planning to run away from
foreign policy in ’96. To the contrary.
He’s planning to put it right in the
Republicans' face — and proud of it.

Whether this strategy can work will

depend almost entirely on events in

Bosnia, Korea, Israel, Mexico and
Russia— all of which go in the Clinton
success column today, but each of

whichhas the potential to explode into

a disaster that could haunt the Clinton

campaign in November. In an inter-

view in the Oval Office, Mr. Clinton
laid out for me his thinking on foreign

policy and the '96 campaign.
On Bosnia, the President Insisted

that U.S. troops are coming home at

bis one-year deadline, whether the

Dayton peace accord is fully imple-

mented or not. As he put it: “I see
nothing at this point that would make
me change the withdrawal date."
But what if peacekeepers are need-

ed in Bosnia for more than a year?
Would Mr. Clinton be ready to reconfi-

gure the NATO mission, with Euro-
pean NATO members remaining in

Bosnia and U.S. forces backing them
from outside?

“I would certainly be willing to

consider that, if all the parties wanted
it," said Mr. Clinton. “We want this

thing to work. But it’s important that

we not become an occupying force —
important for them and it’s important

for us. The willingness of the Ameri-
can people to support endeavors like

the one we have undertaken in Bosnia
depends in no small measure on their

Clinton's

strategy

for ’96.

WEEKLY REVIEW

Liberties
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Loyalty Betrayed

understanding that there will be a

strict limit and that what we are
buying for other people is a chance to

succeed — not a guarantee.”

As for his ’96 foreign policy cam-
paign, Mr. Clinton suggested his argu-

ment will be that after taking office

“we had some problems [in Somalia,

in Bosnia], we've learned a lot from
the problems we bad." but eventually

addressed them in a satisfactory way.
He indicated he not only feels com-
fortable now defending these specific

policies, but, more important, will

contrast bis vision of foreign policy—
that Americans cannot be secure and
prosperous at home unless they are
engaged abroad, leading abroad and
working with the U.N. and allies

abroad — with a Republican vision

that is increasingly dominated by iso-

lationists, who want America to do
less abroad, spend less abroad and
act more unilaterally abroad.

(Clinton campaign aides say they
will also try to make foreign policy a
"character" issue that can counter

some of the President's personal neg-
atives. They will present him as a
man ready to lead, even when it’s

unpopular, against ungenerous Re-

publicans who pander to the public's

worst isolationist moods.)

"If there is a debate about specific

| foreign) policies. I will deal with

them," said Mr. Clinton, but "I do not

intend to run this election primarily

against [Bob Dole ] . I’m going to try to

just say. ‘Here's my vision of the

world; here's what I've done as Presi-

dent.' and people can make their own
judgments.”
Foreshadowing how he will attack

the Republicans, the President said:

"There are those who believe that the

United States shoutd have a very-

large military chat should not do
much, who question what we did in

Bosnia or Haiti and who don't want to

pay our U.N. dues and don't want to

invest in the international develop-

ment funds. That is also a form of

isolationism." They say. he added.

"We'll be engaged in the world on our

own terms only, and whenever we’re

good and ready, and we want people

to help us. like in the gulf war. but if

they need us to help them we probably

won't do that."

Trying to anticipate the Republican

counterargument. Mr. Clinton said:

"Not everything 1 have done is popu-

lar — the Haiti decision wasn’t popu-

lar. And I am sure you could make an

ad which would make a very compel-

ling popular case: ‘With all the other

needs America has, why should we

pay money to the U.N. or invest in

these development funds?’ But I know

you can’t keep asking people to follow

your lead and trust your example

unless you pay your way and show a

cooperative spirit I think I can per-

suade the American people in the

campaign that I’m right, even If, on

the specifics, they don’t always agree.

And that’s what I’m gambling on."

By Milovan Mracevich

Belgrade. Serbia

T
hrough ethnic discrimi-

nation, tacitly approved
by its Muslim-dominat-
ed Government, the

Bosnian Army has
"cleansed" its officer

corps of almost all non-Muslims. This

is a profound injustice to the Serbian

and Croatian officers who defended

Bosnia, and the situation raises ques-

tions about American support for the

Bosnian military.

In June 1992, two months after the

outbreak of the war. the Bosnian
republic's defease force was 18 per-

cent Croat and 12 percent Serb. The
multi-ethnic force was a great politi-

cal symbol for the Bosnian cause and
a powerful argument against the cam-
paign by the Bosnian Serb leader Ra-
dovan Karadzic to portray the Bosni-

ans as mujahadeen.
Many of Bosnia’s officers were

Serbs and Croats who had held com-
missions in the Yugoslav People's

Army, and they were of great value to

the largely amateur Bosnian force. By
the end of 1995. however, the number
of Serbian and Croatian officers had
been reduced to 1 percent for each
ethnic group, and Serbs and Croats
together made up only 5 percent at

most of the Bosnian Army.
A recent article by Djuro Kozar

in the Bosnian magazine Svijet

describes how competent Serbian and
Croatian officers have been forced to

retire, have been sent home on extend-

ed leave or have been transferred to

Milovan Mracevich is a Canadian
journalist and a playwright.

menial - assignments.

The process began in 1993 when
Gea Rasim Delic, the Bosnian com-
mander, reorganized the defense

forces into a professional army. The
first prominent victim was Brig. Gen.
Stjepan Siber. a Croatian deputy com-
mander. In the fall of 1993, General
Siber was made military attache to

Switzerland— an astonishing transfer

for a country at war. It was expected

that another Croat, Brig. Gea And-
jelko Makar, would replace him. But
General Makar himself was stripped

Ethnic

discrimination in

the Bosnian Army.

of coaupand and forced to teach at an
officer training school.

A particularly ignoble case of ethnic

discrimination concerns Brig. Gen. Jo-

van Divjak, a Serbian deputy com-
mander who became internationally

famous while defending Sarajevo. The
most highly trained officer in the Bos-

nian Army, he was marginalized after

the creation of the Muslim-Croat fed-

eration in March 1994. General Divjak

retained the tide of deputy command-
er. but his duties were reduced to that

of a “parade general." representing

the array at official functions — a job

he has endured ever since. His contin-

ued presence in the army, even in this

degraded capacity, is objectionable to

President Alija Izetbegovic, who tried

to force him to retire late last year but

was thwarted by the Increasingly in-

dependent multi-ethnic collective

presidency.

The fate of these officers raises

questions about the Clinton Adminis-
tration's support for Bosnia. Why
should the United States finance the

training of Bosnian Army officers

when Gen. Rasim Delic has tolerated

the removal and degradation of some
of his most capable officers because

they are not Muslims? Why is the

Clinton Administration offering $100

million in military aid to Bosnia with-

out demanding a truly multi-ethnic

officer corps?

The disgraceful ingratitude of the

Izetbegovic regime has brought one of

the few noble episodes of the war to,a

shameful cdnclusion. Unlike the Mus-
lim officers who had no alternative,

the Serbian and Croatian officers

chose to fight for Bosnia at a time
when its military position appeared
next to hopeless. They were branded
traitors by their Serbian and Croatian

enemies, and they knew what their

fate would be in deFeaL

Instead of now being honored and
rewarded by the republic for their

loyalty and bravery, they have be-

come the victims of ethnic intoler-

ance. It’s an irony that may greatly

amuse Radovan Karadzic and his like

but not one that the United States

should tolerate.

Logical Loopholes
By Leo Katz

Philadelphia

To think of taxes is to

'think of loopholes, and
to think of loopholes is

to sneer. Even as we
use them, we bristle at

how inept, corrupt law-

makers just can't seem to keep the tax
code free of them. There wouldn’t be

any loopholes, we grumble, if only

Congress would do its job right.

But as we face tax day tomorrow,

we should consider this: Loopholes

are inevitable, and what's more they

are quite unobjectionable — in taxes

and in fife.

All of law, not just the tax code, is

riddled with loopholes. Say that you
wish to bequeath your property to

your children instead of your spouse,

but the law awards a fixed percentage

We sneer, but we
need them— in

taxes and in life.

of your estate to your spouse. A law-

yer might advise you to give the prop-

erty to your children while you are
still alive.

Or you would like to change your

visitor’s visa into a green card but
seem to have no legal grounds for

doing so. Well, you could make politi-

cal statements that would cause you to

be persecuted in your borne country

and then ask for political asylum.
Yet, as clients gratefully accept ad-

vice like this, they too silently sneer,

"What a ridiculous system."

And strangely enough, many law-

yers talk about legal loopholes the

same way the public does. They think

legislative oversight or downright in-

competence has brought about a mis-
match between the letter of the law

Leo Katz, a law professor at the
University of Pennsylvania, Is au-
thor of the forthcoming "fil-Gotten

Gains; Evasion. Blackmail, Fraud
and Kindred Puzzles of the Law."

Washington
It’s a familiar story. The Dream

becomes a Nightmare. Television lo-

gos shifted seamlessly from the Jes-

sica Dubroff Adventure to the Jessi-

ca Dubroff Tragedy. Newspaper
headlines went from a little girl with

a big dream to the death of a little

girl and her big dream.

We learn early on. in this business,

how to gussy up macabre curiosity as

public service.

Ted Koppel interviewed a child psy-

chologist on the issue of parental

pressure. Forrest Sawyer asked Da-
vid Hinson of the FAA. about his

review of regulations on kids’ ma-
nipulating airplane controls. "Age is

not an issue here,” he. replied.

Larry King asked 9-year-old avia-

tor Killian Moss about whether Jessi-

ca's accident made him fearful of

flying. "Urn," Killian replied, "it just

made me stop and think, like, no more
flying through bad weather.”

The solemn concern about nutty

juvenile stunts comes too late. Before
the trip, everyone treated a danger-

ous gimmick as cute. Jessica was
hyped as a 55-pound Amelia Earhart,
in her brown leather jacket and
"Women Fly" cap, with a red booster

seat to help her see over the instru-

ment panel and three-inch aluminum
extensions on the rudder pedals.

“You are actually going to take off.

A child abused

by celebrity.

Qy the planethe whole way. and do all

the landings as well?" Forrest Saw-
yer asked on ABC.

"Yes," she said.

She and her father told reporters it

was his idea to have his daughter fly

6,900 miles in eight days. "Out of the
blue," he said, "it occurred tome that

Jessica could do this "

Why didn't we all just get up and
begin screaming? THIS IS CRAZY ! !

!

At 7, you should be taking your first

trip around the block on your bike.

You should not be expected to have
the maturity to tell your immature
father and miscalculating flight in-

structor that the weather looks too

icky to take off. Especially when your
father is in a rush to arrive In Massa-
chusetts and make NBC’s "Today
Show."

No, we should never have treated

the lovely little girl trying W ?

silly record as a heroine. And, tnougn

it may be hard to draw the line m a

society where people will say and d

anything to get on TV, we never

should'have rewarded Lloyd Dubrofi

for using his daughter to quench rus

own thirst for celebrity. This was an

inhuman interest story.

It’s heartbreaking to watch the

tape made Just before the fatal Chey-

enne takeoff, as Jessica tries- to an-

swer a TV reporter’s chirpy quesr

tions, even- as she distractedly looks

back at her small plane being pelted

by hail and sleet

People gripe about too much regu-

lation. But there’s no minimum age to

learn to fly? A child may be called a

passenger and there may be a flight

instructor with dual controls, but so

what? And there’s no rule that small

planes can’t take off in hail and wind

shear?
The Guinness Book of Records, not

wanting to encourage pushy parents,

no longer recognizes the. "youngest

pilot" category. But who needs Guin-

ness when you've got the networks

failing all over themselves?
It is creepy to see the film of Jessi-

ca in (he cockpit, which her father

shot from the back seat with a cam-
era provided by ABC News.

Lloyd Dubroff: What would you do,

Jess, if the engine quit right now?
Jessica: I don’t know.
A video camera was found in the

wreckage. . .

After the crash* FAA. officials

sounded disturbingly like N.RA. and
cigarette lobbyists: Any controls

would be bad. Young customers are

good. This is a free country. “There
was ridiculous exploitation of her by
the media and her family." said one

FAA. official, speaking privately.

"But we shouldn't have a reaction to

that, so that nobody below the age of

15 will ever be able to (eel the Joy of

flight"

The aftermath was surreal. Befit-

ting the age of Oprah, when Jessica's

mother was comforted by a pilot who
saw the crash and knew that Jessica

died too quickly to suffer, the entire

exchange was done on camera.
Lisa Blair Hathaway, the mother

and “spiritual healer" who raised

Jessica in New Age freedom, said her
daughter had died "in a state of joy”

:

"She had the room to be, she had the

room to choose, she had the room to

have her life.-" Perhaps too much
room? Ms. Hathaway urged the

FAA. to let children, fly.

Surely. Jessica is flying. Only an-

gels have wings.

and its spirit They figure that this

mismatch allows lawyers to work
their perverse magic.
But that's not true. Uncomfortable

as they may make us, the loopholes in

our laws conform with our unwritten

rules of morality.

Consider this wild hypothetical

case: Your plane has been hijacked by
terrorists, who have forced you to

collect everyone’s passports. Before

you hand over the stack, they an-

nounce that they will execute the own-
er of the first American passport they
come across. Yours is on the top of the

heap, so you surreptitiously replace it

with another American's passport. Its

owner is then killed.

If you did this, people might hold

you partly accountable for the death.

But if you simply moved your own
passport to the bottom, you would not

be considered guilty of anything —
even though in both instances you
saved your own skin at the expense of

someone else.

It is a fan of morality, not law. that

many a forbidden result is no longer
forbidden if we get to it in the right

way. Lawyers — especially tax law-

yers — are simply people who have
honed to a fine skill the ability to

exploit this facL
Lawyers who exploit loopholes

stand in a noble tradition. When Lin-

coln ran for Congress, his opponent
charged that he was not a religious

man but a freethinker — maybe an
atheist The charges were true, ac-
cording to biographers, but Lincoln

could not win unless he refuted them.
So he published a lengthy statement

in a newspaper asserting that he had
"never spoken with intentional disre-

spect of religion in general or of any
denomination of Christians in particu-

lar,” and that he would not support

any man for public office "whom I

know to be an open enemy and scoffer

at religion.”

Lincoln evidently meant the public

to infer something he never claimed

—

that he was a devout believer. He
conveyed an egregious falsehood

while speaking literal truth.

Lincoln correctly realized that

there is a world of a difference be-

tween deceiving someone with a lie

and reaching the same end with a
misleading truth. Just the son of loop-

hole a good tax lawyer would be aim
to. Or any good lawyer for that matter.

Which Lincoln was.
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FILM

With Video, ‘Cut!’ Needn’t Be the Director’s Final Word
By PETER M. NICHOLS

F
OR directors, one nice thing about
video is the chance it gives them to

go back and tinker with their old

movies. "It's a subjective business

and your perception changes,” Oli-

ver Stone said the other day. "Years go by,

and you want to recut and change things."

This spring he and another major direc-

tor, Terry Gilliam, are satisfying that im-
pulse by returning to old films to make
"directors' cuts” for tape and laser disk.

Not that Mr. Stone is altering his percep-
tions, at least for now. By restoring ISO
trims to his unrelentingly violent and explo-

sively controversial 1994 movie “Natural
Born Killers," he is pointedly restating his

original notion of the film before it was
toned down to get an R rating from the

Motion Picture Association of America.
In July, Vidmark will release a tape of the

longer "Natural Bom Killers" — the story

of two young outlaws (Woody Harrelson and
Juliette Lewis) on a killing spree — and
Pioneer will issue a special edition on disk.

The additions, amounting to about three

minutes of running time, put back every

fleeting glimpse of murder and mayhem
excised to avoid an NC-17 rating, which
would have barred children under the age of

17 and limited the film’s release in theaters.

“If I*m going to take the heat, let them see
what I did, not a compromised version,"

said Mr. Stone, whose most recent film was
“Nixon.”
With the extra room they provide for

documentaries, interviews, commentary,
and other printed and recorded material,

special editions are appealing to directors.

Mr. Gilliam, whose newest film is "12 Mon-
keys,” has made three of them — "Monty
Python and the Holy Grail,” "The Adven-
tures of Baron Munchausen” and “The
Fisher King” — for the Criterion Collection,

a line of laser editions from Voyager, a New
York electronic publisher.

At present, he is overhauling “Brazil," his

acclaimed 1985 film about the uproarious

tribulations of a clerk (Jonathan Pryce)
snagged in the gears of a surrealistic totali-

tarian society. In the fall. Voyager will

release the revised movie along*with com-
mentary by the director and a raft of other

items drawn from scripts, storyboards and
production notes. “1 sent them just a trunk-

ful of stuff,” Mr. Gilliam said.

The "Killers” laser package will include

similar items and a documentary about
audience reaction to the film. Charles Kise-

lyak of Pioneer said studios were more
responsive to disk projects than to theatri-

cal re-releases, which are costlier to mar-
ket. "Special editions make everybody more
willing to do a director's cut," he said.

But what constitutes a pure director’s

cut? Action films and erotic thrillers are
sometimes shot with extra scenes of sex and

violence that are left out of theatrical re-

leases tut are later pumped into videos,

which are then promoted as directors’ cuts
and issued unrated or perhaps with an NC-
17. A true director's cut is the movie the

director wants artistically but sometimes
isn't allowed because it's too long, too sexy,

too violent or too whatever else might dis-

please the studio or perhaps the M.P.AA
ratings panel
“Natural Bom Kilters’ ' was such a case.

"I had to deliver an R," Mr. Stone said.

Warner distributed the R-rated film in

theaters and on videocassette but turned

down Mr. Stone's request to make a direc-

tor’s cut for a new video release and eventu-
ally sold the rights to Trimark, Vidmark’s
parent company. Warner officials won’t
comment, but the studio is said to have
backed away last summer after a speech by
Senator Bob Dole that characterized "Natu-
ral Bom Killers” and other films and gang-
sta rap recordings as "nightmares of de-

pravity.”

Mr. Dote, of course, was referring to the
R-rated “Natural Bom Killers." Mr. Stone
describes the more violent version as a
fulfillment of his original artistic intention.

The purpose, he said, was to depict a society

saturated with extreme violence, and the
way to do that palatably was to exaggerate
situations so they became almost comical
But to get the R. bits of gore and chaos were
whittled throughout, and that, Mr. Stone
said, threw off the rhythm and undermined
Integrity.

,
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"Philosophically, it unbalanced the film,"
said Hank Corwin, one of the movie’s two
editors. “They were trying to take out vio-
lence. but what they were doing was elimi-
nating elements that made it more of a
satire.”

Artistic distinctions notwithstanding, Mr.
Dole and other critics are not likely to be
assuaged by the new “Natural Bom Kill-

ers,” which, among many tiny restorations
of assault and bloodshed, incorporates
graphic scenes of torture and death during a
prison rioL This includes the dismember-
ment of the warden, played by Tommy Lee
Jones.

Again, Mr. Stone said, the intent was
satiric: "It’s the apocalypse: the world is

coming to an end. He’s impaled. AH his
limbs come off. It’s very funny, actually —
throwing them up in the air." Such touches,
he added, make the movie more ridiculous
and comedic. "People think there’s no hu-
mor in this film. You’d have to be on another
planet to think that.”

But he also acknowledges the effect "Nat-
ural Bom Killers" can have on people. "The
most pacifist tc people in the world said they
came out of this movie and wanted to kill

somebody.” Mr. Stone said, adding that the
experience at least made them realize that
thev, too. possessed feelings of aggression.

umvcTMl Cby SmAos

Robert De Niro, in the mask, andJonathan Pryce in “Brazil"—Restoring what was deemed too long.

Just last month, the uncut "Natural Bom
Killers” was banned in Britain after 16
young children and a teacher were gunned
down at a school in Scotland.

However one regards the new video, it

gives back to Mr. Stone the movie he origi-

nally made. Two years ago he compromised
only to avoid trouble, for all the good it did
him. “Once a film gets plagued by the
concept of trouble, it doesn’t help,” he said
“

‘Brazil’ comes to mind”
Not as notorious as "Natural Bom Kill-

ers” certainly, "Brazil” is no stranger to

controversy. "It’s a hot potato, always has
been," Mr. Gilliam said Ordinarily, he ex-
plained, he leaves his movies pretty much
alone, but this one is an exception. The
Voyager special edition will mix parts of
two versions of "Brazil," one released in

Europe, the other in America. To Mr. Gil-

liam, though, the laser disk won’t be the
film’s first director's cut; he had approved
both versions 10 years ago, making each a
director's cut. “It seems to me that if a film

has your name on it, that’s the director’s

cut," he said “I’ll stand by the American
version as much as the European.”

Scenes that played abroad were dropped
from the American movie and vice versa. In

a noted row with Universal, the distributor,

Mr. Gilliam shortened the film as required
but balked when asked to provide a happy,
or happier, ending. Universal then refused
to release the movie, relenting only after

Los Angeles critics voted it the best picture

of the year.

So far the Voyager restoration project is

on course. “There are a lot of physical

pieces soundtracks, negatives— that are
all supposed to be stored together but get
scattered when you start making prints for

different countries,” Mr. Gilliam said
“Some of them are missing already, and
this is a film that was made only 12 years
ago. That’s what’s frightening about films.

They're much more delicate than people

think they are. Studios are constantly selling

them, but when buyers start digging out

what they think they've bought, it won’t be
there.”

In the case of “Brazil,” however, what
Voyager needs is available and in good
condition. Karen Stetler. who is supervising

the special edition, has been in London help-

ing Mr. Gilliam fit together pieces of his

choosing that will go onto (he master tape

and then be transferred to disk. "Twelve

years actually isn’t that long in terms of

film preservation,” Ms. Stetler said. "Ev-

erything has been properly stored. The color

is gorgeous. Backup elements are nice and

pristine.”

The disk includes a scene from (he Euro-

pean ending, ait to shorted the American
movie, in which the clerk is charged a fee

for his own interrogation and torture. “The
film began with.this idea about 17th-century

win* trials where you were charged for

every fingernail they tore out and for every
bundle of fagots they used for your burn-

ing," Mr. Gilliam said. “That's the good
thing abotd these laser editions — getting

this back on disk. They are really the best

archive that exists out there because of the

care and kind of detail devoted to them.
They put a lot more effort into them than the

studios do."

For now. though, the director is choosing
his scenes. "I think L‘11 start American,” he
said, “the camera flying "through the
ckMds.”

•

Children’s Books on Film CENTENNIALS
By Henry Hook / Edited by Will Shoktz

By ELLEN PALL

WHEN Walt Disney

Pictures turns to Vic-

tor Hugo for the

source of its annual
summer mega-re-

lease (the animated “Hunchback of

Notre Dame” will succeed “Poca-
hontas” at a theater near you this

June) and sinks 540 million into 3

live-action recycling of its animated
1961 classic "101 Dalmatians” (slat-

ed to scamper across hundreds of

screens at Thanksgiving), is it safe

to conclude every great children’s

book has already been made as a

movie?
One thing is sure: More favorite

children’s books have been given the

red-carpet treatment on screen in

the last three years than in the previ-

ous 20. Major film productions of

“The Secret Garden” and “The Ad-
ventures of Huck Finn" in 1993 were
followed by lush versions of “The
Jungle Book," “Black Beauty," “Lit-

tle Women," “A Little Princess,”

“Babe: The Gallant Pig,” “The Indi-

an in the Cupboard" and “Jumanji"
in the next two years. On Friday,

with much fanfare, Disney released

a film of Roald Dahl’s 1961 classic

“James and the Giant Peach"; it

will be followed in the coming
months by cinematic treatments of,

among other books, Dahl's “Matil-

da” and Louise Fitzhugh’s “Harriet
the Spy."

No, it’s not a giant conspiracy en-

gineered by the American Library
Association • in cahoots with Bob
Dole. To some extent, the upsurge in

films based on children's books is

only one piece of a larger phenom-
enon: Family films of all kinds have
been flowing out of Hollywood like a
river of Hershey’s syrup ever since
“Honey. I Shrunk the Kids” and
“The Little Mermaid" in 1989, fol-

lowed by "Home Alone" in 1990,

demonstrated there was a huge audi-
ence for movies both adults and chil-

dren could enjoy.

True, "E.T.” demonstrated the
same thing in 1982. But at that time,

people born at the peak of the baby
boom — that 400-pound gorilla of
demographics — were only in their

mid-20's. Not until the early 90's did

the bulk of the boomers reach an age
at which they were taking children

to the movies. Both more child-ori-

ented and entertainment-oriented

than their own parents, boomers
seem to have an insatiable appetite

for family activities. As David Vogel,

president of Walt Disney Pictures,

explained, the spate of family films

is partly an attempt to supply the

demand. “The biggest generation is

having and growing its children,"

Mr. Vogel said, adding happily, “and

Studio heads

loved the tales as

children; now,

they’re making

the movies.

we’ll be there into the early 2000’s."

The moment is especially propi-

tious for book-based movies because
many studio boomers, like other ca-

reer-oriented boomers, had children

late. While in the old days, a film

executive’s children were often

grown by the time he rose to author-

ity, today, a studio vice president

may well read to a child at night,

then go off the next morning and
green-light a project.

And it probably doesn’t hurt that

that vice president these days is

more likely than before to be a moth-
er. Women in film are reluctant to

say flatly that they are more inter-

ested in children’s stories than men
are. but some will admit they're

probably less interested in, say, the

Mafia. At the least, the rise of wom-
en to power has been the force be-

hind the tide of films based on clas-

sic girls’ books. Marykay Powell, the
producer of "Harriet the Spy,” cred-
its "constant calls" from women ex-

ecutives who loved the book in child-

hood with goosing her to put it into

production. Denise Di Novi, who pro-

duced “Little Women" before mak-
ing "James and the Giant Peach,”
said “a collusion of women” in film

made the Alcott project happen.
There are ocher reasons for the

upsurge in family film making. Chil-

dren devour videos, and video rent-

als — and, more important, sales —
are far more likely to compensate
for a poor box-office take on a chil-

dren's film than a grown-up flop.

And, if a film is a hit, children go
again and again. Besides, there’s the -

merchandising. Who wants a "Dead
Man Walking” tippie cup? Enter-

tainment-based merchandising to

children last year generated more
than $10 billion in retail sales.

The money matters. “Little Wom-
en” grossed over S50 million.

"Babe” more than 560 million (and

counting) and "Jumanji” more than

$94 million.

“Till recently, people thought chil-

dren’s movies were soft,” said Cath-

erine Hand Odell, a producer cur-

rently developing “A Wrinkle in

Time” for Miramax. (Madeleine

L’Engle’s beloved science-fiction

classic has been popular with young

people ever since its publication in

1962.) “Now look. Disney bought

ABC.”

To a producer hoping to make a
family film, a classic children's book
is an attractive starting point It has
proven appeal. It has name recogni-

tion. And many conglomerates have
both film and book-publishing arms.
A film based on a book may occasion

a reissue, a novelization, an adapta-

tion for younger readers and souve-

nir tie-ins. (Books in the public do-

main are also free, though what a

studio saves in royalties it may lose

in product placements. Jo March
didn't wear Nikes.)

So children's book authors are
rolling in loot while film producers
scour the bookshelves in vain, right?

Not exactly. New books for children
about children are still a hard sell

unless the story is "high concept”
said Gail Hochman, a literary agent
with several noted children's au-
thors on her list Ms. Hochman has
plenty of Hollywood clout: she repre-
sents the best-selling adult author
Scott Turow, among others. But
while a new book for adults can
generate buzz, “a kid's book — it’s

i

just harder,” Ms. Hochman says.
|

Even the Newbery Medal, the

most coveted prize in children's pub-

lishing, is only mildly interesting to a
producer who will invest millions of

dollars in a project. (This year’s

medal winner, “The Midwife’s Ap-

prentice,” by Karen Cushman, has

not yet been optioned for film, nor

has last year’s winner, “Walk Two
Moons.”)

Indeed, in some ways, the world

views of Hollywood producers and

children’s authors seem hopelessly

divergenL Fifteen years ago, when
Ms. L’Engle sold an option for “A
Wrinkle in Time” to Norman Lear,

she noticed a not-uncommon clause

in the contract that gave his compa-

ny rights to the film "in perpetuity

throughout the universe.”

"So, 1 took a red pen,” Ms. L’Engle

remembered, “and I made an aster-

isk and I said, ‘with the exception of

Sagittarius and the Andromeda Gal-

axy.’ Well, believe It or not they had

a serious meeting with the lawyers,

in case 1 knew something they didn't.

So you’re dpaiing with another plan-

et”

ACROSS
I Pronto

4 Letterman’s turf

7 Pretty, in ancient
Rome

12 Summerhouse
18 Perfume label word
19 Clinton Cabinet

member
21 Wanted poster

datum
22 Ram about

23 Sch. grp.

24 Headline ofJanuaiy
1896

27 Chair style

29 Excite, in slang

30 Some people take a
shine to it

31 “Peter Pan" dog
32 Be of importance,

old-style

34 Public relations

concern

37 Yawner’s feeling

39 Quaff introduced in

1896

42 Cordage grass

46 Pouch
47 "Yippee!"

48 They're helpless

50 Corn byproduct
5t Hardly gregarious

52 Officeholder?

55 Neighbor of B.C.
56 The Reader

tl990's magazine)

57 Richie's dad, to
Fonzie , _ •

.

5S 1896 dramatic work !1? G^n-ftmacd pear

hh mmu MMMManmn an

121 ItWHS the talk Of
62 Marquand sleuth Chicago,July 1896
64 Cheek-related 126 Stomach muscles
66 Longtime Philly 127 Yearbook

«?7 Art-hit I M 128^ 81 *** French
67 Architect L M. Open?
68 “Not that again!" 129 Nonpayment result
70 Wearer of pointy 130 Boulogne business

footgear abbr.
71 Unisex garb 131 Give the same old
75 Gunk stoiy

76 Washington 132 Goalie’s stats
Monument, e.g. 133 Aachen article

80 Soap Box Derby site 134 Chess pcs.

81 1951 Lanza role DOWN
84 Her advice column ,

debuted in 1896
l Inv^orate:

Even on the same planet, there

are hard business reasons for chil-

dren’s writers to be wary of Holly-

wood. While sales of a new book for

grown-ups peak and drop off, a true

children’s classic sells well year af-

ter year. Of the top 10 titles on Pub-

lishers Weekly's list of all-time best-

selling hard-cover children's books,

the most recent — two Dr. Seuss

books — were published 36 years

ago. Authors worry that a good film

could replace the book, hurting sales,

while a poor one might actually

alienate a new generation.

87 Oklahoma city

88 Book after Joel

89 Bed size

91 Dutch treat

92 Jam ingredient?

93 Book course

94 Yellow Sea port

98 Skedaddled

100 “The Birth ofa
Nation" grp.

102 Product ofthe
rumor mil!

103 1896 event, absent
since AD. 394 .

107 “AH Is the Girl"

(“Gypsy" song}

109 Shouted

1 10 Through
111 Patches things up?

1 14 Antlered beasts

116 Individual

DOWN
1 Invigorates, with

“up*^

2 Appointment

3 First Ford auto,

completed in 1896
4 Brittle

5 Put on the line

6 Catch

7 Tropical trees

8 Ivy Leaguer

9 hind of algebra:
Abbr.

10 Colleen

11 Soap tide start

12 Tradables
introducedm 1896

13 Sports org.

14 Youth-and-old-age,
e.g.

15 Literary pseudonym
16 Kind of companion
17 Choreographer'

White

20 Start ofthe “flying

down"song
25 Doorframe part

26 Square
28 NJLC. forerunner

33 He played TV's ..

Mike Hammer-'
35Prizm,e.g:
36 Wetwiggier
38 Boom times

39 “Oklahoma!" star

40 “The Bronx Zoo"
' author
41 ExplorerAmundsen
43 Old Sunday paper'

section

44 Salon application
45 Remedy fordry

toast

46 SuperBowl XXI

79 Marlowe
contemporary

-81 A little lower
82' “What——mind

•reader?"

83 Campus m3: grp.

85 Jeanne—

—

86 Erstwhile larva

90 Nowhere near
94 Shipping unit

95 Mom’s specialty

96 Scottish river
- 97 Casus.-— (legal

situation)

99 Hogan dwellers
102 Something to

. sneeze at

104 Incubator noise
105 Sluggard
106 Chaps
108 “The Dancing Class"

artist

111 Rumble reminder
112 Piscivorous flyer
.113 Practice
1 15 Pop
1 17 Satellite broadcast
119 Last writes? ;

120 Versatility list

122 Ene Canal mule
123 Actress Ullmann
124 Inferiormark
*25 Number-cruncher

46 SuperBowl XXI
M.VJ.

49 In a bad way
53 Equi-

54 In accordance with.

56 Inuit craft

58 SmaU combos
59 Muslimbigwig
GO Noted name in wine
61 Obtofshape
63 Stop worrying,

65 Black

69& 72 Snacks
... introduced in.1896
73 Brownies ...

74 Lewis Carroll's

,

- Boojum
76 ValhallaVIP,
77 Beatit

78 Yon maiden

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS P Ul7i c

.kvto.
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Back trek
across the

i
Residents and academics

spent Pessah reconstructing
flie 1945 camel tour in which
Jews broke the British ban
on entering the Negev.

Liat Collins hitched along

s?a,ss

Shimon
Peres’s

leading role

AT the end of January

1945, Davar primed the

I
N these days of air-condi-
tioned jeeps there, are few
good reasons to cross the

desert by camel. Nostalgia is one
of ihe.betier.oaes.

It was a request to retrace the
past and chart the future that took
a band of Negev residents and
local academics on a tour during
the Pessah vacation. The group
was reconstructing the trip taken
by Pnlmahniks and Hano'ar
Ha’oved youths in January 1945
in which they mapped the area
and noted water sources and nat-

ural phenomena in the southern
Negev, an area ruled out-of-
xbunds to Jews by order of the
British Mandate.
That trek ended with the British

arresting most of the group, but
the written material being hidden
in milk pails on the side of the

camels. The information gathered
was considered crucial in helping
the IDF conquer Eilat (Umm
Rashrash) four years later.

This year’s group set off April 4
with equal enthusiasm and far

more publicity than the original

group. Much ofthe media attention

was generated by the presence of
Prime Minister Shimon Peres, who
51 years before had been one of the

initiators of the original project in

his role as secretary general of the

Hano'ar .Ha’oved youth move-
ment.

In those days he was stiff called

Shimon Persky and it was report-

edly on this tour that he changed
his name to Peres, after professor

of zoology Heinrich Mendelsohn

.

pointed out the splendid vulture

(“Peres" in Hebrew) which then

ruled the skies.
. .

.

Peres wrote after the "trip: *Tfie

group numbered 14 people and

included among others, scouts and
experts oh topography, biology
and settlements. The tour was
meant to last one month and was

. allocated 300 UroL.. 150 lirot

were budgeted by the Chairman
of the Jewish Agency David Ben-
Gurion and ISO lirot by Yitzhak
Sadeh. the Palmah commander.
“The plan was to begin at Bir

Asluj .[today's Revivixn], to cross
the length and breadth of the
Negev, to reach Umm Rashrash
and return. The Negev was con-
sidered a military zone and it was
forbidden to enter without a per-

mit... With us on the trip were 12
camels (five for supplies and
seven for riding) which were led
by their Beduin owners."
This year, no vultures were

seen. They are all but extinct in

the area and today's travelers

seeking inspiration for a name
change might have to stick to the

gazelles and wild asses. But
although the only British present

now are tourists, much of die area

is still out of bounds, being used
for EDF training exercises.

‘The Negev is no longer an

unknown area but comprises
almost half of the State of Israel,"

said Sefi Hanegbi, one of the ini-

tiators of the Pessah trek.

“As such, it is exposed to many
. problems of. land use by the IDF, .

industry,., housing' needs, nature

protection and tourism. This

reconstruction offers us a chance

-to '-re-examine Ihe Negev and
make the public aware of the

issues and problems. We have to

find aTway of striking a balance

between the different needs.”.

The trip cost far more this time,

MS 300,000 instead of IL300.
The Jewish Agency Came up with

mmm
MM

Sefi Hanegbi (center right) and Rami Haruvi (on camel l prepare for the trek with the help of Revivim member Yehuda Dror.

part of the binding and the rest

was raised by a number of differ-

ent groups including the Negev
Tourism Development Board and
the Negev Regional Council.

Unlike the first tour, the costs
included a team to film the jour-

ney and expensive jeeps, which
made life easier for both hikers

and camels by carrying many of
the heavier supplies'

- Hanegbi, who changed his name
from Gilder-man to “Man of the

Negev," is a founder of the
Shaharut settlement and operates

a camel riding and desen tours

company. The other main force

behind the trail was tourism plan-

ner and Negev resident Rami
Haruvi.

The idea for the reconstruction

came to Hanegbi when he was
researching ways offollowing the

ancient Spice and Perfume Route
from Oman to Gaza. ‘1 was very

impressed with the story. It was
the first example of Israeli butzpa

1 had ever found recorded,” he

leaving their camels to rush down
to the sea. U is easy lo see why the

sight of the water would excite a
group that had spent 1 1 days
struggling without water supplies

in terrain so treacherous that even
the camels found pans difficult to

cross.

says.

The daring trip ended prema-
turely when the group was caught

by Britishin Umm Rashrash after

THE NATURE of camels has not

changed. They remain the bloody-
minded. bad-tempered, reluctant

beasts of burden of which Peres
wrote:

“A first encounter. The camels
are apathetic, stretching their

longs necks here and there. The
bravehearted make their first

attempt at mounting the hump.
“The camel rises on its. back

legs and throws the inexperienced

rider forward. The rider does not

despair. With greater force he
grabs the saddle, but the camel
will do as it wants. This time it

rises on its front legs and throws

Che hero back.”

Thejovial riders, each with their

own story and reasons forjoining

the trail, are reminiscent of an
Israeli version of the travelers in

Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. They

include a zoologist, geologist,

archeologist and biologist

For many it is a chance to recap-
ture the feeling of youth outings

or army hikes as much as a pro-

fessional pull which brings them
to the heart of the desert. At every
stop, each sees something else.

Geologist Ron A\ni will pick up a
stone: biologist Hagar Leschner
identify ihe" insect" underneath;

and archeologist Ze'e\ Zivan tell

the history of what the stones

were used for in the past.

An instant intimacy forms
among people who travel nearly

30 kilometers a day by foot or
camel and sleep side by side with-

out the benefits of a hot shower
before bed.

At a time when most desert hik-

ers are singing songs around the

campfire, this group was swap-
ping information, impressions and
knowledge. These were the type

of people who not only noticed

the comet which appeared tu trav-

el with them in the night skies but

could actually explain it.

There is a magic to the desert

that compensates for the difficul-

ties. It is easy to appreciate

Kaplan's description: “We trav-

eled on our way in a camel cara-

van. The monotonous steps

allowed us to look around us. We
forgot a lot on this trip. The Negev
swallowed us up...”

Today's travelers are also
allowed the freedom to contem-
plate. The ever-present mobile
phones do not have reception
here. Jt is nature’s way of telling

us to slow down and forget the

real world for a while.

Some people don't get the mes-
sage. Tire tracks from ATVs and
jeeps driven by discourteous
tourists mark the areas off the path

creating the desert equivalent of

urban graffiti.

Other troubles also impinge.
Every day a panel of notables

gathered in the desert to discuss

with the partidpams some of the

problems: rock quanying versus

wilderness; nature protection ver-

sus tourism; settlement versus

landscape: and military needs
against all.

~Ai least one of the discussions is

a historic gathering in its own
right. Five former OCs Southern

Command, including former pres-

-T\1945, Davar printed the

following item from “a

Beersheba informant":

“Yesterday the deputy
regional governor, Mr.
Oxford, heard the case of 14

friends who reached Aqaba by
traveling through a protected

area [an area in which the

English have forbidden the

entrance of Jews] and who do
not possess a permit from the

military governor.

‘Twelve of the friends were
fined eight lirot each; and two.

Dr. Mendelsohn, the director

of the Biological -Pedagogic
Institute in Tel Aviv and
Shimon Persky. who was
responsible for the trip, were
fined 12 lirot each or sen-

tenced to three weeks' impris-

onment instead.

“Giving the stiff penalties,

the deputy regional governor
said that Dr. Mendelsohn, as a ,

cultured man, should have
1

read the newspaper publica-

tions [on the ban] and that

Persky was responsible for the

trip aod for bringing the peo-
ple to a forbidden place.

’The friends were arrested

when they arrived in Aqaba by
riding on camels. They were
detained and then returned to

Beersheba via the Sinai

Desert. Members of Beit

Eshel cared for the group dur-

ing their detention and paiding their detention and paid

their fines.

“This is the first time a

group of Jewish youths
including members of
Hano'ar Ha’oved have scout-

ed in the distant Negev." L.C.

idem Chaim Herzog, met to dis-

cuss the demands of the IDF,
which uses some 70 percent ofthe
area as a firing zone and training

area.

“Such meetings are valuable.

There are two main questions;

‘how' and ’who.' Tie ‘how’ refers

to being sensitive and open to lis-

tening To all parties," says Haruvi.

“The ‘who’ is also important

and such trips such as ours can

help. A farmer from a moshav
might know a lot about agricul-

ture, even desert agriculture, but

not appreciate other aspects of

desert life and needs. This trip is

helping us learn to speak the same
language."

French hunters must protect, not

plunder birds just passing through
Demolitions are ‘deterrence, not punishment'

EARTHLY CONCERNS
D’VOFLA BEN SHAUL

ECONOMIC problems and currency stan-

dardization aren’t the only issues that lead to

heated debates in the European Union these

days. France is stirring up quite a row now over

hunting laws which the EU has been trying to stan-

dardize since its inception.

Throughout Europe, a hunting law has been

accepted that decrees that all bird and waterfowl

hunting must cease at the end of January when, the

migratory birds start to make their way back to

their nesting grounds in Europe from their winter

feeding grounds in North Africa aod the Middle

East. This date was set to protect migratory birds

from being hunted while in transit.

However, France wants to extend the taunung

season into February for 20 days for plentiful

species and 10 days for rarer birds. France already

has the longest hunting season in Europe - some

five months - but the 1.5 million French hunters

are adamant about wanting to hunt well into

February. .

This plan looks simple on paper, but most

wildlife experts say it cannot be enforced. A survey

showed that' more than 60 percent of the French

holders of hunting permits were unable to correct-

ly identify a bird in flight and even fewer could

rake a proper identification in Ihe early dawn u^bt

or at dusk, when most shooting takes place. In fact.

22 percent of the licensed hunters failed to identify

a bird after they had shot and bagged it.

Given this. Maanje van Punen, a European
Parliament member from the Netherlands, says it is

absurd to extend the hunting season according to

species.

“It would be,” she says, “a dangerous precedent

to modify European hunting legislation to satisfy

the demands of member countries which have long

disobeyed the laws that are in effect”

The matter has special significance because vast

numbers of migrating birds pass through France

before returning to their nesting grounds through-

out feurope. As much as two-thirds of the European

bird population stops in France (as they do in

Israel) during their annual migrations. But in Israel,

the hunting laws are strict.
’ As these birds are in passage, no host country has

the right to treat them as a national resource to be

plundered. A migratory bird's death en route to its

breeding ground means there will be several fewer

birds of that speciesin the next migration.

Since France is merely a temporary host to these

birds, most EU members feel Lhat France should

recognize this position and help to protect,rather

than plunder, its guests.

In the Supreme Court, before the President

Justice Aharon Barak, in the matter of Rivhi

Said Sharif applicant, versus the IDF com-
mander in Judea and Samaria, respondent

(FH.fH.CJ 2161/96). Rivhi Said Sharif
applied to the president of the Supreme Court
to direct a rehearing of the petition in

H.C. 1 740/96. which was dismissed on March
19. 1996 {as reported last week).

LAW REPORT
ASHER FELIX LANDAU

THE PRESIDENT said, in his decision,

that the applicant’s son had handed the

explosives to the suicide bomber in the

attack on a bus on route 26 in Jerusalem on
August 12, 1995, killing four people, injuring

103, and causing grave damage to property. He
was a leading member of Hamas. His family

had helped him after the attack, and had been

in constant contact with him since.

The commander, he continued, had ordered

the demolition of part of a house which was
the son’s permanent home, leaving another

unit, occupied by a married brother and his

family, untouched. The commander had also

consulted other defense authorities, receiving

the confirmation of the defense minister and

the chief of the general staff.

The basis of the commander’s orders, he

said, was a new situation created by Hamas’s

terrorist activities, more particularly^ series of

attacks by suicide bombers on February 25,

1996, and March 4, 1996. resulting in the

death and injury of many innocent people. The

commander, he said, had decided that the

necessity of taking stem and immediate deter-

rent measures against growing unbridled ter-

rorism outweighed the injury caused by
demolishing the houses of those who assisted

the terrorists.

Justice Barak then cited section 30i b; of the

Courts Law (Consolidated Version) of 1984
which empowers the Supreme Court president

to direct a further hearing “if the rule laid

dow n in the matter by the Supreme Court con-

flicts with a rule previously laid down by it or

if. in view of the importance, difficulty, or nov-

elty of a rule laid down in ihe matter, there is,

in his opinion, room for a further hearing.”

Citing several precedents and extracts from

the above judgments, he held that the condi-

tions laid down by section 30(b) had not been

fulfilled- The submissions of applicant's coun-

sel relating to identifying the terrorist's lodg-

ings. the degree of damage, delay, the causal

connection between the crime and the sanc-

tion, collective punishment, discrimination

between Jews and non-Jews, “acts of war” and

“time of war” had all been considered by the

couru This case presented nothing new. There

was no discrimination in the commander’s

decision.

Justice Bach bad emphasized that the demo-
litions were an act of deterrence, and not pun-

ishment Justice Cheshin had referred explicit-

ly to a state of war in an informal sense, as dis-

tinguished from a formal declaration of war
involving the Geneva Convention for the

Protection of Civilians in Time of War.
Counsel had referred to the Basic Law: The
Dignity and Freedom of Man. of 1992. It was
true the Defense Regulations conflicted with

the Basic Law. but section 10 of the Law pre-

served their validity. At the same time section

8 of the Basic Law demanded that a violation

of rights - in this case property rights - shall

be “to an extent no greater than required."

The security experts informed the court that

the measures taken were commensurate with

the terrorists' excesses. The cold-blooded mur-
der of innocent people was a most serious act

which called for the most serious response.

The terrorist’s family had assisted him.

Nevertheless the commander had also left an

independent unit in the house occupied by the

terrorist's brother and family untouched.

Justice Cheshin had written of the judge’s

uneasiness in dealing with a case such as this.

State authorities occupied a high status, and it

was die duty of the court, itself a state author-

ity. to review the acts of others. The court had

to ensure the rule of law. which stood above us

all. For the above reasons, the application was
refused. The judgment and the president’s

decision were given on March 19, 1996.

This is the second oftwo parts.

Always wanting to give you the best,
Residents of:

nvites vou to travel with the experts. Geographical Tours and Neot Hakikar,

on three specially programmed English speaking tours.

attiv^ToLIDAY IN SINAI B KENYA: 8-DAY SAFARI
our base, and an The worlds greatest concentration of wad aramafe-gent

W&h Ihe Hilton HcteLmN^«“
ouidc. wtfH explore herds numbering hundreds of thousands - can be found

Engfisb-speatang .expert.asoujjuwo.
to the Savannah of EastAfrica We shafl tour the fcothBs

Participants in this tour will experience the rich culture

and folklore of the Jewish community, in an Islamic

country. We travel countrywide, from the sands of theEn9fish^Pe?an^^7»^B^t^view tt»e Coral Island to the Savannah of EastAfrica We shaS tour the foothils counby. We travel countrywide, from the sands of the
SiriaFs breath-taking nignupt^ „s*Brn poggj. Then a of the 5,200 nu, snow-covered ML Kenya, visit the Sahara, with its green oases, to the Berber casbas,
and the Fjord, and R^taga, the Samburu game reserve, home to unusual giraffes and and the villages high in the Alias Mountains, to the
jeep trip takesi^meu^^ gn Hudra, and 2axĝ fian*igo« on Late Nakuru dtfes of Casablanca, Rabat, Meknes. Fez, Ma/akesh,
incredible sandstone ^ to ^ then continue souto to the Masai Mara Reserve, wfth and more. We visit Medinah, where the Rambam
the Ayak* purported Mt is monkeys, hippopotami and Bpns, Wrt meet members sought refuge, the Jewish quarter of Fez, the
Sante CJaterlna tribe

,

and of various local tribes, metudtog nomads and Bantu Oukaineden ski site, the Cascas d'Ouzoud waterfalls,

Sinai. We the wotuii
wonderftf hotel and fermaa the palace of King Hassan 11, and many other sites.

S'snsrTw * * —“
’ weon-day. May 15 *£££^330 ^^ ^P*««* <toubte—

return, desert iW_ tSakfasts, 1 hotel efimer. yehK^ wth yiawng platform, 7 raghte in frst-dass superior tourist accommodation in the Sahara region,

(tn a double noon),
dinner, services of an

[

10tete
[

and
travel in air-conditioned coaches, all entrance fees,

2 picrac lunches, 1
J?®*?!!} eivptian escort, and al ***° sjays n Naiioffi. geperienced tour guide Engfish- services of experienced English-speaking guide, and

English speaking guide and fegypo** 1 *»"*"*»
spe^ZbofogisL Ito^fetooom.Aaertrarxre^ localgukles

entrance fees. - - 1,1 •

PLEASE NOTE - there is no travel on Shabbat, and fish and vegetarian food is available.

For reservations and further Information, contact
Hie Jerusalem Post Travel Club
TfeL 02-6221679, Fax. 02-236161

Sun. - Thur., 9 ajn. - 6 p.m. - ask for Tova or Nicole.

NAZARETH
KIRYAT SHMONA
MIGDAL HA’EMEK

KATZRIN
Ifyou are interested in having a subscription to

THE JERUSALEM

POST
The dates: Departure, Wednesday, June 5; return

June 17
The price: US$2,112 per person (with double room
occupancy)
Includes: international return flights by Air Malta. 12
nights half-board accommodation in 5 star hotels or

superior tourist accommodation in the Sahara region,

travel in air-conditioned coaches, all entrance fees,

services of experienced English-speaking guide, and
local guides.

delivered to yourhome every morning, please send

us the coupon below.

To; The Jerusalem Post Circulation Dept, P.O.B, 81

.

Jerusalem 91000

Tel. 02-315647. fssL 02-389017. email subs@jpostco.il.

Yes, Fm interested in subscribing to The Jerusalem Posi

Address.
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Business&Finance
Trade deficit

hits $3 billion

in first quarter
Jerusalem Post Staff

THE national trade deficit during the first quarter reached S3 billion,

after March imports exceeded exports by $920 million, the Central

Bureau of Statistics said yesterday.

During the first three months of the year, imports totaled $7.7b. while

exports were $4.7b. Last month, imports reached $2.62b. and imports

$1.7b. , . . .

year’s record-setting trade deficit was just higher than SI lb.,

which means that judging by the first quarter the economy has yet to

stem the accelerated pace of imports.

However, while monthly growth between June and September 1995

was between three percent and 5%, the trade deficit expanded on aver-

age by 2% every month since last year's fourth quarter.

Particularly notable among the components of imports over the second

half of 1995 and this year were investment assets, which grew monthly

by 1.5%-2.6%. Imports of consumer goods grew on average by 2% a

month, and raw materials by 19c.

Debtors’ payment
morality rising

Jerusalem Post Staff

Gilo passive after

Recanati buys
more Scitex shares

IGH-TECH entrepreneur Davidi
Gilo does not plan to purchase
Scitex shares on the open market,
despite the purchase last week of
an additional $4.2 million worth
of the beleaguered company’s
stock by the Recanati group, one
of Scitex three major sharehold-

ers, sources close to the
California-based Israeli entrepre-

neur said yesterday.

The Recanati family, in partner-

ship with IDB Development and
PEC Israel Economic Group,
increased its holdings in Scitex to

24.53%, representing 10.41 mil-

lion shares on April 9-10, in wbat
seems to be the first actual move
against Gilo's hostile takeover bid

for Scitex.

The group purchased 225,000
Scitex shares for $19.12 - $18.83
per share.

The remaining major sharehold-

GAUT UPKJS BECK

ers in Scitex - CLal Electronics

Industries and International Paper
Company — have not yet taken

any actual measures to avoid a
takeover besides the release of an
announcement to say they are not
interested in Gilo’s proposal to
negotiate an acquisition of Scitex

at $20 per share.

An associate of his said GOo is

currently working on the legalities

needed to go ahead with the hos-
tile takeover.

He refused to reveal the mea-
sures which have to be taken,

explaining that Gilo is very well

prepared for the lengthy process
ahead of him .

“We are in the midst of a
process which we have worked on
for a long time, and have taken

many things into account —
including parties-al-interest pur-

. chases of additional shares mi the

stock exchange.

“The first and second stage
involved confidential talks with
the shareholders, hot after failing

to negotiate with them, GOo went
to the press and now he is dealing
with the leading proceedings for

the next stage,” be said.

In the meantime, Sckex’s exist-

ing shareholders have been the

main beneficiaries of the takeover

attempt.

Following Gilo’s proposal to

acquire Scitex for $20 per share!

about 44% over the price of the

company's stock on March 29, the

last day of trading before the pro-

posal was publicly announced, the

shares immediately rose to S17.5.
Since then the share has shot up to
$19.

LOCAL debtors’ payment morali-

ty was rising compared with that

of Europeans, according to data

recently presented at a conference

organized for the Federation of
European Credit Management
Associations, a professional con-

ference in Belgium.
According to the data, Israelis'

payment morality remained stable

in the first three months of the year,

compared with the corresponding

period in 1995, with an average

delay in payment of 37 days.

Most European countries’ pay-

ment morality was on the decline,

as measured "by the average num-
ber ofdays payments are delayed.

Even so, Israelis continued to

show' one of the lowest payment

morality rankings compared with

other countries.

Eyal Yanai, general manager of

Business Data Israel and founder

of the Israel Institute for Credit

Management, said Germany and

England have suffered the worst

decline in payment morality.

In Germany, the average delay

in payment has increased to 29
days from 20. while in England

the delay has risen to 32 from 26.

Holland has the best payment
morality, with an average delay in

payment of 19 days, followed by
Belgium - where the average

delay is 20 days. Italy had the

worse payment morality, with an
average delay in payment of 41

davs followed bv Israel.

Geotek, Cogeco Cable, Techcom
participate in joint venture

MINISTRY OF FINANCE - Accountant General

Bids are invited for the supply of goods and services for

government agencies, located throughout Israel:

Tender No. 2/96:

Supply of (a) Sausages and Wurst

(b) Beaf and Hirkey Meat Products

Last date for submitting bids: May 20, 1996, at 12 noon

Bid forms are available from the Tenders and Buying

Department.The Accountant General's Office,

Room 714 or 715, 7th Floor, Min. of Finance Building,

1 Rehov Kaplan, Jerusalem.

Additional details can be obtained from 02-317428,

02-317418.

\Jilo undertaking is given to accept the lowest or any bid. J

GEOTEK Communications,
Cogeco Cable and Techcom have

signed a letter of intent to form a

joint venture to launch a Canadian
mobile wireless communications
service based on Geotek’s propri-

etary FHMA technology.

The new company, called

GeoNet Canada, will' be 45%
owned by Geotek.

The three partners said the letter

of intent is subject to the comple-
tion of a due diligence report,

approval of the board of director
and the execution of definitive

agreements.

GeoNet will focus on providing

Opting for a bull's eye,

every time?

Let us handle your

portfolio.

^

Portfolio (lanagemeni Co. Lflf.

A Member Of Israel

Discmml Bmk Group.

JONIDB TELEBANK.

UAL094129T11 FROM 8AM TO tl ML

GALTT LJPKIS BECK

advanced mobile communications
services to business organizations

that rely on real-time communica-
tions to manage and coordinate

fleets of vehicles and to maximize
the productivity of mobile workers.

The service will be provided

using Geotek’s FHMA-based dig-

ital network technology - which
provides spectrum efficiency,

voice and data services, immunity
to interference and extensive cov-
erage. Hie communications ser-

vices are already in operation in

For current information on

securities in Israel

and the ILS., Including

high-yielding U.S.

government-backed

debentures,

• call:

MEYERSON
Sr CO., INC. I

A PitMr. lv Truth 1 C-m/voy

NASDAQ Symbol: MHMY
Bmktrjr c' Dealer.' in Seeurieie."

t\nlm-rifrrj

3(1 Msnigomiy Sum
Jmry City, New Jerwy 07302, USA

Corpora 1

1

- S Institutional Inquiries;

Jeffrey E. Meyerson. V.P.

talmtettml BvutiMv /lrrM>*r

1-201.532-3613

Fail I -20 1-332- 1 263

three major American cities, and
are scheduled to operate in over
35 major US markets by the end
of 1997.

The companies also announced
that Industry Canada, . the
Canadian agency responsible for

spectrum allocation, has approval

in principle to give GeoNet 900
MHZ frequency allocation.

This will allow the company to

deploy a digital radio network
which wfll be completely compat-
ible with Geotek’s FHMA net-

work in the US aHowing cus-

tomers of one system to roam on
the other.

If you're planning to invest in Israel,

consider our TARGET and PRIME

Mutual Funds!

Retail Customer Inquiries:

Eric J. Logan, V.P.

.VdiMw/JWm .Itamtjtrr

1-201-332-4801 - l-800888-81 18

Fax: 1-301-04-1008

ePtci»L0^e»,
From March 17 to Mav 2. 1996. units of the

PIA TARGET and PIA PRIME mutual funds will be offered at the unit

price plus an -additional increment of (1.25%

Leumi Pia. Israel's largest and most established mutual fund company, controlling 21.9%* of the entire

mutual fund market, now offers two U.S. Dollar denominated funds. -exclusive to foreign residents:

PIA PRIME & PIA TARGET.

Boasting a return of 12.53^** over the lost 12 months, this global and

flexible fund invests its assets in shares of leading and well-established

companies in Israel. Europe and the United States.

Boasting a return of 11.3%** over the last 12 months. Pia Prime invests the

majority of its assets in foreign currency bonds traded on major world stock

exchanges, including the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.

So, if you're thinking of making a solid investment, think ofLeumi Pia - the largest investment

family in Israel.

Details at all Bank Leumi branches and other members of the TelAviv Stock Exchange.

• 292 . 1W. yield in U5 . Dollar*.

• • 1.3.1995 - 29.2.19%. yield in US. Dollars.

§§§ This advertisement dew not consimne an offer w purchase parueipaiine units of the munoJ funds. The purcha>c ot

units is execined according lo the funds prospectuses.

PIA TARGET:

PIA PRIME

(Member of the Bank Leumi ie- Israel B.M. Group of Companies

I

Investing in Israeli Real

Estate Made Simple
Israeli real estate has served

as a prudent investment for

thousands of non-residents
who now own . second
homes, commercial or
residential rental units
throughout Israel

Malting such an investment
is now easier than ever
thanks to the availability of

convenient mortgage
products for non-residents.

The model for all these

mortgages is the MFRM
pioneered by Mizrahi Bank.
A Mizrahi Foreign

Resident's Mortgage-allows
you to borrow up to .30% of

the value of any properly with

no need for guarantors or

collateral other than the

property itself*

MFRM's are available for

periods of up to 15 years

with instalments payable

monthly, quarterly or semi-

annually.

For its overseas customers,

Mizrahi also
.

provides a

variety of support services.

These include for example,

standing orders for utilities,

municipal taxes and
insurance.

For further information

please contact one of the

offices listed beloW> or visit

any of our 90 branches

throughout Israel

•Subject to bank's discretion

MIZRAHI BANK
General Credit Division

Alt: OrlyYuval*3 Ahuzat Bayit St, Td Aviv*TeL 03-5106464, Fax310647X

Touristand Foreign InvestorCenters:
| 78 Hayarkon Street; TdAvivTflb 03-5171636

f 12 Ben Yehuda Street, Jerusalem'‘Tel: 02-2JB922

I 29 Jaffa Road, Jerusalem -Tet 02-232151

I 4 Smilansky Street, Netanya -Tel: 09-605555

I 12 Kikar Haatenant, Netanya "Tel: 09-344577

5 Internet wwvvjnizrahi.co.il
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busin^sbriefs

l^hman Brothers reiterated its view that Ksxx

priced entree to the local! market this year, similar to

irfthe shares in the previous year: Tbc company s share

price is at a 12 percent 'discount to its ondeiijing

Lehman fonJcma that Root’s net income

NTS 60Sm.-S610m- and earnings per stare to reach^NIS403m- ine

company said its forecast will be affected by die trend

shekd/doflar exchange rate and the rate of devaluation of the stuacei.

Galit Lipids Beck

The commercial banks’ huge provident tads achieved negatwe

real yields in March. Bank Discount’s Thmar fond reported a nega-

tive real yield of L17%, Bank Hapoalim’s Gadish fond achieved a

negative yield of (18% and Bank Leomi’s Otzma fund reported a

negative yield of 0.42%. Gaht Lipkis Beck

‘Mutual funds’

assets fall 5.7%
in first quarter

- Jerusalem Port Staff

MUTUAL funds’ assets, foil 5.7

flyssa result of N?S650 mflficm

'

in redemptions, according to
investment firm Meitav.

The funds’ total assets

decreased to NIS 15.19 biBion at

the end of March from NES 16.1b.

at the end of 1995.
Meitav’s mutual food index fen

3.1% in the three-month period
Meitav said the (hop in assets

reflected the public's continued'

preference for ntteresi-yidding

shekel deposits and saving plans,. .

which offer a reasonable return on
investments at arelatively low risk.

According to Meitav; mntial
fluids* assets would have
decreased 8.6% to NIS 14J2fe if

not for die transfer of money to
mutual funds specializing in
shekel investments.

“If one neutralizes the changes
in the financial mutual loads’
assets, which arc moreHa a sub-

stitute for shekel deposits raster

than mutual foods that are associ-

ated with the share and band i

kefS, rafempriniBi wiH herwe

been much higher, reaching NIS

1.1b - that is about 7% of mutual

funds’ total assets in the reported

period, within one quarter,” said

Meitav.

According to Meitav, all funds

suffered from withdrawals, but

the share fands and flexible funds

were fait worst, with redemptions

of NIS 505m. and NIS 212m.
respectively.

State funds reported redemp-

tkxB of NIS 132irc, mixed and

other fawk shrank by NIS 110m.,

and bond funds withdrawals

totaled NIS 100m. Foreign cur-

rency funds suffered withdrawals

of NIS 44nL, while fends spedal-

. rang to overseas shares reported

redemptions of NIS 12m. Banks’

and other, mutual fund managers’

share of the sector were -virtually

unchanged over the first quarto;

with the exception of Bank
Leonti, which reduced its share of

the marker to3L2%from 3221%.
Tbemambenefiaariesfrom the

dednre were the private brokers

- that increased ttexrstBke to 165%
4am 154%. '. -V,-v.

Net profits at

EM rise
Jerusalem Post Staff

ELECTRONICS for Imaging
reported a 76 percent increase in

net profits for the first quarter to

$ 12.6 million from $7-2m. in die

corresponding period last year.

Earnings per share rase to $0.47

per share foam $0.27 per share in

the first quarter last year. Fust

quarter revenues grew 58% to

$63.6m. from $40.4m.
Dan Avida, president and chief

executive officer; said the first

quarter results represent the 18th

consecutive quarterly increase in.

revenue. The company manufac-
tures products that enable high-
quality color printing in short pro-

duction runs.

Operating expenses rose to

$12.38m. tan $9.9m., while
income from operations rose to .

$18m . from $10m.
“The record results affirm

strong demand for Fiery products,

from color copiers with Fiery XI
servers to color laser prmters with

Fiery XJe printer controllers,”

Avida said.
“

Pafeh (foreign currency depart atm) (t2A£QQnmUl fccj JWITO JtmiTHS
US. dofar jSSapiX)) <825 ' <750
Pound sfeKfagCTOOflOai ..V:48Sl A250
Grow mafrjSl 20O0CQ UTS •

. 1.7»
Swta faUC (BF SDQ300| i 0375
Yea (to nflon ytsj - t

Warn twpWT <* *»— tawkilOiaW Qonwfcg* *po*Q

Shek*> Foreign Exchange
CHECKS AND

(12A96)

.'basket

US.
Ganuanraark
Pound storing
French franc

tapanew yen fl(

Dutch florin
-

Sate franc -.

SwBdbh krona
Norwegian bona
Danish krone
PfrniBfaroadc

Canton dolor

3J233
2379B
4.7267

35555
3.1737
2.1129

BANKNOTES
9m a*

12 MONTHS
4.125

<500
2.125
0825

3J»
2XJ4
<84

022
Z16
<87

35293
3.1510
2X989
4,7686

S. African land

BeitfanirancJIOt,
Austrian

Mtalr*
Jordanian

>
pound

08122 030 tSIIH 03175
2JB77B 29243 232 237 23015

' 13608 13808 132 132 13788
23607 28021 231 234 23817
O40CB 04744 •

.

045 049 04711
04812 04890.- 047 050 04853
03387
0.68S6 .

05474 092 . 058 03434
.03783 035 039 03711

23034 . 23408 228 238
24890 23058 242 235 24879
0J5T7 OlTBSS 088 077 0.7507

PCS’

1mzr -
. 10291 on 135 13211

29570 20047 230 335
13888 20209 136 206 23059

Mahpunt
^ankhp

33902
<8833
24083

34489
: 43821

435
OS9

479
244

436
096

5.04
237

*Thaaa rotaa wjr acondfng to biaik. *BankortoaaL
*

•
•

• SOtaCE BANK LEUMI

43217
nnaan
09197
43175
23078

v r The Israel Telecommunications Corp. Ltd.

.. Bids are rnyiled for the supply of the following goods

. Tender No. 15/96/071/0
Line Concentrators

Thefollowing general conditions apply

:

1. Pre-conditions: .

a. Parties submitting.bids must comply witii aH laws,
Including the requirement to keep account books

’ be a

wfth aD relevantstandard opecfficatfbns,
h-

2
‘ 7°^ d0Cumwrts can be obtained from the Tenders iOrdering

I
Oepartmentpfthe Purchasing Dfvisfon

Hazvi. ^usalen, (Room 60B)
9 a.m. and 12 noon, Sunday to Thursday

,
1,6 "M? 1*** documents.

3. Bids 3houkl be placed irr the tenders box at 15 Rehov Har
A

toerthan May 28. 1996, at 6 p.nT^4. Noundertakmgisgiven to accept thekWwaivHri w
ordertheerttowirkfnmorBMuree^

“"WwanybkJ.or
Bids sent by tax orf -

prime o«ns
MututfFund for

Foreign Residents

Date: 11A96

:
Purdiase Price: 107J4

Redemption Price;
. 107.18

foumipia tcovati ^

inronjTARGETDrHJ
Fundfor

Foreign Residents

Date: 11A96

PwchasePtice: 146L91

145.74

,
l*u»nipB wart $
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Compromise with Germany
way to single currency

metals
close

weaker
COMMODITIES
ROUNDUP

PRECIOUS metals dosed
ly weaker oa Friday after a
ness in the stock and bond mar-
ket.

• Jane gold settled down $1.20 at

$397.10 per ounce and May silver
settled 4.4 cents lower at $5,518
per ounce.

Comex copper futures dosed
higher for the third consecutive
day on Friday, with the May con-
tract settling up $0.60 at $119.40
per pound.

Analysts are looking for a
decline in LME stocks this week
and are also monitoring labor
talks at the world's largest copper
mine in Chile, as well as a rail

strike in Zaixibia and Tanzania
which has disrupted copper and
cobalt shipments from Zambia for
the past week.

Concerns over wheat prodoc-

'

tkm cots in theUS for foe coming
yeas, dry weather in foe great

plains and rumors of China's
interest in purchasing wheat
boosted CBOT wheat futures to a
higher dose, with tin May con-
tract up 19 cents at $5,821/2 per
bushel.

The higher wheatfutures;
gave momentum to foe

com market on Friday, with foe

May futures contract in com dos-
ing up 61/2 cents at $4.51 per
bushel.

A strong soymeal market, as

well as foe wheat rally, pushed

CBOT soybeans to a stronger

-dose on Friday.

Recent fears of mad cow dis-

ease have been prompting more
talk oflivestock and poultry feed-
ers to switch from bone meal to

soymeal as a subsdtuteJVfay soy-

bean futures dosed up 71/2 coots

at S7-96 per bushaL
~ ;

dowir$0-76 per pourtdtb^85-99,

mainly due to trade selling, as

well as a rumored incxeasein cer-

tified stocks, sources said.

In an otherwise uneventful ses-

skin. My sugar futures dosed the

week $0.14 centsdown at $11.12

per pound, marnly dne to trade

'

and local selling traders said.

After the close, a Brazilian offi-

cial announced that their 1996/7

sugar exports are expected to be

substantially lower than foe

1995/6 limit

MayCSCE coffee futures ended

$1.85 a pound lower at $115.25

pci- pound, while July cocoa set-

tled $18 higher at $1,376 per

tonne.

Courtesy of Michael Zwdmer,

CommStock Trading Ltd.

VERONA, Italy, {Renter) - A
compromise between foe
Eunipe&n Commission and
Gamtaq over 'a: “Stability Pact”
for foe single European currency

at a weekend Ponfin iBwjing jo

Afcrona overcomes a big hurdle on
the tortnous path to monetary
nmon. :

The deal, in which Germany
softened its <few«n^ that for

conntries tasnsgresang an agreed
budget deficit ce^gbc automat-
ic, followed a proposal from die
commission to speed up foe
excess defieft procedures already
in the Maastricht TYeaty.
“There is now a strong will to

impferoent the pact,” said German
Finance Minister Theo Waigel
after the meeting-

:
"

The “Stability Fact” is Waigd’s
brainchild.

These was a- strong sense of
relief from commission and
German nffirdate at how foe deal
was quietly forged while most

attention was focused on the row
over a new exchange rale media-

man between the Euro and other

European countries sot in foe sin-

gle currency - something Britain

objected to strongly.

Waigel was delighted ail 15 EU
members expressed support for

foe goals of foe pad, especially as

many had been against xt.

“I am very satisfied and posi-

tively surprised,” Waigel said. “It

will ensure that there is fiscal sta-

bility not only as we approach
EMU but after it has started.”

He first proposed a pact last

year; arguing foe Maastricht

Treaty wording was not strong

enough to ensure countries who
joined foe single currency kept

their budget deficits under control

in foe tong-term-

He also said fines against

offenders should be 025 percent

of gross domestic product (GDP)
for every percentage point that a
country’s budget deficit strays

over 3% of GDP.
Other EU members originally

welcomed the principle of foe

pact, but many then balked at foe

idea of sanctions being automatic

and of the size Waigel wanted.

Tbe waning of enthusiasm was
such that until this weekend’s
meeting of finance ministers and
central bank governors, only

France and the Netherlands were
expressing any support at all.

The issue had recently started to

look as if it could develop into

another major European dispute,

with many feeling that was
Germany throwing its weight
around again.

Waigel, of course, -was playing

as much to a domestic audience as
an international one.

He knows only too well that a
majority of Germans are strongly

opposed to giving up their

beloved marie if the new currency

is not rock solid.

But, aware offoe growing oppo-

sition to the pact abroad, German
officials hinted last week they

may be prepared to compromise
on what was meant by ‘'automat-

ic” sanctions.

Waigel said after foe meeting the

commission’s proposal to speed

up the procedures in foe treaty for

dealing with excess deficits amid
well give foe process a “quasi-

automaticity”.

For his part. Economic Affairs
Commissioner Yves-Thibault de
Silgny promised to have a con-
crete plan ready by the next
informal Ecofin in September
with a view to daring a deal on
foe stability pact at the EU sum-
mit in December.
The compromise enabled other

EU members to support foe pact
and should allow Waigel to tell

Germans he won a pledge of
financial discipline not only from
those expecting to be in the first

wave of single currency entrants

but also from the others.

British businessmen in Saudi Arabia
anxious over dissident issue

DUBAI(Rfeuter) — Britain’s business com-
munity in Saudi Arabia is anxious that con-
troversy over a Saudi dissident in London
and a British television program on human
rights in foe GulfArab kingdom amid harm
their Interests.

But diplomats and businessmen say there are

no Tirnnerijate signs that Britain’s lucrative
’ Hnrinew relations with the world’s biggest oft

producer rod exporter would suffer ifLondou
granted asylum to Saudi dissident Mohammad
Masari.

.

Them is anxiety aiming the British hnsiness

community,
* «ie businessman said. There are

about30,000 Britonsm Saudi Arabia.
• “A ""mb"- of people feef that an issue Eke
Masariand mace immediately the BBC
Panorama program are likely to be unhelpful

and might spiff into business, whether in foe

short term or long term is gtill ngt-ctear,”
anofoersaid.

The British Broadcasting Corporation’s

Panorama earlier tins month showed prepara-

tions for a beheading in Saudi Arabia, where

Islamic sharia law is applied, and interviewed

expatriates who alleged human rights abases
apmrtHiwn „

'Many feel that the program does not reflect

what they see in Saudi. They feel that broad-

casting it is bad for business, but it is hard to

assess how bad,” one Western diplomat said.

The program led the Rome-based Orbit
rnmmiinifatiniK, owned by a group chaired

by a cousin of Saudi King Fahd, to cancel a

contract to transmit the BBC’s Arabic televi-

sion service to the Middle East.

Newspapers in the Gulf said foe 10-year con-

tract, signed in 1994, was worth SlOOm.
The Brithh businessmen said they were hop-

ing that cnmmwite on Panorama by foe Saudi
ambassador in London, GbaziAlgosubi-who
said Britain would lose lucrative deals in Saadi

Arabia unless Masari was deported - would
not become a reality.

Masari was ordered in January to leave Britain

for tiie Caribbean island of Dominica. British

gwemment nmUStCB admitted they named foe

order to protect military sales to Saudi.

Bin in March, Masari won a first appeal
against deportation after an independent
appeals judge said his life coukl be in danger

in Dominica.
“Saudi Arabia will not punish Britain if

Masari stays in London, but will show its dis-

appointment,” i

“The worry is not
diplomat s»id

,

t fix trade or existing con-

tracts, but the general feeling is (hat if Masari
stays in Britain, British businesses might not
be favored in future contracts, at least fix foe

short term,” one British executive said.

Britain is competing with the US and France
for Saudi plans to buy up to 200 main battle

tank*. Diplomats and industry sources say
Sandi Arabia, even before the Masari issue,

seemed inclined to buy the tanks from foe

other competitors.

Britain has 114joint ventures in SaadiArabia,
with a total capital of 3.4 billion riyals

($906tn.), 1994 figures show.
Many diplomats and residents say the Saudi
government does not see Masari, who was
jailed for several mouths in Sandi Arabia, as a
threat to the stability of the country, where
Saudi officials say he does not have a wide foT
lowing.

"They see him as a nuisance, not a threat to

the existing order.

“At the same Hma they don’t want to see him
staying in London and carrying on with his

campaign against foe royal family in Saudi,”

one diplomat said.

British exports to Saudi Arabia in 1995
totaled £1.64b., while imparts were £72&8ol,
according to British embassy figures.

Multi-sided trading Two-sided trading

Commercial TMC1 I7WO oa

Romania to

keep forex

trade curbs
SOFIA (Reuter) - Romania sard

yesterday it had no munediate ptas

to lift controversial curbs on banks

foreign exchange trading that nave

recently cast a shadow over ns

image as a market reformer.

“ITkia TMtrirtirmS will I

age as a manen iBwum.*- .

{The restrictions will remain)
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Soaring money
supply sends

shares lower
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

FELICE B1ARANZ

18&84
-097%

197.98
•098%

TVro-SWed Index Maof Index

SHARES dropped yesterday as

fester-than-expocted money sup-
ply growth fueled concern about
accelerating inflation and the
prospect that the central bank
might raise interest rates.

The country’s Ml money sup-
ply rose a higher-than-expected

3.8 percent in March from
February, the Bank of Israel said.

The government will report the

March Consumer Price Index

today, with estimates showing an
aimnat rate faster than the govern-
ment target

“One doesn’t need any more
explanations; everything is nega-
tive,” said Eli Nahum, head of
research at Zannex Securities in

Tel Aviv.

“You have to analyze fo»s as a
bear market Good news causes

do positive changes - the market
ignores it - while bad news
increases pessimism.”

Operation Grapes ofWrath adds
another issue investors must
assess as they decide whether to

pul their money into Israeli equi-

ties, Nahum said.

“They ask ‘How far will it go?*

Nahum said, adding that “from a

stock market point of view, it adds
nothing good,” even if “foe bot-

tom line is positive.”

The MaofIndex declined 0.98%
to 197.98, while foe Two-Sided
Index eased 0.97% to 18&84.
The most active share on foe

exchange was IDB Holdings,

down25% as NIS 4.09 million of
shares traded.

The company is the investment

arm of foe Recanati family here;

an investment group including an
IDB affjtfeite raised its stake in

Sdtex Corp. to 24.33%, a US
Securities and Exchange
Commission statement filed

Friday said.

Close behind was Teva

Pharmaceuticals, unchanged as

NIS 4.08m. of shares changed
harete-

Pharmacia & Upjohn Inc. said it

filed a lawsuit, trying to force the

US Food and Drug
Administration to postpone
approving generic competition for

its non-prescription version of foe
baldness treatment Rogaine.
Teva and Alphanna Inc. were

cleared by the agency to sell the

generic vetsion.

Across foe Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange, NIS 70.7m. of shares

traded, 9% greater than foe aver-

age NIS 64.9m. this mouth. About
31H issues fell for every one ttiat

rose.

The Central Bank last changed
rates on February 1, when It

raised the rate at which it lends to

banks 03% to 14%.
Consumer prices in January and

February both rose 0.9%, indicat-

ing an annual rate that exceeds

both 1995’s 8.1% inflation and
this year’s 'government target of

8%-10%.
March’s Consumer Price Index

increase, due to be announced
today, has been forecast at 1.1%-

13%. (Bloomberg)

Indian markets rise

ahead of elections
BOMBAY (Reuter) - Investors

are pouring money into Indian

stocks on the eve of national elec-

tions as confidence builds that

economic reforms will survive tire

polls, analysts said yesterday.

The Bombay Stock Exchange’s

benchmark index has surged more
than five percent this month and

rose 0.67% on Friday to dose at

3,48751 points.

Money and foreign exchange

markets also appear unperturbed

before the elections, which start

on April 27, because major shifts

in economic policy after the polls

seemed unlikely, bankers said.

“Across tire political spectrum,

there’s agreement on the reforms

and in no way wiU they be
reversed,” said a senior strategist

with a foreign investment firm.

Analysts said tire liberalization

policies which Prime Minister

P.V. Narasimha Rao launched

after his Congress party won
power in 1991 bad been embraced

by states ruled by opposition par-

ties.

“That several non-Congress-

rnled states have actually outper-

formed the central government in

pursuing reforms over the past

year supports our view of broad

consensus among major parties

over the need for reforms,"

Crosby Secmfties said in a recent

review of tire Indian economy.

Karnataka state, run by foe

socialist Janata Dal party, and

Gujarat state, governed by the

Hindu nationalist Bharatiya

Janata Party (BJP), have actively

sought foreign investment.

The markets expect Congress or

the BJP to form a coalition with

neither party winning an absolute

majority in the 545-seat lower

house (Lok Sabha).

"The market will welcome a

Congress or a BJP government-

perceiving both to be pro-liberal-

ization,” Gosby said.

“Only in the event of neither of

tire major parties being able to

cobble together a workable coali-

tion, foe probability of which is

small, can foe bourse be de-

rated,” it said.

The BJP has said it would stow

down economic reforms, paying

particular attention to imports of

consumer goods.

But its manifesto supports liber-

alization.

With tire outcome of elections

discounted, the markets have been

driven largely by foreign fends,

which see Indian stocks among
the best value in emerging mar-

kets.

"The valuations are extremely

attractive and the elections

haven’t dimmed that perception,’

the foreignthe strategist with
investment firm said.

Voting in the world’s most pop-

ulous democracy begins on April

27 and wiU be held over six days

ending on May 30.

Counting of ballots in all but six

constituencies begins on May 8

and a clear picture should emerge

by May 10.

Girish Desai, research head at

broking firm Prabhudas UDadher,
said foreign institutional investors

(Fils) were selecting blue chips

and chances of a rally were “very

bright”.

Analysts expect Fils to pump in

S4b. in 1996, with Sib. already

invested in foe first three months

of the year.

Domestic funds and retail

investors have had to hold back

purchases, because they have yet

to recover from a liquidity crunch

that squeezed bank credit and

pushed interest rates up.

The chief foreign exchange deal-

er at a foreign bank predicted the

rupee would remain stable at

about 3450 to the dollar, with the

central bank willing to intervene

to defend the 34-rupee level.

•There’s been no panic or urgency

to cover positions,’’ he said.

Taiwan forex

reserves fall in March
TAIPEI (Reuter) - Taiwan’s foreign

exchange reserves, hurt by Beijing's

recent military exercises, fell to

below US$90 billion at foe end of

March, the official Central News
Agency said yesterday.

The agency quoted a central bank
official as saying that foe bank

intervened heavily to support foe

Taiwan dollar in March as Beijing

held war games and missile tests

in the Taiwan Strait in the run-up

to Taiwan’s March 23 presidential

election.

The menacing war games trig-

gered waves of US dollar buying

and the central bank sold about

US$5 billion in the foreign

exchange market to keep foe

Taiwan dollar rate at around

TS275 to the dollar, it said.

The central bank has said the

island’s foreign exchange reserves

rose to above $90b. at the end of

February from $89560b. at the

end ofJanuary.

The bank would officially

announce foe end-February

reserves on April 15 and foe

March figure on May 15.

Taiwan’s foreign reserves have

been felling after hitting a record

high of US$l00.412b. at the end

of June last year.

Tensions have abated after foe

election and foe Thiwan dollar

started rising as people actively

sold the American currency to

invest in the bull stock market

On Saturday, the Taiwan dollar

closed at TS27-162 against the US
dollar.
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Bulls win
69th
game

CLEVELAND (AF) - The
Chicago BoDs reached the

threshold ofNBA history yester-

day. tying the league record of
69 victories in a season as they

beat the Cleveland Cavaliers 98-

72 behind Michael Jordan’s 32
points and 12 rebounds.

The Bolls matched the record

set in 1971-72 by the Los
Angeles Lakers of Wilt
Chamberlain and Jerry West.

Chicago can surpass it - and
become the first NBA team ever

to reach 70 wins - tomorrow
night at Milwaukee.
The game actually meant

more in the standings to

Cleveland, which dropped a fell

game behind New York in a
four-way race that includes

Atlanta and Detroit for the

fourth playoff seed in the East.

Chicago swept the four games
of the season series with

Cleveland by an average of
22.25 poults per game.
The Bolls settled this one early,

taking control late in the first

quarter when Jordan capped a
7-0 flurry with a 3-point shot

that made it 21-13. The Cavs set

the slow pace that they prefer,

but they missed 12 of their first

18 shots and never recovered.

Ron Harper scored 15 and
Scottie Pippen 13 for Chicago.
Terrell Brandon led the Cavs
with 21 points, and Chris Mills

had 16.

Jordan scored Chicago’s final

five points of the first half on a
3-pointer and a fast-break
layup, potting the Bulls np 46-

35, and they were never seri-

ously threatened in the second
half.

A basket by Pippen gave them
their biggest lead at 77-49 early

in the fourth quarter.

YESTERDAY’S RESULTS:
Charlotte 94, Philadelphia 78
Washington 110, Toronto 97

Chicago 98, Cleveland 72

Atlanta 99, New Jersey 90

Portland at Vancouver

Denver at Minnesota

Phoenix at LA. Lakers

Orlando at Milwaukee

Boston at Detroit

LA Clippers at Sacramento

Utah at Golden State

SATURDAY'S RESULTS:
Miami 103. New York95
San Antonio 84, Seattle 81

Houston 112, Dallas 111

Indiana 91, Detroit 86

LA Clippers 91. UUh81 ...

Galil makes Final Four
Jerusalem avoids relegation, Ramat Gan drops

A LAST-SECOND prayer by Gur
Shelef was answered as Hapoel

Galil Elyon made the playoffs

with less than a second to spare.

Maccabi Ramat Gan’s late-season

surge wasn’t enough to stave off

relegation after 28 years in the

First Division while Maccabi
Jerusalem blew by Bnei Herzliya,

guaranteeing their participation in

the league for at least another sea-

son.
Id other action last night,

Hapoel EDat rode a buzzer-beater

into the lower playoffs, while

Maccabi Rishon and Maccabi Tel

Aviv defeated Hapoel Jerusalem

and Hapoel Holon respectively.

Hap. GaBI 90, Hap. Safed 89
last night the north was the venue

of the league's most exciting finish of

the season, as Shelef nailed a three-

pointer at the buzzer propelling the

northerners into the Final Four. A loss

would have relegated David Blatt's

dub to the lower-playoffs.

Just 14 seconds earlier, all appeared

to be lost for Galil when Melvin

Neubern hit a trey, providing Safed

with an 88-85 lead. Two seconds later,

Safed ’s Yaniv Weitzman committed a

very alert foul on Galil 's Aion Stein

sending the youngster to the charity

stripe and eliminating the option of

the three-point play.

The 18-year-old calmly sank the

two free throws dosing the gap to one

at 88-87. Gil Seta, who was outstand-

ing all game for the Galil, was forced

to foul Neubern to slop the clock with

just seconds remaining. Neubern only

connected on one of the two though,

enabling Shelef to come through with

his last-second heroics.

The victory was sweet for Blair,

who will probably win the coach of

the year award. Blatt's game-plan was

to stifle Neubern at all costs, a strate-

gy that paid immediate dividends as

Galil jumped out to a 26-19 lead.

Safed was able to come back, thank*

in large pan to the veteran leadership

of Erez Hazan and the foul troubles of

their opponent

ELI GRONER

GalQ were hampered by foul prob-

lems all night and Blatt even reverted

from his aggressive man-to-man, to an

unorthodox zone defense in the sec-

ond half jn an effort to offset the prob-

lem.

In the last few minutes, with the

Galil dinging to a 78-76 lead, Blatt

went back to the defense that brought

his band of overachievers to the

opportunity they were feeing.

High scorers for Galil were Andrew

Kennedy with 33 and Sela with 21.

Hazan led Safed with 22.

Hap. Eflat 69, Hap.TA.68
In the league's second most excit-

ing finish of the season, Guy Kantor

launched a last-second heave from

behind halfcowl that found the bot-

tom of the net .to send the southerners

into the lower playoffs.

Kantor’s incredible shot came three

seconds after Nanad Marlrovitz hit a

fantastic three-pointer of his own,

from the baseline comer, in what

appeared to be the game-winning shot

for Tel Aviv.

The Tel Aviv players began their

premature celebration by embracing

and slapping hands, instead of enforc-

ing any semblance of defensive pres-

sure on the inbounds pass. The mental

lapse cost Tel Aviv a spot in the lower-

playoffs.

J_J. Eubanks and Willy Simms
scored 17 and 15 respectively for

EilaL Markovitz had 19 for Tel Aviv.

Mac. J-M 95, Herztiya 76

The marquee matchup of the

evening didn't live up to its billing as

the Jerusalemites crashed the inert

Herzliyan squad.

The inside-outside combination of

Joe Dawson and Avner Saban (four

three-pointers) did most of the work in

the first half as Jerusalem entered the

halftime intermission with a 44-40

advantage. Maccabi charged out of

the locker-room like gangbusters,

playing its best half of the season as

the team reeled off a 29-10 run en

route to the blowout.

The second halfsaw the emergence
of Adonis Jordan and Uri Cohcn-
Mintz for the capital-city dub as well,

asthey poured indutch baskets when-
ever it seemed IOre Herzfiya’s Amir
Katz or David Thirdkill would lead a

comeback effort.

Dawson had 26 points while Jordan

bad 23. Katz had 28 for Hetzliya.

Rishou 94, Hap. Jerusalem 88
With Jerusalem firmly ensconced in

second place, Rishon cruised to victo-

ry in a game that wasn’t as close as the

save indicated The victory wasn’t
enough for Risbon as Galil’s victory

prevented them from securing a play-

off spot Brian Oliver led the way with

31 points.
*

Mac RG 8L Hap. Grot 65
Ramat Gan continued its improved

play, that coincided with the arrival of

Robert Rose, by rolling over Gvat.

However, it wasn't enough to stave

off relegation as both teams participat-

ed in their last games in the upper

division for at least a season.

Mac TA 94, Hap. Holon 76
Several US college basketball pro-

grams had representatives in the

stands in Holon last night to see Tel

Aviv's Oded Katash in action. They
were not disappointed as Katash dis-

played a terrific all-around perfor-

mance in an otherwise meaningless

game. Motti Daniel was the leading

point-scorer with 25, while Derrick

Hamilton tallied 24 for Holon.

National Basketball League

Rnal Standings

W L Pis.

Maccabi TO Avfv 21 1 43

Hapoel Jerusalem 17 S 39

Hapoel Gafil Elyon 13 9 35

Bnei Herztiya 13 9 35
Maccabi Rishon 13 9 35

Hapoel Holon ID 12 32
Hapoel Tel Aviv 9 13 31

Hapoel Safed 9 13 31

Hapoel Sat 9 13 31

Maccabi Jerusalem 8 14 30
Maccabi Ramat Gan 8 14 30

Hapoel Gvat 2 20 24

Devils fail to make playoffs
EAST RUTHERFORD, New
Jersey (AP) - The New Jersey

Devils became the first team in 26
years to foil to make the playoffs

the year after winning the Stanley

Cup when they lost 5-2 Saturday

to the Ottawa Senators, the NHLs
worst team.

The loss by the Devils assured
the Tampa Bay Lightning of its

first playoff berth in then four-

year history.

“It’s kind of an empty feeling,"

goalie Martin Brodeur said. “It

was really hard to explain when
we won it, and now it's really hard

to explain when we're not in it.

It's a feeling that’s not fun for

anyone."
The top to bottom trip for the

Stanley Cup champions was the
sixth in NHL history andfee. first

since the 1969-70 Montreal
Canadiens, a team which included

current Devils coach Jacques
Lemaire.

SATURDAY’S RESULTS:
Ottawa 5, New Jersey 2

Hartford 2, Boston 0
N.Y. Islanders 5, Montreal 5

Buffalo 3, Washington 2
Toronto 6, Edmonton 3.

Vancouver 5, Calgary 0

GOAL ORIENTED - Newscastle’s Les Ferdinand (I)

terday’s match.
with Villa's Ian Taylor during yes-

(Rcww)

Newcastle rekir

title hopes
LONDON (Reuter) - Newcastle
United rekindled its chances of
becoming English soccer champi-
ons for the first time in 69 years
when a Les Ferdinand header
gave it a 1-0 home win over Aston
Villa yesterday.

Newcastle moved to within

three points of leaders Manchester
United with a game in hand in a
nerve-jangling title race thrown
wide open following its hard-
fought victory over Villa and
Manchester United’s shock 3-1

defeat at Southampton on
Saturday.

The winning goal came after 64
minutes when Peter Beardsley’s

accurate cross from the rightwas
powerfully headed home from
close range by Ferdinand who met
the ball before Villa goalkeeper
Mark Bosmch could reach it

It was Ferdinand’s 28th goal of .

the season and took Newcastle to

70 points - three behind Alex
Ferguson’s team, Manchester
United has a goal difference of
plus-29 compared to Newcastle’s

plus-28.

Both teams are back in action on
Wednesday when Manchester is at

home to Leeds and Nevwsstie is.

at home to Southampton/ • •

After that Manetegter United

faces Nottingham Forest at home
mi April 28 and hfiddtesbrongh
away on. May 5.

Newcastle goes to' Leeds on
April 29, faces NottinghamFoiest
at home on May 2 and then finish-

es with a home match' agiinat

Tottenham on May 5.
' .

'

Newcastle, which ted fee table

by 12 points in January, fell six

points behind Manchester United
this week after winning only
twice in its previous eight match-
es and losing to . Manchester
United, Liverpool and Blackhnrn.

Newcastle manager- Kevin
Keegan said afterwards: “Wfctfid-

'

n't play particularly weU fto ns
and Aston Villa dominated us &r
a period which hasn't . happened
too often tins season. .

"But we defended a lot better

and to win championships fcs sot
all about flair, and great

you have got to win when you
haven’t played so welL ft pots us
three points behind wife a gamein
hand - the book is stiQ bemg writ-

ten ontfris championship:”

Villa controlled fee opening
period as Keegan’s men straggled

.

to cope with Tbmmy Johnson
dropping' off infti,- Space or fee

••patient probiHg-€^ Mark Drapet;—
while Gary Chariest excursions

down the Vifla right exposed fee

home side’s defensive frailties.

Villa could have led at the interval

but Johnson lobbed poorly over

-when, he had more time than he

realized and Ctewfas also wasted a

good chance after 18 minutes.

YESTERDAY’S RESULTS: Trader
Lmgats Newcastle -1, Aston Vffl* O.

Dirham Ore Chariton 0, Derby fr,

Ipswich 2, Norwich 1. Scottish

Pmafcn HIbetalsi I, Celtic 2.
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CLASSIFIEDS

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS • Ail rates
include VAT
Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.1C 10 words {minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 15.21.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 wools
{minimum}.each additional word - NIS
23.40.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions] - NIS 315.90
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word -NIS 31 .58.

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 (or 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643.50
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 64.35.

Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before pubfleation; for Friday and Sunday:
6 pjn. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa weekdays; 12
noon, 2 days before publication; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday In HaHa.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals * Bed and breakfast P.O.Box
4233, Jerusalem 91044. TeL 02-611745,
Fax: 02-618541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

ABU TOR, 3 like 4, + terrace, $1000.
Keys at De Prom, Tel. 02-683314; 052-
601680.

HOUDAY RENTALS
PLEASANT HOUDAY APARTMENTS
for rent in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, best lo-

cattort Tel. 03-9662070,03-9680512.

RENTALS
TALPIOT, (EFRATA). 2. new, solar
heeler, double glazing, quiet, $550. Tel.

02-732975.

NETAI HA’AHBEL, 4 rooms, 2nd floor,

double baths, 2 balconies, quiet area. TeL
02-251-172.

RAMOT (MOROANTHAU), 4 rooms,
private entrance, balcony, unfurnished,
long-term. S80O. Tel. 02-661985.

REHAVIA, 5 ROOMS, 3rd floor, fur-
nished/unfumished, magnificent view, 5

parches, quiet, long-term. Tel. 02-664-
167.

SALES

REHAVIA: LOW FLOOR, balconies,
quiet, fully renovated, $400,000, no
agents. TeL 02-610437.

REHAVIA, BEAUTIFUL RENOVAT-
ED. 6 room apartment on ground floor,

$800,000. 02-634116 NS.

ARNONA. BEGINNING CONSTRUC-
T10N of high quality apartments, 6, 4 + 2
rooms. Tel. 02-333-608, 052-534-240.

FIVE SPACIOUS ROOMS, quiet, cen-

tral (Shai Agnon)., Luxurious building,

elevator. TeL 02-619656.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central.

20 sqm basement, garden, underwound
parking, Immediate. ISRABUIUD’ Tei 02-

866571

GERMAN COLONY. 3, quiet, cen-
traLnew building, parking, balconies. IM-
MEDIATE- ’ISRABUILCT Tel 02-666571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, tlth floor, view of Knesset, stor-

age, parking, $465,000.- ISRABUILD-.Tei.

HAR NOF APARTMENTS, 4 - 6+
rooms, view, garden, balconies, T.O.P.
Agency. Tel. 02-234215

RAMOT - TRAGER, 4 t\2, 113 M. +
storage, great view. Tel. 02-668632 (NS).

YEFE NOF, QUIET. 3 + storeroom,
view, privacy. Ageml (No agents!). Tel. 08-
936-1418.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

FOR SALEIRENT - IN JAFFA! Spacious
Arab-styte house with view of sea and Old
City. 400 m. buflt. KAV-HAYAM, Tel. 03-

RENTALS

BEN YEHUDA, 1-ROOM apt (studio),

long/short-term, + 2-room apt + com-
pletely furnished. TeL 062-683063, NS.

SEA AND SUN, 5 quiet seaview; NEVE-
AVMM, 4, spacious, furnished. "Yael Re-
altor* (Maktan), Tel 03-6426253.

SALES
RAMAT AVIV GIHMEL, 5 * balcony
lacing Park/Kikar Medina. 4 + terrace.
YAEL REALTOR (Maldan) Tel. 03-642-
6253.

CENTRAL TEL AVTV, 3 + hall, + eteva-
tor, + central heating, 3 directions, Tel. 03-
6294181, 052-754930.

EXCLUSIVE - SHALOM ALECHEmTi 3,
huge, Bauhaus-styte buikfing. $300,000.
Kav Hayam. Tel. 03-5239988.

EXCLUSIVE!! QUIET NORTH Of Tel
Avivll Penthouse, 200 sq.m, on a level +
46 sq.m. on roof + au pair unit + pool.

$1 ,650,000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-

EXCLUSIVE] I ZAHALAI I 1,000 sq.m,
plot 160 sq.m, built $1,200,000. KAV-
HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-9988.

HOUSE OF SH.Y. AGNON in Neve Tze-
dek for immediate sale. To). 03-5104005.

NORTH TEL AVIV, 4 room apartment,
big living room, renovated, $410,000.
Qrsch’.Tel. 03-5444331.

ON KING DAVID. PENTHOUSE
APARTMENT, 4 rooms, access to garden,
8th floor, with elevator and parking. Tel.

03-6955515.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

RENTALS

HERZLIYA PfTUAH. FURNISHED
house, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, garden.

$2,000- ntarn Real Estate. QS-58S611.

SALES

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS
house, pool, breathtaking view to sea. Tel.

09-540994, 050-231725.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS vil-

la facing the sea, 500sq.m. built on 700
sq.m. plot. Iltam Real Estate. Tei. 09-sq.m. p
589611.

CAESAREA1 LUXURIOUS HOUSEI
View to sea! + pool + air-conditioning + va-
cuum system. Tel. 06-363261; 050-
231725.

CAESAREA, NEW HOUSE, 300 m.
built * 550 m. property, comer lot beauti-

ful, pool, covered parking, near golf
course. Ready 7\96. Tel. 06-343777.

HERZLIYA PITUAH AND KFAR
SHMARYAHU, selection of exclusive,
beautiful villas for sate/rental. NURIT RE-
ALTY. TeL 09-556570.

HERZLIYA PITUAH. NEW house, quiet
street, 4 bedrooms, basement. ILTAM
REAL ESTATE Tel. 09-589-611.

NETANYA, PARDES HAGDUD, exclu-
sive neighborhood, amazing villa!

$750,000. Must seel REGEV INVEST-
MENTS. TO. 09-826628, 050-267-875.

RA'ANANA. BARGAIN! AVAILABLE
immediately, 6 rooms, roof top apt.
$269,000. Tel. 03-642-2577.

SERVICES
Jerusalem

COMPUTER
INTERNET - COMPLETE computer
set-up and training. 200 N.I.S. TO. 02-631-
022, 02-565-902.

SERVICES
Td Avfv

HEALTH
FOR HEALTHY BODY & a happy mind,
have a professional massage or shiaisu.
Tel. 03-5602320.

SERVICES
Haifa and North

COURSES
~

WEEKLY PRACTICUM, CLASSICAL
Homeopathic prescribing. 6 weeks, from
Thursday, April 18. Tel. 04-8306666,
#62334.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP

HOUSEKEEPER, MORNINGS DAI-
LY, Jerusalem Center lor two adults.
Good salary. TeL 02-61 0313.

IMMEDIATELY! LIVE-IN HOUSE-
KEEPER for household + girt, excellent

conditions, references. 02-343388.

MAUHA, AU PAIRtHOUSEKEEPER
chfldren in tin afternoon, references, to.

02-442717. 02-610610.

SALES PERSONNEL

SEEKING SERIOUS PEOPLE for In-

teresting and lucrative work in reel estate

related positions. Car neoassary. Sharon,

Tel. 02-249249.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest famines, best conditions, the
agency with a heart tar the Au Pairs. CaU
HTlmaTeL 03-9659937.

FORGET THE RESTII We are the
best'! The biggest and oldest agency In

Israel. For the highest quality flve-in jobs

phone Au Pair International 03-6190423.

HOUSEKEEPER FOR PRIVATE
home, organized, permanent work,
monthly salary, Uve-ouL TeL 03-6189940

NEEDED - NICE Filipina/Thalland girl

Rve-intfve out, 6 days in TO Aviv. TO. 03-

5232486.

OFFICE STAFF
FRENCH, GREEK AND Swedish
speakers needed! High salary! Call Mft-
haal 01 03-575-8255!

INSURANCE COMPANY SEEKS Eng-
lish secretary, preferred with knowledge
of E1NSTEIN/ALEPH-8ET 6.2. Tel. 03-
580-9381.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Dan Regton

HOUSEHOLD HELP
SEEKING PLEASANT AU PAIR, $700
+ board and lodging, permanent position.
Tel. 03-5242085

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP

F1UPINA NEEDED FOR cleaning, llve-
• ln. TO. 09-59&45.

LIVE-IN HELP, GOOD conditions, ex-
cellent pay, separate living unit, TeL 09-
546682.

LOOKING FOR A pleasant Ffflpfeia (R,
live out, 5 1/2 daysAveek, 8 hours, TO. OS-
562334.

SITUATIONS WANTED
General

MED1CALVNURS1NG

CARETAKERS AND NURSES tom inefia

available Immediately-. TeL 03-8730631.

PURCHASE/SALES
Tel Aviv

SALES

WASHER AND DRIER, both new. 10
kflos, TeL 03-6812875.

PERSONALS
General

PERSONAL

NICE, SENSITIVE LADY, 50's, inter-

ested In meeting nice educated man for

serious and lastng relationship. Letter +
photo to: Vera, P.03. 6315, Jerusalem
81062.

VEHICLES

UNRESTRICTED

VOLVO, 850, 1994, 2000 cubic cen-
timeter, 70.000 ton.

,
book value. TeL 050-

258433 (NS).

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

AHIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:

m grey again
LONDON (Ratter) - Manchester United manager Alex Ferguson
strongly hinted yesterday flat his team would newer again play in their

grey away strip which they replaced at half-time m their 3-1 defeat at

SouthainittmiOT.Salnnii^:

Ferguson told BBC Radio Free Live; “Tbe ptayeis- don't like the

grey strip, it is -a simple as foaL
.

“I think they find: it difficult to pick each. otter outJWe had to

change the strip.”

Saturday’s match was the fifth time United had worn fee stop - and

fee fifth time they bad failed to win in it"‘

.

Coming off 3-Q down at ha&tinuv they wore their blnc-and-white

away , kit in fee second half but their tide hopes still took a knock as

they crashed to a'feock 3-1 'defeat

But if the cdub do dnmp the shirtsr it weald anger thousands of their

supporter. ‘
. •••..

SPOUTS BHIEFS

American Fete SmnpiasjiinipedJxmk to namberone in the world
thanks to a hard-^oqdl6-4, 3-6, 6-4 victory over defending
champion Michael nhang ia the of the Hong Kong Open
yesteriay. '

r -

Sampras trailed Austrian Hamas Master in the worid rankings by
jast 72p6intsattfae^artpftheweek. Reuter

National^golf team to play In Morocco
The national golfteam has been invited to participate in the 27th
Hassan H InternationalAmateurGolf Championships in Rabat
Morocco.
The competition, which begins on April 17, marks the first time

that an Israeli golf delegatkm has betel invitedfa an Arab land. The
detection will be led by Ell Gruber andcaptained by Neil Shochat
Other members indnde Itemar Cohen, Docon Rnttert and Tartar
Ren*fa

V. PostSports Staff

Mlllerout with fracture

^v

Paceis
'
top will be out at least two !

weeks after iractarini* the hnw snrmmufi«« i,:. - lwu
i

PACKING & SHIPPING BY
undenm siuverv on ku riofat

That coujd cause him toimss some action in the nfavofife-ww**
begin ina httle lessftian two weeks.

piayons, which

• p«»is spokesman Tim &rans sald yesterday feat MHIer would

VtocenrsHo^Htal m Indianapolis. Miller suffered a
after cofliainir with £ “ncussion

VAYER GROUP LTD.
SCOREBOARD

ISRAEL'S FINEST SINCE 1946
• Personal effects • Fine Arts/Antiques

• Electronic equipment • Automobiles

• Customs Clearance • Storage

• Door to Door Service - Insured - Worldwide

48t ftamaco^CSdcagoZaOhSanlli^tAlltertrlT^?^.^ Sa

Tel Aviv: 03-6810273/5. 6333335. 6829933
Vayer - Los Angeles: 1 (818)771 1111

- ^ vtorida l.
AUSTRALIANRDJJB FOOTBALL-
Aastrrfitt Fbo&aB Lragn^ ***** ^third-ro ,.
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CRITICS CHOICE

TheOscar-winning Dntchfifrn ‘Antonia’s Line’ Is a multi-generationa! feminist epic.

DANCE
Michael Ajzenstadt

THE Kibbutz Contemporary Dance Company pre-
sents Rajm Be’er’s Aide Memoire, which fk-^ic with
our society's memories of the Holocaust from the
perspective of an Israeli whose family survived. At
1 pm. tomorrow at the Suzanne Delial Center in
ia Aviv in a special performance for Holocaust
Martyrs’ and Heroes’ Remembrance Day. It is also
being performed at 8:30 Thursday in Pardess

,

Hanna ,

film

Adena Hoffman

ANTONIA’S LINE—An odd blend of the
political and the pastoral, the feminist and the
Christian. Dutch director Marleen Garris’s movie
unfolds as a kind of mini-epic. Without warning, a
-small story of one strong single mother and the
eccentric peasants she nourishes gives way to a
multi-generational fable about a whole loving com-
munity and the female life force that binds them.
The tough heroine and whimsical, magical-realist

tone of the film will no doubt appeal to many view-
ers, as they appealed to the members of the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences who
named it the year's best foreign film. Others may
find Antonia's Line a touch cloying add smog. As
the movie goes on, die title character axne^toseem
less and less like a real and admirable person and

more and more tike die figment of feministlonging.

'

(Dutch dialogue, Hebrew and English subtitles.

Parental guidance suggested.)

* GET SHORTY -Though the pretzel twists

and corkscrew turns of Elmore Leonard’s pulp
novel plot are baffling in movie form, Barry
Sonneufeld’spicture is stillakick. Partcrime caper,
part Hollywood satire, the movie has a bright

comic-book look that blends oddly but well with its

black sense of humor: And for all its narrative con-
volution, the film can actually be reduced to a neat

one-liner about a smooth Miami loan shark named
Chili Palmer (John Travolta) who comes to Los
Angeles to collect on a debt and winds up produc-
ing movies. The joke, of course, is that Chili, a

- crook, is more honest and business-savvy than any
of the self-absorbed, bumbling “professionals”
around him. Also with Gene Hackman, Rene Russo
and Danny DeVito. (English dialogue, Hebrew sub-

titles. Children under 17 not admitted without an
adult.)-* LEAVING LAS VEGAS - His skin sallow,

jaw slack, basset-hound eyes pleading, Nicolas
Cagegives an enormous, excruciating performance
in Mike Figgis's film, and one that’s all the remark-
able for itsanguished attempts at humor. Until now.
Cage has always played the clown - flexing his

furry eyebrows and jutting his soft chin to broad
comic effect Amazingly enough, he does the same
thing here, as an alcoholic Hollywood screenwriter

who loses his job, burns his belongings and drives

to Nevada where he intends to drink himself to

death. Adapted by Figgis from an autobiographical

novel by the late John O’Brien, the movie is at once
harsh and tender, repellent and engrossing. And
almost impossible to enjoy. Indeed, at times
Leaving Las Vegas seems very much the brainchild

of its aggressively sloshed anti-hero, tom between
wanting the audience’s affections and shoving us

rudely away. (English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles.

Children under 17 not admitted without an adult)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS 25

1 With which bandsman
may make a hit (9)

9 Decline to be sent to prison
• (2,4)

10 Her dancing puts herup on.

points (9)

11 Yam of partnership foil of

runs (6) .

12 Children’s programme
shows the flag (4,5)

.
13 Bird in terrible danger (6)

17 1 am about to object (3)

19 The precise thing (8,7)

20 Finish part of The Prisoner

ofZenda (3)

21 Piece of music the man
composed (6)

Holding backfro
during break (9)

back from exercise

26 Boythat sings three times
(6)

27 The' French Revolution?
(4,5)..

28 Where you could be putting
the vegetables (6)

-29 Notice risk is a bit of
excitement (9)

DOWN
2 Genuinely see point in

motor-race (6)

3 Plant disease not serious,

we wrongly concluded (6)

4 Artist’s short performance
before royalty (6)

5 One wouldn’t be bothered

eating this (11,4)

6 How quickly the mail
arrives? (9)

7 Loss of nerve of firm about
to draw on reserve (9)

8 Naked girl goes to parly
with navy boy (9)

14 Benefit only available
when people read), forty?

(9)

15 Not liking article Margaret
got ready to wear (3,3,3)

16 Stress ruled nine out (9)

17 Had a cooked tea (3)

18 Angry when barrier is

tipped over (3)

22 Secure a vital commodity
(6)

23 Gift of gold money (6)

24 No blonde would be so

prejudiced (6)

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday** Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Rabbi, 4 Touch, 10

Control, II Spito, 12 Piled. 13

Satanic, 15 Open, 17 Aroma. 19

Earie, 22Hem, 25Advioer,27 Trail,

29 Dense, » Oration. 31 Jetty, 32

DyiflC.

DOWN: 2 Annul. 3 Boredom. 5
Onset,5 Chianti, 7 Scope, S Clime, 9

React, 14 Anew, 18 Pane, IS

Revenue. 20 Emery, 21 Gandy, 23

Error, 24 Blind, 2S Sweat, 28 Alien.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Citizen (8)

7 Iron (5)

8 Daily paper(9)

9 Take a meal (3)

10 Boat (4)

11 Thinner (6)

14 Liberality (6)

17 Cruel and wild (6)

18 Eager (4)

20 Ocean (3)

fffi.Common weed (9)

23 Ship’s goods (5)

24 Binds ofwound (8)

DOWN
1 Memos (5)

2 Communicating
(7)

3 Drunken festivity

(4)

4 Surprised (6)

5 Put offto a later

, date (5)

6 Receptacle for

butts (7)

7 Apparition (7)

12 Boldness (7)

13 Clerical robe (7)

15 Scolding (7)

16 List ofitems (6)

17 Cavalry sword (5)

19 Kind (5)

21 Pay attention to
(4)

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News 6:45 Exercise Hour 7:00
Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Revolutions in Hie modem era
8:50 Science of Nature 9:05 Nature
9:25 Sesame Street 10:00 On
Second Thoughts - Politically

Correct 10:30 Science and
Technology 10:50 English 11:15
General History 11:40 English 12:05
Physical Geography 12:25 Social

Studies 12:50 Quality of the
Environment 13:10 Music 13:30 Silly

Cat 13:40 Our Friends 13:45 Kitty

Cat and Tommy 14:00 Fables of King

Babar 14:25 Mother Goose 15:00
Autoto

CHANNEL 1

15:55 Rex 16:20 On the tip of the
brush 16:50 Zap to Dovde 16:59 A
New Evening 17:34 The Diary of

Anne Frank 18:00 Zap Comics
18:15 News in English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18^0 Sport magazine 19:00 News
in Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19^0 Mabat News 20rt)0 Holocaust
Martyrs' and Heroes' Remembrance
Day Ceremony broadcast live from
Yad Vashem 21:00 Wall of Silence

(1955) - drama taking place 10 days
before the end of World War II when
180 Jews were shot to death near
the Austro-Hungarian border (58
mins.) 22:00 Choice and Fate -
Holocaust survivors look back 23:00
Backtrack with Ehud Manor 23:30
News 00:00 Verse of the Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Talking with Danny Roup
14:00 Edge of the Wilderness -new
adventure series about a group of

delinquents 14:30 Tick Tack 15:00
Sharkey and George (rpt) 15:30
Trick or Treat - drama series 16:00
The Bold and the Beautiful 17:00
News magazine with Rafi Reshef
17:30 A Matter of Time 18:00 Santa
Barbara 19:00 Vengeance - When
Chief Rabbi Yisrael Meir Lau was a
small boy in Poland, he watched the
Germans humiliate his father for his

refusal to shave his beard. The
youngster wanted to avenge his

father and other members of his

family. This documentary deals with

vengeance of a special kind 19:30
News 20:00 Ceremony of remem-
brance for the victims of the
Holocaust 21:00 Anne Frank
Remembered (1995) - Oscar-win-
nfng documentary gives a three-

WHERETO GO
Notices In this feature are chnged at

NIS28.08 per line, Including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
NIS52&65 per Una, including VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Touts
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English, daily

Sun.-Thur., 11 sjtv from Bronfmen
Reception Centra, Sherman
AdmitHanarion Blda Buses 4a. 9, 23, 26.
28. For Info, call 882819.
HADASSAM. Vlsinhe Hadassah installa-

tions, Chagall Windows. TW. 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Mlcha UHman,
Drawings 1994-5 Naw Horizons:
Sculpture; Mtcha Bar-Am - The Last War,
Photographs; Tlranfl Barzilay, 1995;
Miriam Cabessa. PaintingsYaacov
Dorchfli - Blocked Weil; Face to Face;
The Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN RAVAJON FOR CONTEM-
PORARY ART. Sophia Calks, True
Stories. Hours: Weekdays 10 p.m.
TUe. 10 ajn.-10 pjn. Frt 10 a.m.-2 pjn.
Sat- 10 - 3 p.m. Meyerhof* Art Education
Center, TeL 6919155a.
WGEO. To vftstt our projects call Tei Aviv

6923619; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa

388817.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Jaffa Gate. 283698; Balsam.
Saiah e-DJn, 272315; Shuafat, Shuafal

Road, 810108; Dar Aldawa, Herod’s Gate,

282058.
Tef Aviv. Benny, 174 Dizengofl, 522-

2388; Kupat Hofim MaccaDI, 7 HaShla,
546-5558. Till 3 a.m. Tuesday: Ben-
Yehuda. 142 Ben-Yehuda, 522-3535. Till

midnight Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London Ministore

Superpharm. 4 Shaul Ham&lech. 696-

0115.
Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Medlcsiore, 24
TchemlehowGky. Ktar Sava, 457034.
Netanya: Magen, 13 Wetemann, 822985.
Krayot ana: Harman, 4 Santa! ModTin,
IQryat Motzkin, 870-7770/3.

Haifa: Magen David, 13 Gsute, 862-5205.
Herzliya: CiaJ Phamt. Beit Merkazim. 6
Maskrt (cnr. Sderot Hagalim), Hendiya
Pttuah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 aJTL to

midnigfit.

Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair
Wail, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 pm
DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Ein Kerem (inter-

nal, surgery, ortbopedcs, ENT); JWsgav
Ladachjobstetrics); Bikur Hofim (pedi-

atrics), Snaare Zedek (afdtihahnology).

Tal Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center (ped-
atrics), Idiikrv (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
PIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn

h emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) or 911
of the courin most parts country. In

Ashdod* 551333
Ashkdon 551332

Ww Sava* 902223
NfttWlya* 912333

BwHSteta" 274767 NMm' 604444M Shemath 523133 PoWiTtora* 9311111

Dan Region* 5703333 RahovtS* <51333
EW3K444 fiWxxr 9642333
Hwta* BS12233 Sated 820333
Jemsatem* 523103 Tel AviV 6480111

KanrtoT 9985444 Tihedas' 792444
UobSe Manaive Cam Unit (MJCU) sanrtce in

tha ama, aieund me dock.

MetScal help for tourists (in Engftsh)

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambem Hospital 04-8529205, toremer-
gencycans24 hours a day, forformation
m case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional Fust Aid. Jerusalem
610303, Tel Aviv 5461111 (chiklran/youth

6961113), Haifa 8672222/3. Beersheba
281128, Netanya 625110, Karmlel
99884 10. Kfar Seva 7874555, Hadera
346789.
Wtzo hotfimu for battered woman 02-

6514111, 03-5461133 (elso in Russian).
07-376310. 06-550506 (also hi Amhoric).

Crisis Center (24 hours], Tel Aviv

119, 5449191 (men), Jerusalem
255556. Haifa 6860111. EBat 31977.
Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support
service 02-247676. gwy).

Netanya; Laniado.

dimensional view of the young
Jewish girl who became a symbol of

the Holocaust 23:00 The Shop on
Main Street (1965) - Oscar-winninq

Czech production about an old

Jewish woman who loses her button
shop on the main street and
depends on the man who took it over
to shield her from further persecu-

tion. Starring Ida Kaminska. (128
mins.) 00:00 News 00:05 The Shop
on Main Street (continued) 1:05 On
the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV

14:00 Bonkere 14:30 Richie Rich -
cartoon 15:00 Bush School 15:15
Playabout 15:30 Bustin’ Loose
16:00 Animals of the Mediterranean
16:20 TAO 17:00 French Programs
19:35 The Nanny - comedy 20:00
Baby It's You 20:25 Rock around the

World 21:00 World Echo 21:10 Sea
Powers 22:00 News in English
22:25 The Bold and the Beautiful

23:10 P.S. I Luv You 00:00 Taurus
Rising 24:40 Ellen - comedy

MIDDLE EAST TV

14:00 The 700 Club 14:55 Four
Deuces (1 975) - action /comedy
/drama about a newsman who while
writing a story on gangland activity,

falls in love with the leader's girl-

friend. Starring Carol Lynley and
Jack Palance. 16:30 Dennis the
Menace 16:55 Mask 17:20 Fables of

the Green Forest 17:45 Another Life

18:10 Magnum 19:10 The A-Team
20riX) World News Tonight (Arabic)

20:30 CNN Headline News 21:00
The Bill Cosby Show 21:30
Diagnosis Murder 22:20 Snowy
River 23:30 700 Club 00:00 Special

Program

CABLE
fTV3(33)

17:00 Cartoons 17:30 Heia and the

Dervishes 18:30 Panorama with
Zaidan Atsrie 19:00 News in Arabic
19:30 Songs We Loved 20:00 Mabat
News 20:45 Opening Shots - young
artists 21:15 George Grosz -
Documentary on the German-Jewish
artist and caricaturist, and his bitter

struggle with the Nazis 21:45
Reviver of the Dead - compositions
of the composer and conductor
Noam Sheriff 22:40 Christian
Boltanski - Photographic Artist

00:00 Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Hey Dad 16:00 Mathematics
for Bagrut 16:30 Following the signs
- tales about Israel 17:00 Gulliver’s

Travels 17:30 Beethoven recrtai -
Bagatelles, Op. 126 Nos. 1-6 18:00
Shakespearean Theater 18:30
Family Relations 19:00
Conversations on a higher plane: Dr.

Dina Poral and Professor Yosef Ben
Shlomo cfiscuss whether the com-
munity of Eretz Yisrael could have
done more to rescue fellow Jews
during the period of the Holocaust
19:30 Reflection - special program
m memory of Holocaust survivor and
harmonica exponent Shmuel Gogol,

who died after returning from Poland
in 1993 20:00 A New Evening (with

Russian subtitles) 20:30 The Hiding

Place (1975) - story of Dutch
Christians who provided a refuge for

Jews during World War II, only to be
caught ana sent to a concentration

camp. Starring Julie Hams and
E3een Heckart. (120 mins) 22:30
Revolutions in the Modem Era

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 10:30 Second Time
Around 10:55 WKRP in Cincinnati

11:25 Celeste (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors
Perryjrry

Starting at 1:30 14:05 The A Team
14:50 Falcon Crest 15:35 Rosie
O'Neill - drama

Holocaust Martyre’ and Heroes’
Remembrance Day - the Family
Channel and Movie Channel pre-

sent combined broadcasts

16:25 The Girts from Ubau (Hebrew)
- The story of two women who sur-

vive the Holocaust together, whose
friendship is strengthened over the

course of 50 years. The film follows

the fives of the two through the ghet-

to and concentration camps. 17:20

Genocide - prize-winning American
documentary, made to refute the

Tonight, the ova of Holocaust Heroes’

and Martyrs’ Ramebrance Day. movie
theatres are closed
JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Le Chagrin at La
Pitta 7 RAV CHEN 1-7w 792799 Credit

Card Reservations'll- 794477 Rav-Mecftei

Buteing, 19 He'oman S*_. Talplot Before

and After 5 * Mighty Aphrodite 5 *
Sense and SensdbiSty 5 * Star Man 5 *
Broken Arrow 5 * Ace Ventura 5 *
TELAVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak 3l «
5772000 Heating by KflDng 7 * To Return

to Lite 7 DIZENGOFF Leaving Las
Vegas 11 bjtl, 1, 3, 5 Show Girts 10:45

a.m„ 1, 3:15 * A Man of No importance

11 EurL. 1.3. 5 * GAN HATH * 527S215
71 Ibn Gatud St. Prtscilka 230, 5 * GAT
Sense and SensKtifity 4:45 LEV 1-4 *
5288288 Copycat 11:30 a m,, 2 *
Antortia'8 Line 12 noon, 2:15 * Farinelll

12 noon, 2 * Denise Cads Up 12 noon *
RAV-CHEN- 5282288 Dtengoff Center

by Oi

Welles and Elizabeth Taylor. (83
mins.) 18:45 Special program for

Holocaust Remembrance Day.

19:30 To Search After Me (Hebrew)
20:10 Oskar Schindler They Call

Him Father Courage - documentary
21 :00 Healing in the Killing (Hebrew)
- chilling documentary about the role

of physicians in the concentration
camps. Focuses on the biographies
of two Nazi doctors, bringing hitherto

unknown details. 22:30 The Huppa-
Benno and Helma, survivors from
the Riga Ghetto, hold the wedding
they couldn't have then 50 years
later. 00:00 The Assault (1966,
Dutch)

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 Berdel {1990, Turkish) -

Oriental family drama (S3 mins.)

(rpt) 12:00 1939 (1989, Swedish) - a
farm girl comes to Stockholm on the
eve of WW1I, tails in love with a
charming, rich young man, but their

love meets several unexpected
obstacles. 15:00 Dear America
(1 987) - documentary based on let-

ters written by US soldiers in

Vietnam. Narration by Robert De
Niro, Michael J. Fox, Robin Williams,
Kathleen Turner, and many others.
(82 mins.)

Holocaust Martyrs' and Heroes'
Remembrance Day - the Family
Channel and Movie Channel pre-
sent combined broadcasts. See
details above.

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:05 Lizzie Bee (rpt)

8:30 Peter Rabbit (rpt) 9:05 Alice in

Wonderland (rpt) 9:35 The Heart (r

10:05 Pinkie the Brat (rot) 10:35 [

'

Gfick (rpD 10:55 Saved by the Bell

(rpt) 11:30 Little University -
Encyclopedia 13:00 Surprise Garden
13:35 Alvin and the Chipmunks 14:00
Detective Boogie 14:35 Sadaku and
the Thousand Cranes 15:10 The
Heart 15:45 The Path of Anne Frank
16:20 Holocaust Remembrance Day
in Kibbutz Lohamei Hageta'ot 17:00
Max Glick 17:30 David - prize-win-

ning German film recounting the story

of a young Jewish boy and the strug-

gle of him and his family to survive
during the Holocaust

SECOND SHOWING (6)

No broadcasts owing to Holo-
caust Martyrs' and Heroes*
Remembrance Day

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Man
and Nature (rpt) 13:00 Beyond 2000
(rpt) 14:00 Open University 16:00
Man and Nature (rpt) 17:00
Antisemitism: the Longest Hatred -
From Cross to Swastika 17:55
Antisemitism; Enemies of the People
18:45 Antisemitism: Between Moses
and Mohammed 20:00 Another
Railway Trip — four neo-Nazis travel-

ing to Auschwitz argue with a
Holocaust survivor 21:00 Return to

the Warsaw Ghetto 22.-00 Goethe
and the Ghetto - the life and music
of Victor Ullmann, who composed in

Theresienstadt and was killed at

Auschwitz 23:00 Oskar Schindler

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Satina Scott Show 7:00
Eurooe 2000 7:30 ITN News 8:00
The Today Show 10:00 Super Shop
11:00 European Money Wheel 16:30
Morning Reports live from Wall
Street 16:00 American Money
Wheel 16:30 FT Business Tonight
19:00 ITN News 19:30 David Frost

Live 20:30 The Selina Scott Show
21 :3Q Frontal 22:30 ITN News 23:00
NHL Ice Hockey 00:00 Best of the

Tonight Show 1:00 The Best of Late
Night with Conan O'Bnen 2:00 The
Best of Later with Greg Kinnear

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 The Artist and
the Professor 7:00 Beverly Hillbillies

7:30 The Vegetarian Kitchen 8:00
Video Fashion News 8:30 Gabrielle

9:30 Santa Barbara 10:30 The Bold
and the Beautiful 11:00 Oprah
Winfrey 12:00 Remington Steele
13:00 The Vegetarian Kitchen 13:30
Video Fashion News 14:00 Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles 14:30 Small
Wonder 15:00 The Black Stallion

15:30 Batman 16:00 Home and
Away 16:30 Entertainment Tonight

17:00 M*A’5"H 17:30 A Touch of

Frost 19:30 The Bold and the

Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara 21 :00

Hard Copy 21:30 Hearts Afire 22:00

CINEMA
Before and After 5 * Pocaohntas
(Hebrew daiogue) * Broken Arrow 5 +
Ace Ventura 11:30 ilitl, 2:30, 5 * Seven
11:30 a.m.. z-i5, 4:45* ThB Usual
Suspects 11:30 am.. 230, 5 * Toy Story

'Hebrew dialogue I 5 * RAY-OR 1-5 »
5102674 Opera House H Postino 5 *
Mighty AphrocEte 5 * Star Han 5* Blue
in toe Face 5 TEL AVIV MUSEUM *
6931297 27 Shaul Hametekti Boulevard

Before the Rain 5
HAIFA
RAV-OR 1-3 « 246553 (OS) Toy Story
friebrew riatogui?) 5 * Ace Ventura 5
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 Sabrina 4:45*

Before and After 5 * Broken Arrow 5 *
Copycat 5 Ace Ventura 5* Twelve
Monkeys 5* Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue)

BEERSHEBA
RAV-NEGEV 1-4 « 235278 Before and
Aft«r«8noken Arrow 5 * Sense and
Sensibility 4 '30 Toy Story (Hebrew efia-

Grace Under Fire 22:30 Bamaby
Jones 23:30 Entertainment Tonight

00:00 Oprah Winfrey 1:00 Hard
Copy 1 :30 Home and Away 2:00 The
Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

No broadcasts owing to
Holocaust Martyrs’ and Heroes'
Remembrance Day

EUROSPORT

9:30 Aerobics 10:30 Bicycle Racing
- World Cup from France (rpt) 12:00
International Motor Sports Magazine
13:00 Weight Lifting: Europe Cup
from Norway 14:00 Boxing 15:00
Car racing (rpt) 17:00 Aerobatics

18:00 Body Building 19:00 Boston
Marathon - live 21:30 Fast World -
Motor Sport Magazine 23:00
Professional Wrestling 00:00
Eurogoals - soccer 1:00 Eurogotf

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Goth US Master's Tournament,
final day (rpt) 6:30 Cricket Pepsi
Cup, summary 7:30 Golf: PGA
Tournament 8:00 German Soccer
8:30 Cricket Pepsi Cup, Pakistan vs
South Africa - live 12:00 Gold; US
Masters Tournament - summary
12:30 Cricket Pepsi Cup, Pakistan
vs South Africa - five (contd.) 16:30
Golf: US Master's Tournament, final

day (rpt) 19:00 Cricket Pepsi Cup,
summary 20:00 WWF Wrestling
23:00 Billiards 00:00 Thai Boxing
1:00 PGA Golf Tournament 1:30
Spanish Soccer League

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 10:15 The
Money Programme 11:30 Top Gear
12:30 Food and Drink: Far Eastern
Cookery (rpt) 15:05 Correspondent
(rpt) 16:15 World Business Report
16:30 Asia-Pacific Newshour 17:30
London International Boat Show (rpt)

18:15 The Money Programme 19:30
Tomorrow’s World (rpt) 22:05 The
Money Programme (rpt) 23:30 Time
Out Holiday 00:00 World Business
Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:30
This Week in NBA 8:30 Global View
(rpt) 9:30 Diplomatic License 11:30
CNN Newsroom 12:30 Headline
News 13:00 Business Day 14:00
Asia News 14:30 World Sport 15:00
Asia News 15:30 Business Asia
16:00 Larry King Live 17:30 World
Sport (rpt) 18:30 Business Asia (rpt)

19:00 Special: The Holocaust
Survivors - documentary produced
by Steven Spielberg 21:00 World
Business Today 21:30 Worid News
22:00 Larry King (rpt) 00:00 Worid
Business Today 00:30 World Sport

1 :00 World News Survey

SKY NEWS

News on the hour 7:30 ABC World
News 11:30 The Book Show 12:10
CBS 60 Minutes 13:00 Worid News
15:30 CBS Morning News 17:30
The Book Show 19:00 Live at Five

20:30 Tonight with Adam Boulton

21:30 Sportline 22:10 CBS 60
Minutes 1:30 CBS Evening News

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Sibelius:

6 Humoresques for violin and orch

op 87 and 89; works by contempo-
rary composers; Hajdu: King’s

Fanfare 12:00 Light Classical -
excerpts from operas and operettas

bv Mozart, Verdi, Bizet, Puccini,

Mascagni, Offenbach 13:00
Saxophonist John Harie - Stanley
Myers: Concerto for soprano saxo-
phone; Milhaud; La creation du
monde 14:06 Encore 15:00 Cycle of

Works - Beethoven's piano sonatas
16:00 Earty music 17:00 Etnahta -
program for Holocaust Martyrs' and
Heroes' Remembrance Day. Miriam

Songs
Stem: 3 Songs. Aharon Hariap: Fire

and Mountains; Schumann: 3
Fantasiestflcke (Heled, Zak) 19:00
Rainbow of Sounds 20:05 Mahler
Quartet movement inA minor for vio-

lin. viola, cello and piano; Brahms:
Symphony no 2 21 :00 A Matter of

Remembering 23:00 Bloch: Mystic

Poem, Ba’al Shem; Mahler: 5 Songs
from ROckert

H^R&LIYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) *
8902666 Sense and Sensibility 5 * Star

Man 6
RA’ANANA
PARK Sense and Sensibility 5:30 *
Broken Arrow 5:30* Toy Story (Hebrew

dialogue) 520 * Ace Ventura 5:30 * An
Indian in the Cupboard 5:30
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 e 8197121 Before and
After 5* Mighty Aphrodite 5 * Sense
and SensUfity 5* Toy Story (Hebrew

dstogue) 5
YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim Before and
AfterMffghty Aphrodite 5 * Sense and
SenstbBity S

Phene reservations: TelAviv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
All times are pjn. unless otherwise indi-

cated.

AS
Table Manna
ESRA's Community Cookbook
This beautifully-produced, hardcover cookbook presents

350 recipes from over 250 cooks - including recipes of

ambassadors, embassies and hotel chefs- but mostly of

people who love to entertain. They share their favorite

recipes with us.

The easy-to-follow directions present foods from

Starters, through Soups, Meat and Bakery, on to

Desserts - plus special sections such as Phyllo Cooking

and Vegetarian and Light Meals.

This collection is sure to add spice to your table.

Published by ESRA. Hardcover, 372 pp.

JP Price: Nt$ 59 plus N1S 9 for packing and postage

To Books: The Jerusalem Post, POB 81

,

Jerusalem 91000. Tel. 02-241282.

Please send me Table Manna. Enclosed is my check for

NIS 68, payable to The Jerusalem Post or credit card details:

Visa teracard Diners

CC No._

Address.

City

_Exp.

-Code.

Name

Tel. (daytime).

Signature

JD_

* Ptaase Hat giftwdptents'namce and adrir^BBBBparatBty.FbfcwgsBasafriTaltWNwy pteBsg add N1S35.
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Judge raps IDF
for keeping
extra lists of

reporters’ calls
RA1NE MARCUS

TELAviv Magistrate's Court Judge

Zecharia Caspi yesterday slammed
die Military Police for keeping
extra lists of oeBular phone calls

made by journalists, and ordered

lists of phone calls made by
reporter Yoni Ben-Menahem
returned to die court's safe.

"There are signs that additional

information received by the

Military Police was used," said

Caspi.

The information given to the

Military Police by Motorola by
enter of Judge George Kara dam-
aged Ben-Menahem 's rights as a

reporter, said Caspi He also said

that additional information given to

the Military Police, was obtained

illegally.

Caspi ’s decision followed a

request made last week by the

National Federation of Israel

Journalists to cancel the order,

issued to discover which officers

were leaking information.

The Military Police should have

handed over additional lists back to

the courts, ruled Caspi. However,

he added they did not conceal

details from Kara when requesting
him to sign the Ofdet

The federation said it was
pleased that Caspi had recognized

journalists' rights to protection of
sources and confidentiality.

However; federation secretary-gen-

eral Razi Guterman said he was
astonished at Motorola-

Pelephone’s “negligence and
insensitivity when the company
discovered it had handed over to

the IDF information on phone calls

which it was not required to trans-

fer, and as such broke the law."

The federation has called on
Justice Minister David Liba’i to

“reach immediate conclusions per-

taining to journalists’ rights to con-

fidentiality and privacy.” The fed-

eration has asked Liba’i to imple-

ment recommendations suggested

by a special committee to safe-

guard journalists’ rights.

Minister of Refigkras Affairs Shimon Shetreei yesterday appeals to Israeli Arab hsj pilgrims to act as ‘passengers for peace toArab
and Islamic nations,’ as he addresses them at the AOenby Bridge terminal before their departure for Mecca. More than 10,000 pil-

grims have left Israel and the autonomous Palestinian areas for the ammal pilgrimage. GE&tan mint)

Would-be bomber held British passport
Ex-Histadrut official sentenced

to six months’ public service

LTZI Fassa, former head of the Histadrut "s events department, was sen-

tenced to six months’ public service yesterday by the Tel Aviv
Magistrate's Court for fraud, breach of trust, and false registry in orga-

nizational documents.
Fassa headed the division responsible for running events and printing.

He was convicted of making out seven false receipts for a total of NTS
765,000, which he presented to the Histadrut, claiming they were events

which in reality never took place. The receipts were made out to cover

up expenses for jobs ordered by former Histadrut chairman Haim
Haberfeld during his 1994 primary campaign.

Fassa confessed as part of a plea bargain and testified for the prose-

cution in the case involving Histadrut financial irregularities. (Trim)

THE terroristwho atxattortally Mew himselfup in

a Jerusalem hotel on Friday hdd a British pass-

port, and security officials here and in Britain are

trying to determine his true identity and who he
was working for, several British newspapers
reported over the weekend.

Late last night the Jerusalem District Court
reversed a decision earlier in the evening by the

local magistrate’s court permitting publication of
the suspect's name.

Security officials here are keeping a tight hd on
the investigation, and have only been willing to

say that the operation is not like any of the recent
attacks by Hamas and Islamic Jihad. I night

the Jerusalem Magistrate’s Court allowed publi-

cation here of information already published in

BILL HUTMAM

the foreign press.

Officials confirmed that the British authorities

havebeencontacted.Thesources reported the ter-

rorist is in serious, tat stable condition, after loos-

ing most of both legs atxl an arm.

British Consul-General Richard Dalton said

that “we have been in contact wife the Israeli

authorities. But we cannot say for sure yet

whether the person involved is a British dthea.

We are continuing to make inquiries.” The
Sunday Telegraph reported that England’s
National Criminal TntrfligKnrt* Swrvira mnfirmwrt
that tire British passport in possession of the

bomber is genuine. However, the newspaper said

h remains unclear if it was stolen or borrowed.

The from page article noted lfaat the fact foe ter-

roristwas in possession ofthe passport *wffl foe!

speculation about connections betweai Hamas
aid its sympaihraas in London. Israel rifcges

extremist tsfamic ceSs in London have been
behindseveral attacks.”

The Observer identified the terrorist as being;

26-years-old, according to foe passport be was
carrying. It also reported be identifiedhimself as

an accountant, when he registered at the

Lawrence Hotel last Tbesday.
Johnny Asmar, foe hotel manager cait jn

retrospect,foemao acted very snspkaonsiy (hiring

Ins stay. He described him as having
“Mitttitarranwm features.”

JORDAN
Petra 2 days- $169
Jordan and Jerusalem

4 days- $399 from Eilat

EGYPT
Cairo Tours

2, 3 or 4 days from $155
t Nile cruise 8 days in Egypt

SINAI EXPERIENCE
Two days of camel riding, hiking

and jeeps - $125
Sinai safari - 4 days $295

Private detective

pleads innocent to

wiretapping charges
RA1NE MARCUS

PRIVATE investigator Ze’ev

Laufer, 51, indicted on 13 counts in

the media wiretapping case, main-
tained his innocence in Tel Aviv

Magistrate’s Court yeserday.

Laufer said he has not yet found a

lawyer, and attorneys he has

approached have “not rushed” to

defend him because of the vast

amount ofmaterial to be studied.

Others charged in the media
wiretapping affair have filed

requests to receive some of the

hundreds of files, tapes, and video

tapes from the District Attorney’s

Office.

Laufer was charged with commis-
sioning private investigators Rafi

Friedan and Ya’acov Tsur to tap

phones, cellular phones, and

Those bugged includeMa 'ariv pub-

lisher Ofer Nimrodi, former
Ma'ariv deputy marketing manager

Ya’acov Kedmi, Yediot Marmot
finance manager Yinon Angel, the

daily’s shareholder Ze’ev Mazes,
Mozes’s lawyer Meir life, entre-

preneur Shmuel Bitennan, and the

Nisko company.
Police have testimony, given by

state’s witness Tsar, that Laufer

was employed by people at Yediot

to spy on rival elements both with-

in Yediot and atMa’ariv. Since his

arrest last April, Laufer has refused

to cooperate with the police.

The trial will resume on May 14

to give Laufer time to find a lawyer.

Egypt sentences spy to life in jail

An Egyptian court yesterday sentenced Amer Soliman Ali, 52, of
Rafail to life imprisonment at hard labor for spying for Isreel j secu-

rity sources said. They said the coot in H Arc! also fined him
10,000 pounds (N1S 9,000).

Soliman was also charged with trying to recruit two other

Egyptians as spies and with smuggling drugs into the country with
the help of Israeli intelligence. Reuter

Supreme Court refuses to release KHngtMMg
Hie Supreme Court yesterday refused to release Marcus Kfiagjbog,

77, convicted 12 years ago for spying for foe former Soviet Union.
KJingberg, who is serving an 18-year sentence for parang xnfbnxza-

tion on biological warfare, had appealed an earlier Supreme Grad
decision rejecting bis request for early release on health grounds. -

Klingbezg may remember information that “if exposed, could
cause unimaginable damage to national security,” the court wnrie.

Meshulam prisoners end hunger strike

Uzi Meshulam and 14 of his followers have ended a 12-day hanger
strike aficroonsulting with Rabbi David Grossman, appointed by
Internal Security Monster Moshe Shahal to head a committee to

examine their complaints about their prison conditions.

Meshulam’s decision followed an order given by Shahal and
Prisons Service GraumssionerAiye Bibi on Saturday to force-feed

three followers whose lives were in danger. RaineMarcus

JERUSALEM 3000 YEARS
ISRAEL'S ECONOMY IS ON THE MOVE

Former IEC employee indicted

on bribery charges
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A FORMER employee of the

Israel Electric Corporation,

charged on 19 counts of taking

bribes to reduce customers’ wait-

ing time, maintained his inno-

cence in Tel Aviv Magistrate’s

Court yesterday.

Ya’acov Skorenitzky, 50, of
Holon, was until 1993, the ware-

Foreign residents, tourists and Israelis permanently residing abroad:
In addition la receiving expert advice and service when opening an account with'
us, you'll benefit from additional interest and exclusive gifts*.

We offer these special terms:

Up to 0.4V o additional interest on deposits ofSlOOOand more (or the equivalent in other currencies j.

No commission fees on transfers offoreign currency from other hanks.

* High yield medium and long-wim deposits.

Substantia! discounts on purchases of participation units in the I Ian Mutual Fund for foreign residents.

Open o new lime account and enjoy special gifts:
I cnDeiaurunncurv intueTA !

ur name
J ’er.fxsa l‘e nr, Fo pfefst#

iameH
n. Faqes%B|§|

epos It nr<LiUll|j:rX:
.
JeirusalcO] Medal wheo' deposit!

(i *0.<l(boc xi ipre/'iri uitocrt

Offer valid:

from March 31 to May 3. 1336

FOREIGN CURRENCY LOANS TO
PURCHASE REAL ESTATE IN ISRAEL
applicable also to Israelis

permanently living abroad.
no guarantors required.

’ Subject te die eanu»i«ft‘, rate;.

For further details, please visit any Israel Discount

Bank branch or conacf the Business Promotion &
Marketing Department. ! 6 MapusL.TeI-AvK.Tel:
(931520310$. Fax: 1 93 15:42343.

E. Mai!: men . ntftviwn.nct.if

Guide to the
Holy Land
has everything any visitor
resident or armchair traveller
will want to know about the
area's history, art and
architecture. With
comprehensive and up-to-date
hotel and restaurant listings,

advice on how to get about,
details of the opening hours of
sites and places of interests.

JP price: NIS 95,
incl. VAT, and p&h in Israel.

To: Books,
The Jerusalem Post,
P-O. Box 81,Jerusalem 91000.

Please send me Guide to the Holy
Land. Enclosed is my check,
payable to TheJerusalem Post
Credit card orders accepted by
phone/ fax.

Address:

RAINE MARCUS

house manager in an EEC depart-

ment dealing with requests for

increased electricity supplies.

Clients can sometimes wait

months for additional cables to be
installed, even though they pay
the company for such services.

According to the indictment,

Skorenitzky was paid by electri-

cians and consumers to reduce
their waiting time. He did this by

.

asking various SC employees to

rash work ordered by those who
paid him. The employees did not

receive bribes, bnt merely did

Skorenitzky a favor
The accused also.allegedly did

electrical work himself, using
EEC time, equipment, and work-
ers.

The first charge relates to a
bookstore owner who. in

Birth

Control

in

Jewish Law

February 1992, asked for permis-
sion to increase his electricity. A
year latei^ he paid IEC but- did
not receive the service. Private

investigator Eitan Botan,
employed by the EEC, which, sus-
pected that Skorenitzky was tak-

ing bribes, posed: as a family
member of the bookstore owner
and arranged to meet the

accused. Skorenitzky told Dotan

that he could raeed up-foe work:
if he was paid $2^K)0.
Others paid Skorenitzky from

NTS 300 to NIS 15,000, depend-
ing on the amount of work and
time involved. Clients included
home owners, company man-
agers, and electricians who heed-
ed EEC authorization.

The case surfaced after clients

complained fo. the police and.
after Dotan also presented the
police with his fmdmgs.

Marital Relations, Cantracepflorij and Abortion
as set forth In the classictexts ofJewish Law
by David M. Feldman
An examination ofthe relevant precepts of the
Talmud, Codes, Commentaries, ahd, especially,
rabbinic response through the present day, with

. comparative reference to the Christferi exegetical
tradition, The 1995 epiiogue4o this book, vtfilch is
standard on many a Jewish bookshelf, includes new
developmentsandimplications ofthe new
reproductive technoio^ywith an update fold review of
the abortion debate. Hforicover, 348 pp.

"

JP Price: NIS 65, incL VAT and p&h in Israel
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Winning caods

la yesterday’s Mifel Hapayis dai-

lyQuaee card draw, foe lucky

cards were foe
,
ace of spades, 10

of . hearts, nine of diamonds, and

jade of chibs.

Daughter of radio
phmeer to visit here

TOE dasher of radio pioneer

Gugtiefano Marconi arrives here

today as a guest of the Israel

National Museum of Science in

Haifa. Gfoia Marconi Braga wiU
be guest speaker at an event called

“The Wireless Saga: From Villa

Grifime to \fenus,” to be held by
the museum on Thursday. The
event win honor Prof. Ya’acov Ziv,

president of the Israel Academy of
Sciences and Humanities.

JudySiegd

New code to permit sale

. .. of cheap pagers
TOE Knesset Finance Gmunittee
yesterday approved the establish-

ment of a new phone dialing code
that will allow the sale of cheap
pagers with charges paid by those
leaving the messages.
The new dealing code, 058, wiD

mean callers must pay for the cost

of leaving a beeper message.
The paging companies will

soonbe able to offer beepers at a
low one-time price to those who
want the 058 option! 'Until how,
the beeper subscriber has had to

pay not only the relatively high
cost of the pager, but also
monthly service' fees and some-
times a special charge if he
received over a certain number
of messages. /tint
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